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Translator's Introduction I 

Intended for a general audience, and first published in a 
popular series of student-friendly engagements .... -jth major 
philosophical topics (time, art, responsibility, individual

ity .) , this slender volume provides much the most acces
sible introduction to Badiou's admittedly complex and 
unusual thought. 

Badiou is no longer a complete stranger among Anglo
American readers. Ethics is the third of his books to be 
translated into English (all mthin the past year), and his 
work has already been introduced, summarized and 

reviewed in a variety of places and ways.2 There is no need 
to duplicate such summaries in any detail here. But his 
work may remain just 'strange' enough to warrant a brief 
overview of its general orientation , along mth some expla
nation of the precise role played by ethics in his mder 
conception of things. This conception makes for profitable 
and provocative comparison mth those of his better-known 
rivals in the field (U�vinas, Denida. .) . I mil end this 
Introduction by asking a couple of the more pressing 
questions raised by Badiou 's intervention in this the most 
controversial field of contemporary philosophy. 
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I Badiou's project 

Badiou is, by any criteria, one of the mos t significant and 
original philosophers working in France today, and perhaps 
the only serious rival of Deleuze and Derrida fo r that 

meaning less but unavoidable title of 'most impo rtant con
temporary French philosopher', His attention ranges over a 
unique combination of fields and commitment,,: the math
ematical theories of sets and categories , modernist poetry 

and art, radical po litics, Lacanian psychoanalysis, contem
poraI)' thea tre , and the history of philosophy from Plato 
and Parmenides to Lyo tard and Lardreau. He has written 

more than twenty books, including several successful plays 
and novels. He edit. .. the prestigious collection 'L'Ordre 

Philosophique' at Les Editions du Seuil , and is a professor 

at the Ecole Normale Superieure in Paris and at the College 
International de Philosophie , where his lectures consistently 
draw hundreds of listeners. 

Broadly speaking, Badiou's philosophy seeks to expose 
and make sense of the potential for radical innovation 
(revolution. invention, transfiguration . .) in every situ
ation. Simplifying things considerably, we might say that he 
divides the sphere of human action into two overlapping 

but sharply differentiated sub-spheres: (a) the 'ordinary ' 

realm of es tablished interests and differences, of approved 
know/edges that seIve to name, recognize and place consoli
dated identities; and (b) an 'exceptional' realm of singular 
innovations or troths, which persist only through the mili
tant proclamation of those rare individuals who constitute 
themselves as tM subjects of a truth, as the 'militants' of their 

cause. 
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The realm of knowledge is essentially static, ' objective' , 
and structured according to the interests of those who 
dominate and govern the si tuation; every ordinary situation 
is 'structured in dominance' , as Althusser would say. The 
sum total of these structurings - namings, classifications, 
divisions, distributions - make up wha t Badiou calls the state 
of the situation. (Badiou's use of the term 'state' incorpor
ates a classically Marx ist understanding of the poli tica l state 
as much as it overlaps with a simple intuitive understanding 

of the 'status quo'.) In an o rdinary situation, the domina
tion of its state is effectively absolute - indeed, so absolute 

as to be beyond any precise measurement or determination. 
It is precisely this indetermination that ensures conformity 
or obedience from the (classified, dhided . .) members of 

the situation. 
Access to the realm of truth, by contrast, is achieved 

through a procedure that succeeds both in fixing the domi
nation of the state Over the situation and in evading this 
domination. This procedure is wholly subjective: it is 
fo unded only on the subjects who 'bear' its trajectory. A 
truth proceeds as a 'subtraction' from the particularity of 
the known (from the classifications of the state). A truth is 
innovation en acre, singular in its location and occasion, but 
universal in its 'address' and import. Inaccessible to the 
classifications of the state, the truth comes to pass as a 

universal-singular, particular to but unlimited by the con
tents of the situation in which it comes to exist. 

Such a truth-procedure can begin only with some son of 
break with the ordinary situation in which it takes place -
what Badiou calIs an event. An event has no objective or 
verifiable content. Its 'happening' cannot be proved, only 

affirmed and proclaimed. Event, subject, and tnlth are thus 
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all aspects of a single process of affirmation: a truth comes 
into being through those subjects who maintain a resilient 
fidelity to the consequences of an event that took place in a 
situation but was not oj it. Fidelity, the commiunent to a 
truth, amounts to something like a disinterested enthusi
asm, absorption in a compelling task or cause, a sense of 
elation, of being caught up in something that transcends all 
petty, private or material concerns. Subjects are both carried 
by a truth - they compose the 'finite' points of an always 
'infinite' truth - and prO\'ide its literal, material 'support' 
Every subject is only an 'objective' individual, an ordinary 
mortal, become 'immortal' through his or her affirmation 
of (or transfiguration by) a truth that coheres at a level 
entirely beyond this mortal objectivity. 

Truth for Badiou thus evokes the logic of being true to 
something, of holding true to a principle, person, or ideal. 
His examples include, in characteristically diverse registers: 
Saint Paul's militant conception of an apostolic subjectivity 
that exists only through proclamation of an event (the 
resurrection of Christ) of universal import but of no 'objec
tive' or established significance; the Jacobin or Bolshevik 
fidelity to a Revolutionary event which exceeds, in its subjec
tive power and generic scope, the particular actions that 
contributed to its occurrence; two lovers' conception of 
themselves as amorous subjects, 'rooted' only in a fidelity to 
the ephemeral event of their encounter; an artist's or 
scientist's fidelity to a creative line of inquiry opened up by 

a discovery or break with tradition. In each case, what is 
materially composed by such truth-procedures is a 'generic 
set' to which only the most disinterested (most universal, 
most anonymous) 'stuff' of the situation belongs. 

The eclectic range of Badiou's illustrations is balanced by 
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their rigorous distribution among four and only four fields 
of truth (each of which defines one of the four 'conditions' 
of philosophy, or 'generic procedures'): love, art, science, 
and politics. Why these particular four? Because they mark 
out the possible instances of the subject as variously individ
ual or collective . Love, dearly, affects only the individuals 
concerned. Politics. by contrast, concerns only the collective 

dimension, the affinnation of an absolutely generic equality. 
And in 'mixed situations' - situations with an individual 

'vehicle' but a collective import - art and science qualify as 
generic to the degree that they effect a pure invention or 
discovery beyond the mere transmission of recognized 

knowledges. S 

n Why 'ethics'? 

The part played by ' ethics ' in this c onfiguration is an 
essentially regulative one. Understood in tenns of a philos
ophy of truth, 'ethical' should simply describe what helps to 

preserve or en-courage a subjective fidelity as such. The 
ethical prescription can be summarized by the single imper

ative: 'Keep going!' or 'Continue!' For a truth is clearly 

difficult by definition . It implies an effectively selfless 
devotion to a cause. By going against the current, by going 
against the 'natural' movement o f time itself, it is vulnerable 

to various forms of erosion at every moment of its elabora
tion. To keep going, then, presumes the ability to identify 
and resist the various forms of corruption or exhaustion 
that can beset a fidelity to truth. 

This corruption defines what Badiou calls 'Evil' [Ie Mal]. 
Evil can take one of three main forms, each one a perversion 
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of truth: (a) betrayal, the renunciation of a difficult fidelity; 
(b) delusion, the confusion of a mere 'simulacrum' of an 
event "'ith a genuine event; and (c) terror, or the effort to 
impose the total and unqualified power of a truth . The first 
perversion is a fairly straightforward matter of temptation 
and fatigue . The second involves confusion of the necessarily 

universal address of every genuine event (ensured, in a 
somewhat technical sense, by its location at the edge of the 
'void' of the situation in which it takes place)4 ",ith a par
ticular, differentiating address, one located in the substantial 
'plenitude' of a certain community, people or place: the 
example that Badiou develops in some detail, here, is 
Nazism. The third perversion evokes the conventionally 
tragic realm of hubris: in order to 'keep going', the subject 
of truth must resist the temptat ion to impose an absolute, 
definitive order of truth (or, as Badiou will say: to 'force' its 
'unnameable' lim it) . Such an imposition would effectively 
'objectify the truth', resulting in a fatal confusion of the two 
realms distinguished at every stage of Badiou's philosophy 

(objective knowledge and subjective truth). Badiou's exam
ples include positivism, Stalinism and the latter stages of 
China 's Cultural Revolution. In short: 'Simulacrum (associ
ated with the event ) , betrayal (associated with the fidelity), 
and the forcing of the unnameable (associated with the 
power of the true): these are the figures of E .. il, an Evil 
which becomes an actual possibility only thanks to the sole 
Good we recognize - a truth-process.'5 

An ethic of truths, then, is designed to cultivate: a sense of 
discernment (do not confuse the true and the false); courage 

and endurance (do not betray the true); moderation and 
res traint (resist the idea of total or 'substantial' truth). 

The logic relation of Good and Evil is thus perfectly clear: 
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first the Good (the affirmation of a truth), then the risk of 
Evil (as perversion of the Good). The polemic thrust of the 
book's opening chapter follows as an equally logical conse
quence , for the recent liberal-humanist recourse to ethics -
what Badiou calls our 'ethical ideo logy ' - presumes the 
opposite derivation: first the assumption of an a priori evil 
(totalitarianism, violence, suffering) , then the imposition of 
an esse ntially defensive ethics, a 're spect' for negative liber
ties and 'human rights' 'Ethics' here simply means pro tec

tion from abusive interference. It amou nts to an i ntellectual 
justification of the status quo. Operating exclusively in the 
realm of consensus, of the 'self-evident', ethics is intrinsi
cally conservative. 

The prevailing 'ethical ideo logy' has two 'philosoph ical ' 

pole s. First, a (vaguel y Kantian) u niversalizing pole which. 
indifferent to the particularity of any given situation, pro
scribes in advance any possibility of an organize d, militant 

and situated in tervention in the name of some collective 

'Good': ethics here is grounded in the abstract universality 
of general 'human' attribute s or rights. And second, a 
(vaguely Levinasian) differential pole , attuned to the irre

ducible a1terity of the Other: ethics here is expressed in an 
equally abstract respect for mainly cultural 'differences ' 
Neither this universality nor this aherity, Badiou suggests, 
can be rigorousl y founded without taci t reference to their 
logy. Either way, the ethical ideology conceive s of 'man' as 

a fundamentally passive, fragile and mortal entity - as a 
potential victim to be prote cted (most often, as a 'margin
alize d', 'excluded' or 'Third World' victim, to be protected 
by a dutiful, efficient, an d i nvariabl y 'Western' benefactor/ 

exploiter) . 
By contrast, an ethic of truths presume s  tha t every 
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individual can be active and 'immortal' , is indifferent to 

established or state-sanctioned differences, operates in the 
realm of practica l division (for or against the event), and 
situates its affinnation precisely there where the state of the 
situation can see only the non-known and the non-obvious. 

Badiou's fundamentally 'divisive' ethics makes no less of 

a claim to universality than does its ideological rival. Simply, 
its universality is a rigorously situated frrc1ect in something 
like the Sartrean sense: it persists as an unending compila
tion of what, in the situation, is addressed 'for all', regard
less of interest or privilege, regardless of state-sanctioned 
distinctions (and thus against those who continue to defend 
those privileges and distinctions). A truth compiles , step by 
step, everything that affinns the strictly generic universality 
of all members of the situation . The point is that any such 

generic affirmation cannot be ma de 'in theory' or a priori, 
as the basis for an established consensus. It can take place 
only through an 'evental [ivbzememiel]' break with the status 
quo, a break sparked by an event that eludes classification 
in the situation . And it can continue only through a fidel ity 
guarded against its Evil distortion. 'The' ethic of truth, 
then, is fully subordinate to the particularity of a truth. 

There can be no 'ethics in general', no general principle of 
human rights, for the simple reason that what is universally 
human is always rooted in particular truths, particular con
figurations of active thought. 

The combination of trenchant polemic and exuberant 
affinnation makes Ethics the closest thing Badiou has written 
to a manifesto (even more, I think, than the book entitled 

Manifesto for Philosophy). The polemic is directed, first and 
foremost, against the so-<:alled 'nouveaux philosophes' 
against Andre Glucksmann in particular, along with other 
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well-known critics of to. pensee '68 (Alain Renaut and Luc 
Ferry, among others). His argument extends, however, to a 
(generally implicit) confrontation .... <ith positions as diverse 
as those of Rawls, Habe rmas , Benhabib, Ricoeur, Rorty, 
Irigaray, and much of what is called 'cultural studies' in 
North America. Against these varieties of more or less 
respectful humanism, Badiou takes up and defends the 
variously anti humanist and progressive positions of Fou
cault, Althusser and Lacan. He rejects the almost universally 
accepted argument that ethics should essentially concern 

the Other as such (as potential victim of violence or misre
cognition). In what will probably be the most startling 
sentence of the book for many Anglo-American readers, he 

insists: 'All ethical predication based on recognition of the 

other sbould be purely and simply abandoned.' \\-'by? 
Because the real practical and philosophical question con
cerns the status of the Same. Di fferences being simply what 
there is,6 the question of what 'ought to be' must concern 
only what is valid for all, at a level of legitimacy that is 
indifferent to differences. Differences are; the Same is what 

may come to be through the discipl ined adherence to a 
universal truth. For a truth is not founded on some privi

leged part of the situati on, on the basis of some particu1ar 
class or community of people; rather, its 'site' is determined 
by proximity to what is most vulnerable, most anon}mous 
in the situation (i.e. what is perceived as empty or void from 
the perspective adopted by those who dominate the situ
ation).7 Collective privi1eges or differences are precisely 
what any truth, in its coming to be, deposes or renders 
insignificant. Every truth, every compiling of the Same, is 
subtracted from. or transcends, the merely known or estab

lished. the merely differ�d. 
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The properly ethical question, again, emerges at that 
supremely dangerous point where this generic Same might 
deteriorate into an Evil unifonnity or chauvinism. It is 
always Evil to justify (as opposed to a truth 'fol;lnded ' only 
on what is most empty of substance, i.e. on the void of the 
situation) the assertion of substantial or communal con
fonnity, and with it to justify the aggressive liquidation of 

difference (as opposed to a reserved indifference to differ
ences). Against this an ethic of truths deploys its principles 
of courage, discemmem and reserve. In the end, Badiou's 
conception is very simple: Ethics is what helps a truth (a 
compilation of the same-through-subtraction) to persist. 

DI Lacan and Kant 

The major and immediate inspiration for Badiou's ethics is 
his 'master' Jacques Lacan. Lacan's search for an ethics 
of psychoanalysis provides B adiou with the model for a 
procedure-specific approach, and Lacan's famous impera
tive 'do not give up on your desire [ne pas cider sur son 
disirJ, '8 furnishes him with an abstract principle valid for 
every such procedure. For to be thus faithful to the peculi
arity of your desire first requires 'a radical repudiation of a 
certain idea of the good ' ,9 that is, the repudiation of all 
merely consensual social nonns (happiness, pleasure, 
health .. ) in favour of an exceptional affinnation whose 
'value' cannot necessarily be proved or communicated. 
Examples from the Lacanian pantheon include Antigone in 
her cave, Oedipus in his pursuit of the truth, Socrates 
condemned to the hemlock, Thomas More in his fidelity to 
Catholicism, Geronimo in his refusal to yield to an inevi-
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table defeat.. .10 Desire cares no more for the approval of 
others than for our own happiness. Rather, the ethical 
question 'is to be articulated from the point of view of the 
location of man in relation to the Real [riei]',11 that is to say, 
the traumatic, irreducible, essentially asocial and asymbolic 
particularity of your experience. Since your 'normal' con
scious life (your psychological 'status quo') is structured 
around the repression of this Real, access to it must be 
achieved through an 'essential encounter' 12 (i.e. what 
Badiou will call an event, a happening which escapes all 
structuring 'normality') . Ethics is what helps the subject to 
endure this encounter, and its consequences. Thus guided 
by an ethics of the Real, analysis can lead, with time, to 'the 
advent of a tnu speech and the realization by the subject of 
his history'}! (Beckett's stubborn persistence - 'I can' t go 
on, 1 will go on' - is, for Badiou, exemplary of such a real 
ization.)14 

What distinguishes Badiou's philosophical ethics from 
Lacan's own essentially 'anti-philosophical stance is the pre
cise status allocated to the Real in this arrangement.15 
Badiou emphasizes the topological location of the Real, 
the Real as 'being, in a situation, in any given symbolic 

field, the point of impasse, or the point of impossibility, 
which precisely allo ..... 'S us to think the situation as a 

whole' .16 The Real is what seems empty or void from the 
perspective of those who re-present and dominate the situ
ation (i.e. from the perspective assumed by the 'state of 
the situation'); rejected from any stable assignation of 
place, it is thereby that which calls into question the pre
\'ailing regime of place and placement tout COUrt.17 Badiou' s 
Real is always strictly situation-specific. But from a later 
Lacanian perspective, the uns}'mbolizable Real often comes 
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to indicate general human finitude in its most elementary 
form, that is, death. As Lacan's most forceful contemporary 
disciple puts it: 

The whole of Lacan's effort is precisely focused on those Iimit
experiences in which the subject finds himself confronted with 

the death drive at its purest, prior to its reversal into sublima

tion, " v,'hat 'Death' stands for at its most radical is not 

merely the passing of earthly life, but the 'night of the world', 

the self-withdrawal, the absolute contradiction of subjectivity, 

the severing of its links with 'reality',18 

A L acanian ethics is designed to enable us to endure this 

severing without flinching, as the price to be paid for a 

'symbolic New Beginning, the emergence of the "New 
Harmony" sustained by a new ly emerged Master-Signifier ' 
And it is at this point, Ziiek continues, that 'Lacan parts 

company with Badiou' (154). For confrontation with 

Lacan's Real here amounts to an experience of the abject, 

inarticulable realm of the carpse as such - the 'undead' that 

is Oedipus after his mutilation, or Antigone reduced to her 

'living death' .19 Ziiek accepts this reduction without hesita
tion. Since 'modem subjectivity emerges when the subject 
perceives himself as "out of joint", as excluded from the 

order of things, from the positive order of entities', so 'for 
that reason, the on tic equivalent of the modem subject is 
inherently excremental. There is no subjectivity without 
the reduction of the subject'S positive-substantial being to a 
disposable "piece of shit'" (157). From Ziiek 's perspective, 
what thus 'remains beyond Badiou's reach is this 
domain "beyond the Good", in which a human being 

encounters the death drive as the utmost limit of human 
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experience, and pays the price by undergoing a radical 
"subjective destitution", by being reduced to an excrementa1 

remainder' (161), 
Badiou would no doubt plead guilty as charged. For the 

great virtue of his system, compared with Lacan '5, is surely 

its separati01l of the merely ineffable, in-significant horror of 

death from the generic 'destitution' or subtraction no 

doubt demanded by every subjectification. It is Badiou's 

achievement to have subtracted the operation of uuth from 

any redemption of the abject, and to have made the distinc
tion between living and unliving, between finite and infi

nite, a matter of absolute indifference. The 'Real' emergence 

of 'the undead-indestructible object, [of] Life deprived of 

support in the symbolic order'20 is incapable of provoking 
the slightest reaction either from within the domain of 

purely multiple being-as-being on the one hand, or from 

the domain of an infinite, properly immortal subjectivization 

on the other, From Badiou's perspective, death can never 
qualify as an event. 

A second and no less inviting point of comparison is pro

vided by one of the explicit targets of Radiou's own critique, 

Immanue l Kant - a th inker whose influence on l.acan's 

own ethics is well known.21 Like Badiou, Kant abstracts 

questions of ethics from all 'sensibility' ,22 and also like 

Radiou, he posits the universal as the sole legitimate basis 

for subjective action, through the familiar command to 'act 

on a maxim that at the same time contains in itself its own 

universal validity for every rational being' {438}. It was Kant 
who first evacuated the ethical command of any substantial 
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content, so as to ground ethical ' fidelity' in nothing other 

than the subject's own prescription. 'The unique strength of 
Kant's ethics,' a'i Zizek explains, 

lies in this very fonnal indetenninacy: moral Law does not tell 
me what my duty is, it merely tells me that I should accomplish 
my duty. That is to say, it is not possible to derive the concrete 
norms I have to follow in my specific situation from the moral 
Law itself - which means that the subject himself has to assume 
the responsibility of 'translating' the abstract injunction of the 
moral Law into a series of concrete obligations. The only 
guarantor of the universality of positive moral nonns is the 
su'=!ject's own contingent act of perfonnatively assuming these 
nonns.r.I 

Kant's very procedure - the evacuation of all heteronomous 
interests and motives, the suspension of all references to 
'psychology' and 'utility',24 all allusion to any 'special prop
erty of human nature ' (425), all calculation required to 

obtain 'happiness' or 'welfare' (394) - bears some resem

blance to Badiou's. 'What remains paramount for both is a 
specifically subjective (and explicitly 'infinite') power. \\7b.en 

Kant says: 'I ought never to act except in such a way that I 
could aL'io will that my maxim should become a universal 
law' (402), the active willing is an essential component of 

the criterion (424). Moreover, Badiou is no less incapable 

than Kant of providing an 'objective' explanation of the 
noumenal basis of this subjective capacity (i.e. a definition 
or description of what the subjective axiom prescribes). We 

might say that from the Kantian perspective, ethics must 
accept as its own unnameable 'the subjective impossibility of 

explaining the freedom of the will' (459-60). 

However significant this rapprochenumt might seem, what 
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sets Badiou's ethics clea rly apart from Kant's categorical 
imperative is his unwavering insistence on the particular 
and exceptional character of every ethical obligation . ""'hat 
Badiou objects to in Kant is not, of course, the association 
of truth with an infinite reality ' independent of animality 
and the whole world of sense', but, rather. the association 
of this reality with a transcendental nDr11Ullity. Kant grounds 

the authority of the moral law in the fact of freedom and the 

faculty of reason.2S Having banished the transcendent One 
from his ontology, Kant restores it in his morality.26 Badiou. 

by contrast, argues that only ontological il1finity is 'normal ' ; 
every subjective (i .e . ethical) infinity is an exception to the 
rules. including moral rules. Badiou's ethics is essentiall,' 
incommensurable \l,ith the whole Kantian register of legal
ity, duty, obligation, and confonnity. Nothing is less consist
ent with Badiou than a prescription to act 'for the sake of 
the law' as such ,27 and nothing is more foreign to his notion 
of the subject than the idea of a will govemed by purely a 
priori principles. 

IV Abandoning the ethics of Otherness 

Building on these foundations - a topological understanding 
of the situation (adapted from Lacan) and a universalist 
understanding of prescription (adapted from Kant). 
reinforced with a rigorously infinite understanding of subjec
tive 'freedom ' (adapted from Cantor as much as from 
Sartre) and a strategic appreciation of historical opportunity 
or conj<mcture (adapted from Althusser as much as Lenin) -
Badiou has devised an ethics so fundamentally at odds with 
the view that generally prevails in the Anglo-American 
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academy as to be almost unreadable. This ' prevailing view', 
adapted from quite different sources (Levinas, Derrida, 
lrigaray, and Spivak are among the most frequently cited 
names), is organized , of course, around the category of the 
other. Perhaps nothing is more onhodox today than a 

generalized reverence for the other qua other. Before going 
any funher, and at the risk of considerable simplification, it 

may be worth briefly outlining what i$ at stake in this 
impending controversy, which may well turn out to be one 
of the most telling in contemporary philosophy. 

For Badiou, true ethical questions can arise only in a 

specifi c situation and under circumstances whi ch, however 
divisive, are essentially indifferent to differences, concerning 
subjects 'disinterested' in the other as such, the other qua 
other (i.e. in the c ircumstances created by a truth

procedure) . The 'ethical ideology' , by contrast, precisely 
presumes to transcend all situated restrictions and to prevail 
in a consensual realm beyond division, all the while orien

tated around the imperious demands of difference and 
otherness qua otherness, the difference of the altogether other 

as much as the irreducibly incommensurable demands of 
every particular other. A., Badiou is the first to recogn ize, 
nowhere is the essential logic more clearly articulated than 
in Levinas's philosophy, where ' the Other comes to us not 
only out of context but also without mediation. '28 

According to Uvinas, there can be no ethical situation as 
such, since ethics bears witness to a properly meta- or pre
ontological responsibility (roughly, the responsibility of a 
creature to its transcendent creator, a creator altogether 

beyond the ontological field of creation). For Levinas, as 

for Derrida after him, the other is other only if he immedi
ately evokes or expresses the ahsoluuly (divinely) other. 
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Since the alterity of the other is simultaneously 'the alterity 
of the human other [Autrui] and of the Most Hig h [TTes 
Haut] ',29 so then our responsibi lity to this other is a matter 

of ' unconditional obedience', 'trauma', 'obsession', 'perse
cution', and so on.!IO Of course, the limited creatures that 
we are can apprehend the Altogether-Other only if this 
otherness appears in some sense 'on our own level', that is, 
in the appearing of our 'neighbour ' (of our neighbour's 
face): there is only 'responsibility and a Self because the 
trace of the [divinely] Infinite is inscribed in proxim
ity'. 'I But this inscribing in nearness in no sense dilutes the 
essential fact that in my 'non-relation' with the Other, 'the 

Other remains absolute and absolves itself from the relation 
which it enters into'.'! The relation with the other is first 
and foremost a 'relation' with the transcendent beyond as 
such. Levinasian ethics, in short. is a form of what Badiou 
criticizes as anti-philosophy, that is, the reservation of pure 
or absolute value to a realm beyond all conceptual 
distinction. 

Although Derrida's less overtly theological thematics 

invite more interesting comparisons with Badiou (thanks, 
for instance , to his comparable emphasis on the exceptional 
singularity of the ethical subject, on the radical novelty of 
what is 'to come', on the necessity of a decision that remains 

ina ccessible to knowledge or proof .  . ) , '1' his recent explo

rations of ethical responsibility conform, in the last analysis, 
to a similarly anti-philosophical orientation. Couched most 
notably in teons of the logic of the gift, Derrida 's ethical 

reflections circle obsessively around notions of inaccessi bil
ity and secrecy, around that which is beyond presentation 
or identification, around subj ective 'impossibility', around 
'madness' and 'forgetting', and so on.54 Follo .... i.ng on from 
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Uvinas, Derrida says that I am responsible to the other, I 
am called to obey the call of the other (moreover, of every 
other), simply because the other (every other) is indeed 
other, absolutely other: • To-ul autre est tout autre.'S5 This for
mula ensures a quasi-redemptive confusion of 'each' or 
'every' other with the 'Altogether-Other' , or God.56 'Cod, as 
the wholly other, is to be found everywhere there is some
thing of the wholly other. And since each of us, everyone 

else, each other is infinitely other in its absolute si ngularity, 
inaccessible, solitary, transcendent, non manifest,' so then 

'my relation without relation to every other as altogether 
other (to-ut autre comfM tout autre]' (76/78tm) is of essen tially 
the same order as my relation to Cod - or, indeed, to myself: 
To 'myself', since what God is is 'simply' that configuration 
of secrecy wh ich preserves absolute aherity as such ,  be it the 
alterity within me (in so far as I never coincide with what 
can be known of my 'ego' ) or beyond me, in others (in so 
far as they , too, never coincide with their persona, or public 
role).�' Whether God is thus to be ' situated ' in our appar

ently private 'structure of conscience' or, rather, invested in 
a fully transcendent 'beyond', ceases to be a pertinent 
question. Mat matters, either way, is the Wgic of secrecy as such, 

a solitary secrecy that is both private and transcendent. 
'What matters is that 'God looks at me and I don't see him 
and it  is on the basis of this gaze that singles me out [ee 
regard qui me regarde] that my responSibility comes into 
being' (87/91). What matters is that we obey God, who is 
'himself absent , hidden and silent'; what mallers is that 'the 
other as absolute other, namely, God, must remain tran

scendent, hidden, secret' - failing which, of course, 'he 
wouldn't be God, we wouldn' t be dealing with the Other as 
God or with God as wholly other' (59/57 , 67/67). What 
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matters above all is secrecy itself: 'secrecy [I.e secret] is 
essentia l to the exercise of this absolute responsibility' (67/ 
67). Derrida's secret God, whether vested in the exteriority 
of the other or drawn from the invisible interiority of the 
self, fits comfortably within Badiou ' s definition of religion 

as the endless effort to sustain a questioning confrontation 
with the 'inaccessible', ' inscrutable ' or 'impenetrable'.� 

Like Badiou, Derrida is careful to distinguish the realm 
of decision from the realm of knowledge. To reduce my 
decision to respond to the calculus of reasons and the 
assessment of possibilities is to eliminate its radical charac

ter as a decision. The decision must always concern what I 
cannot krww. Ethics is a matter of 'responsibility in the 
experience of absolute decisions made outside of knowl
edge or given norms·.�9 But Derrida does not stop there . 
The responsible decision must concern not only the not
known, it must evade conceptualization altogether. 'In 
order for [absolute responsibility] to be what it must be it 
must remain inconceivable, indeed unthinkab le. '40 The 
decision becomes precisely what is impossible for the subject 
as such. I f, then, a response or a decision does take place, it 
can only have been 'the decision of the other in me'.41 Like 
Abraham responding to God's instruction to sacrifice his 
son, I must respond without trying to interpret (and thus 
appropriate) the other's meaning. I must respond simply 
because radical otherness demands it; only then do I 
become the unkn owing vehicle for this other's decision. 
Hence the mysterium tremendum whose 'trembling ' quivers 
throughout Donner La mort: 'we fear and tremble before the 

inaccessible secret of a God who decides for us although 
we remain responsible '.42 Hence, too, the irreducibly 
'tragic' and 'gUilty' quality of Derrida's ethical responsibility 
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(54-5/5 1 ) ,  the impasse of a responsibility to impossibly 
overwhelming (and impossibly incommensurable) obliga
tions. This impasse , moreover, is only exacerbated by any 
attempt to justify an ethical decision, Since every such 
decision must be made by a fully solitary or ' irreplaceable ' 
subject, so then its justification according to the necessarily 
general or universal criteria of collective ethics threatens 'to 
dissolve my singularity in the medium of the concept' , to 
betray my secret within the publicity of language - in short, 
to threaten me with replacement.43 If it is to be a genuine 
decision, it seems, the decision must take place as a pure 
leap of faith, one that resists any location in the situation, 
any justification by its subject, and any 'conceptualization' 
by philosophy. 

Badiou's emphasis on the material topology of a truth
procedure, by contraSt, is designed precisely to situate every 
such leap and to justify every apparently 'unjustifiable' 
commitment in terms of its eternal and universal address. 
The decision is no less 'incalculable',  no less extra�rdinary 
or extra-legal. But for Badiou, an ordinary (replaceable) 
individual beccmes irrcplaaable, becomes a (singulaT) subject, only 
through this very commitment itself; it is only the commit
ment to a truth-process that ' indur.eJ a subject' .44 Whereas 
Denida main tains that responsibili ty to ' the absolute singu

larity of the other calls for a betrayal of everything that 
manifests itself within the order of universal generality' ,45 
Badiou declares that we can access the realm of singularity 

only through adherence to strictly universal criteria - that 
is, to the universality produced by a truth-procedure. Der
rida's responsibility keeps itself 'apart and secret ' ,  it 'holds 
to what is apart and secret' (33/26un) ; whereas Badiou's 
commiunent, inspired by Lacan 's logic of the matheme - the 
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literal basis for an ' integral transmission ' of truth46 - pursues 
c larity for all . Derrida's tension between (singu lar) su�ect 
and (collective) justification disappears here wi thout trace, 
as does every hint of pathos roused by a responsibility 

deemed impossible a priori . A true statement, as Badiou 

conceives i t, is precisely one that can be made by anyone, 
anyone at all .·' Again,  with Badiou, impossibi lity is invariably 

thought in terms of a particular situation, that is , as the Real 
of that situation,  the void around which it  is structured in 
its systematic entirety - and thus the point from which. 
through a process of eminently ' logical revolt' ,48 it becomes 

possible to transform the situation as a whole. And whereas 
both Badiou and Derrida orientate their ethics around the 
advent of something ' to come ' that escapes incorporation 
within any logic of anticipation or figuration , Badiou's event 
remains situated vis-a-vis the state of the situation (the 
elements of the 'symptomal ' or 'evental' site [site evenemen
tiel] are perfectly accessible ' in their own right ' ;  they are 
inaccessible on ly from l';'ithin the perspective adopted by 
the state of the situation) , whereas Derrida's messianic event 

is simpl)' ' monstrous ' in the strong sense, consigned to a 
general 'formlessness' .49 

What lrigaray and Spivak - to mention on ly two of many 
further voices in the varied but harmonious ethical chorus 
- contribute to this scheme is a more 'embodied ' quality, a 

more 'substantially' othered understanding of otherness. 
The contrast with Badiou's orien tation becomes proportion
ally more emphatic. As a rule, the more specified the 
con tent of what Deleuze once criticized as the 'Other 

structure ' ,50 the more vehemently Badiou denounces it. 
We migh t say that with lrigaray, Derrida's monster is given 

a specific sexual location - call it 'mucosity' for short, the 
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'ecstatic' indistinction achieved through penetration into 

' the mucous membranes of the body' ,S I Whereas Badiou's 
subject, through fidelity to an event in love, seeks to subtract 
a truth of sexual difference from all positive or culturally 
validated indicators (Le,  from what can be known of sexual 

difference) , Irigaray's goal is prec isely 'social and cul tural 
sexualization for the two sexes ' .�2 Th is efIon leads her to 
assen 'women's right to their own specific culture' /)� com

plete with a specifically feminine 'son of social organization , 
a religion , a language, and either a currency of their 

own or a non-market economy' ,54 V.1here Badiou pursues 

the extra-legal or illegal solidarity of a universal truth, 

Irigaray calls for ' laws that valorize difference' .�� v..'here 
Badiou seeks to free 'generic humanity' from the manipu
lations of the state,  Irigaray seeks to reinforce official classi

fications of sex , cu lminating in 'the legal encodification of 
virginity (or physical and moral integrity) as a component 
of female identity' . 56 And whereas Badiou seeks a precise 
and systematic conceptual description (in love and sexual 
difference as in everything else ) , lrigaray embraces a typi

cally anti-philosophical distrust of concepts and a deliber
ately anti-systematic means of presentation .57 Not only, then, 
does Irigaray look forward to the day when 'the mutual 

obligations of mothers<h ildren shall be defined by civil 
law' ,�8 she seeks to renew the essentiaUy obscure 'bond of 

female ancestries' ,59 to restore a lost era of 'woman's law' , a 
time when 'the divine and the human were not separate ' .60 
There can be few better illustrations of the 'ethical ' logic 

Badiou so firmly opposes: reliance upon a legislative or 
state-brokered mechanism with a communitarian or essen

tialist ( indeed, expressly inegalitarian) twist,61 

Space allows for only one further (and no less brutally 
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simplified) point of comparison: with one aspect of the 
recent work of Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak. Broadly in line 
with 'Oerrida's work on the ethical , on justice and the gift ' ,  
Spivak's approach i s  increasingly orientated towards 'the 
singular and unverifiable margin'  that both discloses an d  
refracts the (non-? ) presence of th e  'wholly other' .62 Pushing 
her readers to 'acknowledge a responsibility toward the 
trace of the other' , Spivak seeks to confront, in her bearing
witness to those she famously names the 'subaltern' 
( roughly, those marginalized or exploited to a degree 
beyond any dialectical 'integration' ) ,  'an unascertainable 
ethical singularity that is not ever a sustainable condition' .  63 
In her own ' non-relation' with the subal tern, this implies an 
effort to 'establish an ethical singulari ty with the woman in  
question the impossible project o f  ethical singularity, 
woman-on-woman, is the only way we teach, and learn'.G4 
Impossibility is again to be taken in an ultimately non
situational sense ( 'no amount of raised<onsciousness field
work can even approach the painstaking labour to establish 
ethical singularity with the subaltern ' ) .&.. And as is typical of 
our 'ethical ideology',  the upshot is an effectively a priori 
condemnation of disciplined political intervention . 'Most 
political movements fail in the long run,'  Spivak tells us, 
' because of the absence of this [ethical] engagement. In  
fact, it  i s  impossible for all leaders (subaltern or otherwise ) 
to engage every subaltern in this way, especially across the 
gender divide. This is why ethics is the experience of the 
impossible' (270) . Any organized political engagement in 
these circumstances must indeed appear 'contradictory and 
aporetic'.66 We are left simply with the vague spectacle of 'an 
impossible social justice glimpsed th rough remote and 
secret encounters .... ith singular figures' .f>' 
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This is a conclusion that Badiou seeks to avoid at all costs, 
without evading the precise philosophical i mpl ications of 
(always historical ) singularity and (always situational) 
impossibi lity. 'Whereas the deconstructive projec t is deter
mined to fold every emergence of the new hack into a 
structure of iterabil ity and repeti tion ( 'every declared rup
ture is an undeclared repetition ' ) ,68 if there is a task specific 
to politics, it must be to find dear and universal principles 

of justice that break with the infinite complexities and 
complicities of history, the intenninahle 'negotiations' of 
culture and psychology. And therehy to allow something else 
to take place, 

V Open questions 

L 'Ethique is an enonnously engaging book. Badiou provides 
an inspiring, rigorously argued al ternative to the tired mor
alizing truisms of neo-Kantian universalism on the one hand, 
and a more or less tolerant liberal-communitarianism on the 

other. Badiou 's uncom promising emphasis on suhjective 
commitment and his unabashedly mi litant priorities infuse his 
work with a trenchant, exhilarating audacity seldom risked 
in our post-Lenin ist times. His ethic of truths may prove to 
be the most provocative contemporary challenge to the 
reigning orthodoxies of a moralizing 'cultural studies' 
infonned by the valorization of difference and marginality. 
His systematic refonnulation of the concepts of subject, 
being, event, situation,  materialism, engagement - and even 
of truth itself - will deserve careful, detailed evaluation. 

So concise an intervention is bound, of course, to leave a 
number of fairly substantial questions unanswered. In what 
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remains of this Introduction I would like to mention two 
such questions in particular (both of which are certain to 
receive more developed treatment in Badiou's current and 
future work) . 

(a) Does Badiou's theory fully account for the 

specificity of situations? 

Like any ' in terventionist ' ph ilosophy ( that of Marx, Freud, 
Lenin, Sartre . ) , Badiou's militant conception of truths 
presumes a well�efined theory of situation. It is an essen tial 
point  of princ iple that 'all humanity has its root in the 
identification in thought [en pensk] of singular situations' .59 
Whatever the circumstances, a truth is something that takes 
place at a particular time and under particular circum
stances : ' to enter into the composition of a subject of truth 
can only be someth ing that happens to )'OU' .70 A truth is not 
only specified by its occasion (and an event is itself located 
within the stuation by its site, i .e.  its proximity to the 'void ' 
of the situation ) , it is, it composes, an ongoing production 
that is entirely internal to the situation . The si tuated quality 
of Badiou's theory certainly sets it apart from the altogether 
less precise musings on ' community' ,  'politics' and 'ethics' 

proposed by some of his hetter-known neo-Heideggerian 
contemporaries and rivals (Nancy, Lacoue-Labarthe, Agam

ben , Derrida again . . .  ) . 

Badiou's equation of the general notion of 'situation '  
wi th  th e  mathematical nOlion of set [ ensemblt] , however, 

undercuts in some ways his claim to grasp the specificity of 
any particu lar situation. The set-theoretic approach ensures 
that a situation is defined exclusively by what belongs to 
it ( its elements, or members) . without reference to the 
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constituent relations that might exist among these elements 
(in set theory, the very notion of 'constituent' relations is a 
con tradiction in terms) .  The situation as such is made up 
simply of its elements, considered in their solitary ontologi
cal isolation (as X, y, z ,  . ) . The state of the situation -
which in pertinent situations will include , but far exceed, 
political state - is what then groups and links these elements 
in the combinations that contribute to the ordering of the 
situation (say, x grouped with y as members of the same 
economic class, political party, tax bracket, postal d istrict, 
etc. ) .  This distinction of situation and state is fundamental 
to Badiou's whole conception of truth. By aligning the 
whole dimension of relationality on the side of the state, he 
lends the situation an effectively limitless indetermination. 
Such is the basis of the situation 's ' infinite possibility' . 71 

Arguably, however, Badiou's consequent characterization 
of all human situations, individual and collective,  as immeas
urably infinite multiplicities (and thus as bund les of pure 
and immeasurable 'differences ' ,  such that ' there are as 

many differences, say, between a Chinese peasant and a 
young Norwegian professional as between myself and any
body at all, including myself' ) 72 dramatically simplifies these 

situations, leaving no space for the acknowledgement of 
effectively universal suucturing principles (biological, cog
nitive, linguistic . .  ) on the one hand, or of certain 'speci
fying' attributes (based on culture, religion , class, 
gen der . . .  ) on the other. Instead, we are left with 'generic 
human stuff' that is ontologically indistinguishable from 
pure mathematical multip licity and effectively endowed, in 
its praxis. with a kind of indeterminate ' fundamental free
dom ' (We might say that if the 'generic ' indetermination 
of the situation corresponds to some degree with Sartre 's 
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pure freedom or praxis, then its state effectively occupies 
the vast conceptual space Sartre embraced under the con
cept of the 'practico-inert' ) .  The potential risk, as I have 
suggested elsewhere, is the effective 'despecification' (or 
'singularization' )  of situations in general, to say noth ing of 
the truth-processes that ' puncture ' them." Some readers 
migh t prefer to settle for a slightly more ' impure ' range of 
possibility were it informed by a more detenninate, more 
specific understanding of the situation as such. 

(b) Does Badiou have a sustainable theory of 
ethical deliberatWn? 

My second question concerns the relative contingency of 
the ethical procedure as such. Engagement in  truth is essen
tially a matter of axiomatic intervention, an effectively 
immediate decision for or against the event (more precisely, 
'for' , or 'against' the connection of this or that element of 
the situation to the event) . But Badiou naturally wants to 
avoid a simply dictatorial model of subjective engagement, 
however logical its dictation. 'What sort of critical or reflex

ive distance is presumed, then , by any subjective interven
tion? The problem becomes especially acute once we are 
dealing , as in every political situation, with more than One 
individual . Badiou's response is to accept some sort of delib
erative procedure, while insisting that such a procedure 
arises in each case as fully internal to its situation . 

As a genern.l rule, every generic procedure is in reality a process 
that can perfecdy well be deliberative, as long as we understand 
that it invents its rule of deliberalion at the same lime as il invenls 
itself. And it is no more constrained by a pre-established norm 
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that follows from the rule of deliberation. You have on ly to 

look at how the rule of deliberation in different organizations. 
in different political sequences, and in different political 
modes. is entirely variable. . Eve.,' time a plurality of individ
uals. a plural ity of human subjects. is engaged in a process of 
truth. the construction of this process induces the construction 

of a delibcrati\'e and collective figure of this production . which 

is itself variable.74 

But the whole question is precisely whether such delibera
tion is variable. in the sense of so many variations on some 
kind of minimally invariant process, or forever different, in 
the sense of so many inventions ex nihilo, each one literally 

peculiar to a given procedure. This is where Badiou might 

have to engage with the broadly Habermasian elaboration of 
a 'quasi-transcendental' schema of communicative rational
ity - the m inimum upon whic h we must all agree, so as to be 
able to disagree ( in any particular case) .  For where exactly are 

we to draw the line between the sort of strictly subjective 
deliberation that is internal to the elaboration ofa tru th, and 
a merely ideological opposition? Both of Badiou 's most 

insistent examples, Leninist andJacobin, testify to the uncer

tainty of such a line as much as they illustrate an inventive 

approach to the resolution of disagreement and debate. 
More generally, if some degree of 'un-binding' , some 

kind of break with the past, some degree of distance from 
the inertia of the status quo, are clearly essential to any 
'emancipatory' innovation, the question remains: can these 

distancings be described and assessed in more ' relational' 
(and thus more 'specific')  terms than those of rupture and 

soustraction? If every truth proceeds as a generalized de
liaison or un-linking, if every subject is a 'subject given over 
to the anguish of non-relation [ n01l-lienJ ' ,7!> might the rela-
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tions at work in the very process of di-liais01I itself be 
accounted for in a ph ilosophy orientated to the constitutively 
situated dimension of all being? This is perhaps the most 
important of the several questions that Badiou's current 

work in  progress promises to address.76 

In the meantime, Bad iou 's incisive contribution to perhaps 

the most oversaturated field of con temporary philosophical 
and cultural inquiry amounts to far more than a ' timely 
clarification of the issues' or an ' invigorating reconfigura
tion of the problem ' Badiou's book does nothing less than 
evacuate the foundation upon which every deconstruc tive, 
'multicultural ' or 'postcolon ial ' ethics is built: the (ethical ) 
category of alterity. The whole tangled body of doctrine 
variously associated with the Other - and developed by 

Uvinas, Derrida, Irigaray, and Spivak, among so many 
'others ' - is here simply swept away. Gone is the complex 
'negotiation ' of a multiplicity of shifting 'su�ect positions' 
Gone is any recourse to 'strategic essential ism ' Gone is the 

whole abject register of 'bearing witness',  of a guil t-driven 
empathy or compassion u ltimately indistinguishable from a 
distanced condescension . Gone are the anguished musings 
of an ' irreplaceable' subject confronted with the impossibly 
demanding needs of the Altogether-Other (or the impossi

bly inconsistent demands of many others) . Gone is the 
tension between this irreplaceable subjectivity and the 

' temptation ' to justify action according to indifferent crite
ria of universal validity (which thereby ' threaten ' the subject 

with replacement) .  Gone is the tortured reflexive logic of a 

'decision made by the other in me ' Gone is the anti
phi losophical conviction that on ly the Altogether-Other can 
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'know' a n d  validate this decision. Gone i s  th e  ultimately 

theological basis for this otherness. Gone is the pathos of 
finitude, the tragic obl igations of the ' hostage ' and the 
'sacrifice' Gone is the paralysing recognition of a generalized 

' impossibility' Gone, in  short, is the theoretical association 
of eth ics with a 'goodness too good for this world' . along 

with its practical ( legal) j ustification of this same world . 
With Badiou, the Other (or others) is not an ethical 

category, for the simple reason that infinite multiplicity is 

the vel)' medium of being itself. Radical difference is a 

matter of ethical indiffere nce. The ethical decision holds 
true only if i t is indifferent to differences. And the subject of 

the ethical Or truthful decision becomes a subject - becomes 

irreplaceable, or singular in Derrida's sense - only when he 
or she engages in that decision. It is the very engageme n t  

in tru th  that retrospectively 'induces ' a singular, irreplace

able subject , ' i n  the body' of what was previously an indiffer
ent individual . Eve£}' rigorously singular procedure 

articulates a thoroughly generic truth. There can be no irreplace
able subject without engagement in a process in which, in principk, 
any subject might take part. 

This book extends an invitation, indifferently addressed, 

to take up such a part. 

Notes 

1 .  Where a reference contains two page numbers separated by 

a forward slash, the first number refers to the original edition 
and the second to the translation listed in the bibliography, 
section B; 'tm ' stands for 'translation modified' .  

2. For a relatively thorough study, see Peter Hallward. Subject to 

Truth: An Introduction to the Philosophy oj Alain &diou (forth-
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coming from Minnesota University Press, 200 1 ) .  Shorter sur
veys include Slavoj Ziiek, 'Psychoanalysis in Post-Marxism: 
The Case of Alain Bad iou ' ( 1 998) ,  reprinted and extended 
in Zizek, The TicJclish Subject ( 1 999 ) ;  Jean:Jacques Lecerde, 
'Cantor, Lacan, Mao , Beckett, mime cumbat: The Philosophy 
of AJain Badiou' ( 1999) ;  Peter Hallward, 'Generic Sover
eignty: The Philosophy of AJain Badiou ' ( 1 998) . See the 
Bibl iography for a l ist  of translations of Bad iou's works. 

3. See Alain Badiou, L 'Etre et l 'ivenement, 374, 430. 

4. On the "oid, see Note 7 below. 
5. L 'Ethique, 77/87 ( the second number refers to the present 

edition) . 
6. The (fairly complex) justification for this assertion is provided 

in L'Etre et l 'ivmement. The basic argument runs as follows. 

First of all, Badiou IllSUmes that there is no God, that is, no aII
embracing One. And if the One is not, then what there is 
must simply be pure multiplicity, that is, multipUs without units, 
or multiples of multiples. The upshot is the effective equation 
of on tology, the discourse of pure being-qua-bring. \\ith the 
discourse of pure mathematics. ( More precisely, Badiou 
equates ontology with modem set theory, i.e. that part of 
mathematics which accounts for the derivation and nature, or 
'being' ,  of mathematical enti ties and operations.)  In other 
words, mathematics is the discourse that 'articulates '  what 
remains -of t;;;i�-;ben all other qualities and characteristics 
- materiality, shape. texture, colour, intensity . - have been 
abstracted, so as to isolate pure being-qua-being (or pure multi
plicity, uncontaminated by any sense or substance) . Badio u's 
mathematized articulation of being has little technical impact 
on the present book. What matters is the conclusion Badiou 
draws, rather quickly, from his fundamental on tological 'axi
oms': all situations can be defined as ' infinite multiples',  that 
is, as sets with an infinite n umber of elements. And what 
'relate' these elements, qua elements, are only relations of 
pure difference (or indifference) : % as different from y. 
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Th e  concep t o f  the void o f  the si tuation i s  another difficult 
and important point developed in detail in CErTt! e/ 
l'evenmaent. The guiding idea is that what detennines 'nonnal
ity' in  a situation is its particular manner of foreclosing, in 
something like the Lacan ian sense, its minimally defined, 
minimally 'differed ' part. The 'void' of the situation is what 

eludes representation by the state of the situation (for 
example: the proletariat in capitalist si tuations, or ' illegal' 
immigrants in 'Western ' situations) ,  What then situa/ej an 

event - what detennines what Badiou calls its 'evental site 
[site evinemmliel] ' - is its location at 'the edge of the void' of 
the situation in which it takes p lace . More technically, the 

site is an element of the situation which itself, counted from 
the perspective of the situation , has no d istinguishable ele
ments or members of its own, and thus seems 'void' from 
that perspective (the proletarian 'mob' ,  the mass of 'faceless' 
immigrants . ) .  

8 .  Jacques Lacan, SiminaiTt! WI, 362-8/31 4-19. 

9. Ibid. ,  270/230. 
1 0. See Slavoj ZiZek, Tarrying with the Negative, 97; Metastases of 

Enjuyment, 201 .  The implications of a Lacanian approach to 
ethics are brillian tly developed by AJenka ZupanCic in her 
book Ethics oj rhe Real (2000) ,  which owes much to Badiou's 
conception of things (Badiou uses the phrase ethique du riel 
on page 52 below) . 

1 1 .  Lacan, Siminaire WI, 20-2 1/ 1 1 ; emphasis added. 
1 2. Jacques Lacan, SiminaiTt! XI, 64/53. 
1 3. Jacques Lacan, Ecrits, 302/88; emphasis added. Just as Badiou 

sees the constitution of a subject in terms of its articulation of 
a truth, so the goal of psychoanalysis is 'to teach the subject 

to name, to articulate , to bring this desire into existence . . . .  
It isn ' t a question of recognizing something which would be 
entirely given [in advance . . . :] in naming it, the subject 
creates, brings forth, �r�nce in the world' (Lacan, 

Shninain II, 267/228-9) . 
-
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1 4. Samuel Beckett, L 'Innommable, 2 1 3. With Beckett, 'nothi ng 
begins that is not in the prescription of the again or of the 
re-beginning' (Alain Badiou, Petit manua d 'jnesthithique, 1 40) . 

I S. 'Anti-philosophical',  Lacan's own self-description, is a label 
used by Badiou to indicate, negatively, a fundamental resist
ance to conceptual explanation, and positively, a faith in 
some kind of ineffable, transcendent Meaning, grasped in the 
active subtraction of philosophical pretensions to truth. As the 
great an ti-philosopher Pascal PUt it, to mock or 'dismiss 
philosophy is to be a true philosopher' (Blaise Pascal, Pensies, 
para. 24 [4] , in Oeuvres, 1 095) .  For since (divine) truth is a 
function of the 'heart',  a matter of faith and direct intuition , 
so for Pascal ' the final ach ievement of reason is the recog
nition that there are an infinity of things that surpass its 
power' (Pensies, 267) . For the anti-philosopher, true value 
holds itself aloof in a pure, 'supraphilosophical' event or act, 
in 'a thinking more rigorous than the conceptual ' (l\.fartin 
Heidegger, 'Letter on Humanism ',  in Basic Wrilingl", 258) . In 
short, anti-philosophy relies on a 'silent supra<ognitive or 
mystical intuition ' (AJain Badiou, Deleuu, 3 1 ) .  Badiou main
tains that philosophy should generally engage as closely as 
possible with the great anti-philosophers, in order to �fute 
them. 

Saint  Paul 's 'discourse of Life'  (as opposed to the preten
sions of Greek philosophy) ; Pascal's cJunili (against rational 
and institutional intellect) ; Rousseau's sincerity (against the 
science of Voltaire and the Encydopedistes) ;  Kierkegaard's 
redemptive choice (against Hegel 's synthesis) ;  Nietzsche's 
'active' force (against the ' theoretical ' ressentiment of the 
philosopher-priest) ; the early Wittgenstein's inarticulable, 
othelWorld ly Meaning (against speculative idealism) ; Heideg

ger's letting-be (against the technocratic manipulation of 
beings) - these are all so many efforts to set an ineffable 
Value against mere theory, a genuine Act against the feeble 
abstractions of ph ilosophy ( see Alain BadiQu. Saint Paul, 62 ) .  
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Showing here prevails over saying. anti-ph ilosophy reveals, 
where philosophy explains. Every ' an ti-philosophical act con
sists of letting become apparent ·what there is" , to the degree 
that "what there is� is precisely that wh ich no proposition is 
able to say' (Alain Badiou , 'Silence, solipsisme , saintete' ,  1 7 ) . 

Lacan 's own anti-philosophical orientation is guaran teed 
by the fact that his subject is derivative of some deeper, 
ul timately inaccessible ( unconscious) force - first desire, then 
drive. Neither can be reduced to concepts. In either case, 
famously, 'whatever it is, I must go there , because, some
where, [ the] unconscious rl!lJeals itself' (Lac an , Siminai" XI, 
41 /33; emphasis added ) .  And because Lacan's subject is 

..., primarily that which flickers through cracks in the struc tures 
of social consensus and psychological normalization , analysis 
aI·ways risks its reduction to a quasi-con templative recognition 
of the perverse 'particularity of the subject' (as a gap in the 
Other, as the phantom puppet of objet a, as driven by its own 
jouissance . .  , ) .  Un like Badiou , Lacan holds that ' the dimen
sion of truth is mys terious, inexplicable '  (Siminairt Ill, 214/ 
214) ,  that desire is consti tutively elusive (Siminaire XX, 7 1 ) , 
that the Real is essentially a matter of ambivalence and loss, 
that analysis is steeped in the tragic and horrific dimensions of 
mortal experience 

16.  Alain Badiou , 'Politics and Ph ilosophy' , Appendix to this 
volume, p. ) 2 1 .  'Thought is not a rclation to an object, i t  is 
the internal relation of its Real [ rapport interne ck son riel] ' 
(Alain Badiou, Atn-igt tk milapoliliqul!, 37; see also Thiurie du 

sujet, 1 46-7) .  

) 7 .  Badiou, Saint Paul, 50 .  The proletariat, for instance , i s  that 
Real un-represen ted element upon wh ich the capitalist situ
ation is built, just as the sa7U-pa� ( ' illegal ' immigrants) 
curren tly occupy the absent centre of current debates on the 
natu re of France as a political community. In keeping \\ith 
this conception of the Real , what Badiou will call 'emancipa

tory pol itics always consists in making seem possible precisely 
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that which , from within the situation , is declared to be 
impossible ' ( 'Politics and Philosophy' ,  below, p, 1 2 1 ) - the 
empowennent of the proletariat, the legalization of 
immigrants. 

18.  Zizek, Ticklish Subject, 1 60, 1 54. Subsequent references to page 
numbers in this work appear in brac kets in the text. 

1 9. Lacan, SiminaiTt: lI, 270-71 / 232-3, in Zizek, Ticklish Subject, 
1 55, 1 60. Like Badiou after him, Lacan insists that 'behind 
what is named, there is the unnameable'  But for the analyst, 
as opposed to the philosopher, the 'quintessential unname
able [is) death' ( Siminai'Te lI, 247/ 21 1 ) .  From a Lacanian 
perspective, ' the function of desire must remain in a funda
mental relationship to death' (Seminai" VJI, 351 /303) - that 
is, it must remain within a properly tragic dimension (36 1 /  
3 1 3) .  A (Lacanian) emphasis on the suuctural ' regularity' of 
the subject, in other words, orientates it towards the mere 
cessation of that structure - whereas Badiou's 'exceptionality' 
makes a break with mortality tout cuurt. 

20. Zitek, The Ticftlish Subject, 1 55. 
2 1 .  Zupancic 's Ethics of the Real again provides valuable material 

for the development of this comparison . 
22. Immanuel Kant, Groundworlr of the Metaph)'sics of Murau.. 443. 

Subsequent references to page numbers in this work appear 
in brackets in the text. 

23. Zizek, Plague, 221 ; see also Lacan, Siminaire VJI, 364/ 31 5 . 
24. Kant, Gruundwork, 39] . 
25. Immanuel Kant, Critique of Practical Reason, 91-2. 
26. Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pun &ason, Bxxx, A641-642/ 

B669-670, A828/B856. 
27. Kant, Groundworlt, 390. 
28. Emmanuel U ... inas, Basic Philosophical Writi1lgl, 53. See 

Badiou, L F.lhique, ch. 2 below. 

29. Uvinas, TOlalili el infini, 23/24. 'In welcoming the Other I 
welcome the Most High to which my freedom is subordi
nated' ( 335/300tm) . 
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30. Uvinas, 'Transcendence and Height' ,  in Basic Philosophical 
Writingl, ) 9; see also Emman uel Levinas, A utrement qu 'ltTe, 

1 73-88/ 1 1 0-18. 
3 1 .  Uvinas, 'Substitution',  in Basic Philosophical Wrilingl, 9 1 .  Very 

simply, 'subjectivity is subjection to the other [ autnul ' 

( 1 40) that is, to a properly absolute authority. 'I expose myself 

to the summons of this responsibility as though placed under 
a blazing sun that eradicates every residue of mystery, every 
ulterior motive , every loosening of the thread that would 
allow evasion ' ( 104) . 

32. Uvinas, 'Transcendence and Height' , in Basic Philosophical 
WritiRgl, 1 6. 

33. 'If decision-making is relegated to a knowledge that it is 
content to follow or to develop, then it is no more a respon
sible decision , it is the technical deploymen t of a cogn itive 
apparatus, the simple mechanistic deploymem of a theo
rem there is no responsibility without a dissident and 
inventive rupture with respect to tradition , authority, 

orthodoxy' Oacques Denida, Donner La morl, 31 /24, 33-4/27; 
see also Jacques Denida, Adieu Ii Emmanuel Liuinas, 

1 99-200).  

34.  See, for instance, Jacques Derrida, Drmner Ie temps, 26-7; 45-8, 
52-3. 

35. Derrida, Donner La morl, 68/68, 76-7/78; ibid., ch. 4. 
36. Denida, Drmner La mmt, 83-4/87. This confusion 'opens the 

space and introduces the hope of salvation [ du sa[ut) ' (84/ 
87: subsequent references to page numbers :in this work 
appear in brackets in the text ) . 

37. Thus 'God is in me, he is the absolute MmeH or Mself' , he is 
that structure of invisible interiority that is called, in Kierke

gaard's sense, subjecthity. And he is made manifest, he 
man ifests his nonmanifestation when, in the structures of the 

Ihing or the entity, there appears in the course of phylo- and 
ontogenetic history, the possibility of secrecy' ,  that is, 'a 

structure of conscience ' organized around the mysterious 
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presence of an interior 'witness that others cannot see ' and 
that I cannot know, a 'secret witnessing within me' (Derrida, 
Donner la mort, 101-2/ 1 08-9) . From here it is a (very) short 
step to the restoration of a perfectly classical notion of 
conscience or inner suroeillance, of the Other ' looking in ' on 
me (Derrida, speaking at the conference 'Derrida's Argu
ments', Queen Mary & Westfield College, University of Lon
don, 1 0  March 2000) .  

38. To pose the Inaccessible as Inaccessible, and so to open the 
way to an infinite henneneutics, is the religious position par 
excellence' ( Badiou, letter to Peter Hallward , 19 June 1 996; see 

also Alain Badiou. Conditwns, 69; Mmde ccmlem.fxTrain et disir de 
philosophie, 1 6 ) .  It is important not to confuse Derrida 's secret 
with Badiou's unnameable. There is nothing secret or inaccess
ible about the unnameable element as such; there is nothing 
to stop us knuwing it  or exchanging opinions regarding it 
(Badiou. L 'EthUjtu. 76-7/86) .  The un nameable is unname- . 
able only from '\\tithin the truth-procedure. The unnameable 
simply indicates the limit where, for a subject to continue as 

part of a truth-process, he or she must exercise restraint 
Badiou's precisely situated unnameable is incommensurable 

with Denida's 'name of God as completely other, the name
less name of God, the unpronounceable name of God as 
other to which I am bound by an absolute, unconditional 
obligation ' (Derrida, Donner la mmt, 67/67) .  

39. Derrida, Donner la m ort,  1 4-15/5. 

40. Ibid . , 62/61 . 
4 1 .  Derrida, Adieu Ii Emmanuel Liuinas, 87; 'Intellectual Courage: 

An Interview' [ 1998] , hllp://culturemachine.tees.ac.uk/ 

fml-...f1.htm, p. 5. 
42. Derrida, Donner la mort, 58/56 (referring to Kierkegaard and 

Pataeo) . And for the same reason, only the other can knlJUl 
if such a decision ocurs; only God knlJUls, literally, if a decision 

occurs. 
43. Ibid., 62/61 .  
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63.  Ibid . ,  1 98; Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, 'Love, Crue lty and 
Cul tural Talks in the Hot Peace' ,  1 1 ;  see also Spivak, Critique, 
383-4; 399; 426. The word 'subaltern' is to be 'reserved for 
the sheer he terogeneity of decolonized space' ( Critique, 310) , 

which seems to evoke something like absolu te a lterity (vis-a
vis. presumably, Spivak's supposed readership) . 

64. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, ' In the New World Order' , 92; 

'v,'hat Is It For? ' ,  79; see also Outside in the Teaching Machine, 
1 75-7. 

65. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, 'Translator's Preface to Mashaw
eta Devi, Imaginary Maps', Spivak &ado, 269. 

66. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, 'Diasporas Old and New',  258. 

67. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, 'Translator's AftelWord to Mas

haweta Devi, Imaginary Maps' , Spivak Reader, 274; see also 
Critique, 246. 

68. SpiVak., Critique, 333. 

69. Badiou, L 'Ethique. 18/16. 

70. Ibid . ,  47/5 1 .  

71 . Badiou, 'What Is a Political Truth?', talk given at the Maison 
franplise, Oxford (2 March 2000) . 

72. Badiou , L'Ethique. 26/26. 

73. See Hallward, Subject to Truth, ch. 1 3. 

74. 'Politics and Philosophy' ,  below, p. 1 1 7; emphasis added . 'A 
singular truth is always the result of a complex process, in 
wh ich discussion is decisive . Science itself began - wi th math
ematics - by renounc ing al l principles of authority. Scientific 
statements are precisely those exposed, naked, to public 
criticism, independently of the subject of their enunciation. '  
Against Arendt, Badiou insists that discussion c an  be privi

leged over truth only if a 'righ t to discussion ' is a right 
resef\'ed for 'falsehood and lies' (Alnigi de mitapolitique, 24) . 

And as far as practical politics is concerned, 'discussion is 
political on ly to the degree that it crystallizes in a decision '  
(24) . 

75. Badiou, Conditicms, 120. Such is our 'modem ascesis: to 
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expose thought to dHiaiwn pure and simple ' (Badiou , Deleuu, 
1 23) ,  

76.  It is this question that Badiou is currently exploring in his 
analysis, infonned by topos theory and Heyting algebra, of 
'appearing' or 'being-there [etrMd] ' See Alain Badiou, Court 
traili d'rmtologU trallntuire ( 1 998) ,  chs 9, 1 3, 1 4; 'L'Etre-la: 
mathematique du transcendental' (unpublished, 2000) ; Hall
ward, SulJject to Truth, ch, 14. 



Notes on the Translation 

As a matter of emphatic principle , Bad iou 's ph i losophy is 
designed to be as indifferent as possible to the language in 

which it is conveyed. Most of the problems encoun tered in 
translating L 'Elhique concern only its remarkable concision 
and frequent abstraction; there are just a few terms and 

stylistic choices that deserve special mention . 
With Badiou 's consent, and for the sake of clarity, I have 

distinguished the always singular 'ethic of truths [ l 'ethique 

des veritis) ' from 'ethics [ [ 'ethique] ' in its conventional -
and here pejorative - sense. Eve I)' other important element 
of Badiou's termin ology - truth, truth-process [prOUSS1LS de 

viritel ,  event, subject, being, situation, fidelity, void [ vide] - has 
been translated as literally a'> possible, even when 
(as occasionally with 'void ' and 'fidelity' )  these terms jar 

with normal English usage. I have had recourse to the 
slightly clumsy neologism ' evental ' to translate his use of 
the word 'ivinementiel, which h as  little to do with either 
the conventional meaning of ' factual ' or the connotation 
made famous by Fernand Braudel and the Annates a� 
proach to historiography; to my mind, the more natural 

choice of 'eventful ' by Madarasz and Burchill in their trans
lations of Bad iou 's Manifesto and Deleuze invites misleading 
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associations (plenitude, bustle, familiarity) , while simply to 
adopt the French word as is (on the model of Lacan 's 
jouissance) would be to concede too much to those prin
ciples of linguistic 'constructivism ' and particularism that 
Badiou 's  universalism so vigorously rejects. Un ensemble is 
usually translated by mathematicians as a set, and I have 
generally followed suit; the reader should remember, how
ever, that the English word loses the notion of 'being
together' or 'collectivity' implied by the French. The 
awkward-sounding ' mul tiple-being' translates Badiou's  etre
multiple, which is synonymous with what he analyses, in 
L 'Etre et l 'ivinement, as pure being-qmrbeing [l 'itre-en-tant
qu 'etre] : this refers to the being of any indifferent thing 
considered in isolation from its every substantial or describ
able quality - that is, being reduced to purely ontological 
characteristics. which Badiou equates with the character
istics of multiplicity as such.  

Readers of French will  be familiar with the double mean
ing of the word droit (both law and right. as in human 
right) ; though the context has usually encouraged its trans
lation as right or rights, it is in large part the legal orientation 
of the term that attracts Badiou's scorn . The words pense,
and pensie are more difficult to render in sui tably solemn 
English : to conceive. to conceptualize, and so on, are all off 
the mark, and for all their apparent naivety, ' to think' and 
' thought' are usually the only viable options. It  should be 
remembered that for Badiou, thinking is an activity reserved 
to the field of truths, and it should never be confused with 
the effectively 'though tless' expression of recognized opin
ions or the (state-driven) manipulation of representations. 

Finally, for the sake of syntactical simplicity and with 
apologies to  readers irritated by  such conventions, J have 
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preserved the standard French use o f  masculine pronouns 
and the generic term ' man ' [ l 'lwmme or [ ,Homme} . 

Translator's notes have been kept to a minimum, and are 

distinguished by enclosure in square brackets; all other 
notes are Badiou's own .  

Thanks to all those who helped with the translation: Sepi
deh Anvar, Gillian Beaumont, Patrick tTrench , Cecile 

Laborde, Sinead Rushe, John Taylor, and of course, Alain 
Badiou himself. 



Preface to the English Edition 

The story of this book is peculiar. It actually began as a 
commission , as part of a series aimed at secondary-school 
and university students . I agTeed to write it out of friendship 
for the man behind the proj ect, Benoit Chantre, one of 
today's few editors worthy of the name. I wrote it in the 

coun tryside, in the summer of 1 993, in the space of two 
weeks, stimulated by a constant stream of phone-calls from 
this same Benoit Chanlre. My approach at the time thus 
conformed to that of an exercise whose rules are imposed 
from the outside: a fixed word-limit, the need to remain 
accessible to a non-specialized readership, the obligation to 
refer to current affairs, and so on . 

All the same, the real difficulty lay elsewhere. It sprang 
from a contradictory state of m ind. On the one hand, I was 

driven by a genuine fury. The world was deeply plunged in 

'ethical' delirium. Everyone was busily confusing politics 

with the hypocrisy of a mindless catechism. The intellectual 
counter-revolution, in the fonn of moral terrorism, was 

imposing the infamies of Western capitalism as the. new 
universal model. The presumed 'rights of man' were serving 

at every point to annihilate any attempt to inven t forms of 
free thought. As a result, my book became something of a 
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pamph let. On a numbe r of occasions my editor and friend 
had to ask me to tone down my invective. On the other 
hand, however, some of the questions raised in the book 
called for a subtle and inven tive discipline of thought. I had 
still  not yet drawn all the practical consequences - and 
ethical consequences, for that matter - of the ontology of 
truths I had put forward five years earlier, in L 'Etre et 
I 'bJinement ( 1 988) , so that even for me, a good number of 
the points developed in the present book were new and 
uncertai n .  

I was thus caught between the simplif}ing temptations of 
the pamphleteer and the necessary rigour of conceptual 
innovation. The solution - if it was a solution - was to dilute 
the ideological fury bit by bit over the course of the philo
sophical construction .  As it stands, the book begins as a 
political attack against the ideology of human rights, and as 

a defence of the an tihumanism of the 1960s. It closes by 
sketching an ethic of troths, in which I distinguish from the 
human animal (whose ' rights' are not easily identified) the 
subject as such, "the subject understood as the local frag
ment of a truth-procedure , and as the immortal creation of 
an even t. 

\\'hat is most surprising is that this slightly strange com
bination of fighting against the ideological current ( moral
ism, a generalized ,;ctimization, was at the time a matter of 
consensus) and conceptual schematizaton enjoyed consider
able success, not least in secondary schools. To date, along 
with Manifesto for Philosl1'hy, Ethics is my bestselling book. As 
sometimes happens, a good many people were grateful that 
I had taken the risk of saying frankly something that is 
uncomfortable to say. And these same people - and perhaps 
others too - also know that I take this risk only from the 
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standpoin t of a genuine philosoph ical en terprise . for truly 
pressing reasons . and not simply to draw attention to myself. 
The truth is, incidentally. that I am much too shy to enjoy 
drawing atten tion to myself. 

Today I can look at this book. which came out almost 
seven years ago. from m'o different angles: that of the 
ideological polemic. and that of the theoretical 

construction . 
As regards the fi rst angle. I have no regrets. We have 

since had to endure the intervention of Western bombers 
agai ns t Serbia, the intolerable blockade of Iraq, the contin
uation of threatc; against Cuba. All of this is sti ll legitimated 
by a quite unbelievable outpouring of moralizing sennons. 

The In ternational Tribunal is clearly prepared to arrest and 
try. in the name of 'human rightc;' ,  anyone, anywhere . who 
attempts to contest the New World Order of which NATO 
(i .e. the United States) is the anned guard. To�y. our 
'democratic ' totalitarianism is all the more finnly 
entrenched._ It is now more necessary than ever that those 
with free minds rise up against this servile way of thinking. 
against this miserable moralism in the name of which we 
are obliged to accept the prevailing way of the world and its 
absolute injustice. The most that can be said is that perhaps 
the consensw is slowly weakening. The in tervention against 

Serbia did at least provoke a debate, a debate which never 
really took place regarding Bosn ia or Iraq. American 

imperialism and European servility are denounced more 
often now than they were a few years ago. To be sure, the 
enemy. comforted by the collapse of authoritarian social
ism, dominates everywhere . But it is also true that we 
are en tering in to a long period of recomposition, both 
for emancipatory political thought and for those effective 
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practical forces that correspond to it. We are in a position 
to declare, as the complementary watchwords of tills reCOffi
position , the two essential prescriptions of the day: the 

dissolution of NATO, and the disbanding of the Inter
national Court of Human Rights. 

As for the theoretical construction , it must be said that 
the ideas of tillS l ittle book, although they are orientated in 
the right direction , constitute no more than a pre liminary 
sketch.  I am currently in the process of developing them, 
and sometimes modif)ing them , with respect to at least four 
points. 

1 .  The concept of situation is especially important. since 
I maintain that there can be no ethics in general , but only 

an ethic of singular truths, and thus an ethic relative to a 

particular situation. I now accept that a situation cannot be 
Wlderstood simply as a mu ltiple [ i .e .  as a set] . We must also 
take into account the network of relations it sustains, which 
involves making sense of the way a multiple appears in the 
situation . This means that a si tuation must be conceived as 

both, in its being, a pure multiple ( in keeping with the 
argument of L '£Ire et l 'ivenement) and, in its appearing, as the 
effect of a transcendental legislation . All this will be devel
oped in my forthcoming book, en titled Lcgiques du monde 

[Logics of the World] , which I conceive as the sequel to L 'Etre 

et l 'ivinement. 
2. Today t can no longer maintain that the only trace left 

by an event in the si tuation it affects is the name given to 
that event. This idea presumed, in effect, that there were 
two events rather than one (the event-event and the event

naming) , and likewise two subjects rather than one (the 
subject who names the event, and the subject who is faithful 
to this naming) . So I now posit that an event is implicative , 
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in the sense that it enables the detachment of a statement 
which will subsist as such once the event itself has disap
peared. This statement was previously undecided, or of an 
uncertain value. When i t  takes place, the event decides its 

value (it determines its truthfulness and, in so doing, modi
fies the entire logic of the situation ( its entire transcenden
tal regime) .  Here again, in other words, the ontological 
theory of the event needs to be completed by a logical 
theory. These points were developed in detail in my semi
nars of 1996-97 and 1997-98, and w:ill be reworked in 
Logiques du moruk. 

3. The subject cannot be conceived exclusively as the 
subject faithful to the event. This point in particular has 
significant ethical implications. For I was previously unable 
to explain the appearance of reactionary innovations. My 

whole theory of the new confined it to the truth-procedures. 
But when all is said and done, it is obvious that reaction, 
and even the powers of death , can be stamped with the 
creative force of an event. I had already emphasized the 
fact that Nazism was inexplicable without reference to com

munism, and more precisely to the Revolution of October 
1 9 1 7. I was then obliged to admit that the event opens a 
subjective space in which not only the progressive and 
truthful subjective figure of fidelity but also other figures 
every bit as innovative. albeit negative - such as the reactive 
figure. or the figure I call the 'obscure subject' - take their 
place. 

4. The trajectory of a truth, finally, should not be referred 
back solely to the multiple consistency of the situation, nor 
to its 'encyclopaedia of knowledges' \'\'e need to under
stand how it deals with logical transformations. This brings 
us back to the question of ho� !!UWS._l!/!J!.!!lT, whereas up to 
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this point I had considered only their being ( i .e . the fact 
that truths are generic multiplicities) .  

So you can see that the theoretical basis of the present 
book has evolved somewhat. But to my mind it remains 

solid enough on the essential points, and still offers an 
introduction that is both l ively and coherent to a far
reaching enterprise which . I hope, will redefine what is at 

stake in contemporary philosophy. 
I do not want to end without thanking both Verso, for 

their intellectual and political commitment, and Peter Hall

ward, who is a genuine friend - and all the more so since 

he often disagrees with my theories. 

Alain Badiou, April 2000 



Introduction 

C.enain scholarly words, after long confinemen t in diction
aries and in academic prose, have the good fortune, or the 
misfortune - a little like an old maid who, long since resigned 
to her fate, suddenly becomes, without understanding why, 
the toast of the town - of sudden exposure to the bright light 
of day, of being plebi- and publi-cited, press-released, tele
vised, even mentioned in government speeches . The word 
ethics, which smacks so strongly of philosophy courses and its 
Greek root, which evokes Aristotle ( Tk Nicomachean Ethics, 
one of the great bestsellers! ) ,  has today taken centre stage. 

Ethics concerns, in Greek, the search for a good 'way of 
being ' , for a wise course of action. On this account, ethics 
is a part of philosophy, that part which organizes practical 
existence around representation of the Good. 

The Stoics were no doubt the most dedicated of those 
who made of ethics not only a part of philosophical wisdom 
but its very core. The wise man is he who, able to distinguish 

those things which are his responsibility from those which 
are not, restricts his will to the former while impassively 
enduring the latter. We attribute to the Stoics, moreover, 
the custom of comparing philosophy to an egg whose shell 
is Logic, whose white is Physics, and whose yolk is Ethics. 
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With the moderns - for whom, since Descartes, the 
question of the su�ect has been cen tral - ethics is more or 
less synonymous with morality, or - as Kant would say - with 

practical reason (as distinguished from theoretical reason) . 
It is a matter of how subjective action and its representable 
intentions relate to a universal Law. Ethics is the principle 

that judges the practice of a Subject, be it  individual or 

collective. 

Hegel will introduce a subtle distinction between 'ethics ' 
[ Sittlichkeit] and ' morality' [Moralitiit] . He reserves the appli
cation of the ethical principle to immediate action, while 
moral ity is to concern reflexive action . He will say, for 
example, that 'the ethical order essentially consists in [ the] 
immediate finnness of decision ' . 1 

The contemporary ' return to ethics' uses the word in an 
obviously fuzzy way, but one that is certainly closer to Kant 
( the ethics of judgement) than to Hegel (the ethics of 
decision) . 

In fact, ethics designates today a principle that governs 
how we relate to 'what is going on' ,  a vague way of regulating 
our commentary on historical situations (the ethics of 
human rights) , technico-scientific situations (medical ethics, 
bio-ethics) ,  'social '  si tuations ( the ethics of being-together) , 
media simations ( the ethics of communication) , and so on. 

This nonn of com mentaries and opinions is backed up 
by official institutions, and carries its own authority: we now 

have ' national ethical commissions', nominated by the 
State. Every profession q uestions itself about its 'ethics' .  We 
even deploy military expeditions in the name of 'the ethics 
of human rights' 

With respect to today's socially inflated recourse to ethics , 
the purpo se of this essay is twofold: 
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• To begin with, I will examine the precise nature of this 
phenomenon, wh ich is the major ' philosophical ' tend

ency of the day, as much in public opinion as for our 

official institutions. I will try to establish that in real ity i t  

amounts to a genuine nihilism, a threatening denial of 

thought as such. 
• I will then argue against this meaning of the term • ethics ' ,  

and propose a very different one. Rather than link the 
word to abstract categories (Man or Human, Right or 

Law, the Other . ) ,  it should be referred back to particu
lar situations. Rather than reduce it to an aspect of pity 

for victims, it should become the enduring maxim of 
singular processes. Rather than make of it merely the 

province of consenl3,tism with a good conscience, i t  
should concern the destiny of truths, i n  the plural. 

Note 

1 .  G. W. F. Hegel, The Phenomenology of Spirit, para. 466, p. 280. 
The whole of this section of the Phenomenology is difficult. but very 
suggestive. 
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Does Man Exist? 

Accord ing to the way i t  is generally used today, the term 

'eth ics ' relates above all to the domain of human rights , 'the 
rights of man ' - or, by derivation,  the rights of living beings. 

We are supposed to assume the existence of a universal ly 

recogn izable h uman subject possessing 'rights ' that are in 
some sense natural: the right to live , to avoid abusive 
treatment, to enjoy 'fundamental' liberties (of opinion , of 
expression, of democratic choice in the election of govern
ments, etc . ) . These rights are held to be self�vident, and 
the result of a wide consensus. 'Ethics' is a matter of busying 
ourselves with these rights, of making sure that they are 
respected. 

This return to the old doctrine of the natural rights of 
man is obviously linked to the collapse of re\'olutionary 
Marxism, and of all the forms of progressive engagement 
that it  inspired. In the pol itical domain , deprived of any 
collective political landmark, stripped of any notion of the 
'mean ing of History' and no longer able to �ope for or 
expect a social revolution , many intellectuals, along with 
much of public opinion , have been won over to the logic of 
a capitalist economy and a parliamentary democracy. In the 
domain of 'philosophy' ,  they have rediscovered the virtues 
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of that ideology constantly defended by their former 
opponents : hwnanitarian individualism and the liberal 
defence of rights against the constraints imposed by organ
ized political engagement. Rather than seek out the terms 

of a new politics of coUective liberation, they have , in sum, 
adopted as their own the principles of the established 
'Western ' order. 

In so doing, they have inspired a violen tly reactionary 
movement against al l that was thought and proposed in the 
1960s. 

I The death of Man? 

In those years, Michel Foucault outraged his readers with 
the declaration that Man , in the sense of constituent sub
jec t, was a constructed historical concept peculiar to a 
certain order of discourse, and not a timelessly self-evident 
princ iple capable of founding human rights or a universal 
ethics. He announced the end of this concept's relevance, 
once the kind of discourse which alone had made it  mean

ingful became historically obsolete. 
Likewise, Louis AJthusser declared that history was not, as 

Hegel had thought, the absolute deve lopmen t  [ devenir] of 
Spirit, nor the advent of a subject-substance, but a rational, 
regulated process which he called a ' process without a 
subject ' ,  and which could be grasped only through a par
ticular science, the science of historical materialism. It 
followed that the humanism of human rights and eth ics in 
the abstract sense were merely imaginary constructions -
ideologies - and that we should develop, rather, what he 
called a ' theoretical antihumanism' . 
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At the same time, Jacques Lacan strove to disentangle 
psychoanalysis from all its psychological and nonnative 
tendencies. He demonstrated how it was essential to dis
tinguish the Ego, a figure of only imaginary unity, from the 
Subject. He showed that the subject had no substance, no 
'nature' ,  being a function both of the contingent laws of 
language and of the always singular history of objects of 
desire. It  followed that any notion of analytic treatment as a 
means for the reinstatement of a ' normal' kind of desire 
was a fraud, and that, more generally, there existed no 
norm that could ground the idea of a 'human subject' , a 
norm whose rights and duties it would have been the task 
of philosophy to articulate.  

What was contested in this way was the idea of a natural 
or spiritual identity of Man, and with it, as a consequence, 
the very foundation of an 'ethical' docuine in today's sense 
of the word: a consensual law-making concerning human 
beings in general, their needs, their lives, and their deaths 
- and, by extension , the self-eviden t, universal demarcation 
of evil,  of what is incompatible with the human essence. 

Is this to say, then, that Foucault, .o>\lthusser and Lacan 
extol an acceptance of the stams quo, a kind of cynicism, 
an indifference to what people suffer? Thanks to a paradox 
which we will explain in what follows, the truth is exactly the 
opposite. all three were - each in his own way, and far more 
than those who uphold the cause of ' ethics' and 'human 
rights ' today - the attentive and courageous militants of a 
cause. Michel Foucault, for example, maintained a particu
larly rigorous commi tment [ engagement) to a revision of the 
status of prisoners, and devoted to this question much of 
his time and the whole of his im mense talent as an organ
izer and an agitator. Alth usser's sole purpose was to rede-
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fine a genuinely emancipatory politics . Lacan himself -
beyond the fact that he was a ' total' clinical analyst who 
spent  the best part of his life listening to people - conceived 
of his struggle against the 'normative' orientation of Ameri

can psychoanalysis, and the degrading subordination of 
thought to the 'American way of life' ,I as a decisive commit
ment [ engagement] . For Lacan, questions of organization 
and polemic were always of a piece with questions of theo!)'. 

""'hen those who uphold the contempora!)' ideology of 
'ethics' tell us that the return to Man and his rights has 
delivered us from the 'fatal abstractions' inspired by 'the 
ideologies' of the past, they have some nerve .  I would be 
delighted to see today so constant an attention paid to 
concrete situations, so sustained and so patient a concern 
for the real [Ie riel] , so much time devoted to an activist 
inqui!)' into the situation of the most varied kinds of people 
- often the furthest removed, it might seem, from the 
normal environment of intellectuals - as that we witnessed 
in the years between 1965 and 1980. 

In reality, there is no lack of proof for the fact that the 
thematics of the 'death of man'  are compatible with rebel
lion, a radical dissatisfaction with the established order, and 
a fully committed engagement in the real of situations [ dans 
Ie riel des situations] , while by contrast, the theme of ethics 
and of human rights is compatible with the self-satisfied 
egoism of the affluent West, with advertising, and with 
service rendered to the powers that be. Such are the facts. 

To elucidate these facts, we must examine the founda
tions of today's 'ethical ' orientation. 
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II The foundations of the ethic of human rights 

The explicit reference of this orientation, in the corpus of 
classical philosophy, is Kant.2 Our contemporary momen t is 
defined by an immense ' return to Kant' In uuth, the variety 
and the detail of this return are labyrinthine in their 
complexity; here I will concern myself only with the 'aver
age' version of the doctrine. 

\'\-'hat essentially is retained from Kant (or from an image 
of Kant, or, better still, from theorists of 'natural law')  is 
the idea that there exist formally representable imperative 

demands that are to be subjected neither to empirical 
considerations nor to the examination of si tuations; that 
these imperatives apply to cases of offence, of crime, of Evil ;  
that these imperatives must be punished by national and 
international law; that, as a result, governments are obliged 
to include them in their legislation, and to accept the ful l  
legal range of their implications; that if  they do not, we are 
justified in forcing their compliance (the right to h uman i
tarian interference, or to legal interference) . 

Ethics is conceived here both as an a priori abi lity to 
discern Evil (for according to the modem usage of ethics, 
Evil - or the negative - is primary: we presume a consensus 
regarding what is barbarian) ,  and as the ultimate principle 
of judgement, in particular political judgement: good is 
what intervenes visibly against an Evil that is identifiable a 
priori. Law [ droit] itself is first of all  law 'against' Evil. If ' the 

rule of law' [Etat de droil] is obligatory, that is because it  
alone authorizes a space for the identification of Evil ( this 

is the 'freedom of opinion ' which, in the ethical vision, is 

first and foremost the freedom to designate Evil) and 
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provides the means of arbitration when the issue is not 

clear (the apparatus of judicial precau tions) . 
The presuppositions of this cluster of convictions are 

clear. 

1. We posit a general human subject, such that whatever 
evil befalls him is universally identifiable (even if this univer

sality often goes by the altogether paradoxical name of 
'public opinion ' ) , such that this subject is both, on the one 
hand , a passive, pathetic [pathitique] , or reflexive subject -

he who suffers - and, on the other, the active, determining 
subject of judgement - he who, in identifying suffering, 
knows that it  must be stopped by all available means. 

2. Politics is subordinated to ethics, to the single perspec
tive that really matters in this conception of things: the 
S}mpathetic and indignant j udgemen t of the spectator of 
the circumstances. 

3. Evil is that from which the Good is derived, not the 

other way round. 
4. 'Human rights ' are rights to non-Evil : rights not to 

be offended or mistreated with respect to one's life (the 
horrors of murder and execution ) ,  one 's body (the horrors 
of torture, cruelty and famine) , or one's cultural identity 
(the horrors of the humiliation of women, of minorities, 
etc. ) .  

The power of this doctrine rests, a t  first glance, in i ts  self
evidence. Indeed, we know from experience that suffering 
is highly visible. The eighteenth-<en tury theoreticians had 
already made pity - identification with the suffering of 
a living being - the mainspring of the relation with the 
other. That political leaders are discredited chiefly by their 
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corruption, indifference or c ruelty was a fact already noted 
by the Greek theorists of tyranny. That it is easier to 
establish consensus regarding what is evi l rather than 
regarding what is good is a fact already established by the 
experience of the Church: it was always easier for church 
leaders to indicate what was forbidden - indeed, to content 
themselves with such abstinences - than to tr), to figure out 
what should be done. It  is certainly true, moreover, that 
every politics worthy of the name finds its point  of departure 

in the way people represent  their lives and righ ts. 
It  might seem, then ,  that we have here a body of self

evident principles capable of cementing a,globaI consensus, 

and of imposing themselves strongly. 
Yet we must insist that it is not so; that this ' ethics ' is 

inconsistent, and that the - perfectly ob\ious - reality of the 
situation is characterized in fact by the unrestrained pursuit 
of self-in terest, the disappearance or extreme fragility of 
emancipator), politics, the mUltiplication of 'ethnic' con
flicts, and the universality of unbridled competition . 

m Man: Living animal or immortal singularity? 

The heart of the question concerns the presumption of a 
universal human Subject, capable of reducing ethical issues 
to matters of human righ ts and humanitarian actions. 

We have seen that ethics subordinates the identification 
of this subject to the universal recognition of the evil that is 
done to h im .  Ethics thus defines man as a victim. It will be 
objected: 'No ! You are forgetting the active subject, the one 
that intervenes against barbarism ! '  So let us be precise : man 
is the being who is capahk of recognizing himself as a victim. 
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It is this definition that we must proclaim unacceptable -
for three reasons in particular: 

1. In the first place. because the status of victim, of 
suffering beast, of emaciated, dying body, equates man with 

his animal substructure, it reduces him to the level of a 
living organism pure and simple ( l ife being, as Bichat says, 
nothing other than 'the set of functions that resist death ' ) .3  
To be sure, humanity is an animal species. It is mortal and 
predatory. But neither of these attributes can distinguish 
humanity within the world of the 11'\>; ng. In his role as 
executioner, man is an animal abjection , but we must have 
the courage to add that in his role as victim ,  he is generally 
worth little more. The stories told by survivors of torture4 
forcefully underline the point: if the torturers and bureau
crats of the dungeons and the camps are able to treat their 
victims like animals destined for the slaughterhouse, with 
whom they themselves, the well-nourished criminals. have 
nothing in common, it is because the victims have indeed 
become such animals. What had to be done for this to 
happen has indeed been done. That some nevertheless 
remain human beings, and testify to that effect, is a con
firmed fact. But this is always achieved precisely th rough 
enormous effort, an effort acknowledged by witnesses ( in 
whom it excites a radiant recognition) as an almost incom
prehensible resistance on the part of that which, in them , 
dcH>.s n()t coincide with the identif)' oj victim. This is where we are 
to find Man , if we are determined to think him [Ie pens"] : 
in what ensures, as Varlam Shalamov puts in his SUn"ies oj 
Life in the Camps,� that we are dealing with an animal whose 
resistance, unlike that of a horse, lies not in his fragile body 
but in his stubborn determination to remain what he is 
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- that is to say, precisely something other than a VlctJm, 
other than a being-for-death , and thus:  something other than 
a fTWTtal being. 

An immortal: this is what the worst situations that can be 
inflicted upon Man show him to be, in so far as he distin
guishes himself within the varied and rapacious flux of life. 
In order Lo think any aspect of Man , we must begin from 
this principle. So if 'rights of man ' exist, they are surely not 
righ ts of life against death, or rights of survival against 
misery. They are the rights of the Immortal , affirmed in 
their  own right, or the righ ts of the I nfinite, exercised over 
the contingency of suffering and death . The fact that in th e  
end w e  al l  d i e ,  that only dust remains, in n o  way alters 
Man 's identity as inmlOrtal at the instant in which he affirms 
himself as someone who runs counter to the temptation of 
wanting-t<rbe-an-animal to which circumstances may expose 
him. And we know that every human being is capable of 
being this immortal - unpredictably, be it in circumstances 
great or small ,  for truths important or secondary. In each 
case, subjectivation is immortal, and makes Man . Beyond 
this there is only a biological species, a 'biped without 
feathers' ,  whose charms are not obvious. 

If we do not set out from this point (which can be 
summarized, very simply, as the assertion that Man thinks, 
that Man is a tissue of truths) ,  if we equate Man with the 
simple reality of h is living being, we are inevitably pushed 
to a conclusion quite opposite to the one that the principle 
of life seems to imply. For this ' lhing being' is in reality 
contemptible, and he wiU indeed be held in contempt. Who can 
fail to see that in our humanitarian expeditions, interven
tions, embarkations of charitable ligionnaires, the Subject 
presumed to be universal is split? On the side of the victims, 
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the haggard animal exposed o n  television screens. On the 
side of the benefactors, conscience and the imperative to 
intervene. And why does this splitting always assign the 
same roles to the same sides? Who cannot see that this 
ethics which rests on the misery of the world hides, behind 
its victim-Man, the good-Man, the white-Man? Since the 
barbarity of the sinlation is considered only in terms of 
'human rights' - whereas in fact we are always dealing with 
a political situation, one that calls for a political thought
practice , one that is peopled by its 0 ... 0'0 authentic actors - it 
is perceived, from the heights of our apparent civil peace, 
as the uncivilized that demands of the civilized a civil izing 
intervention. Every intervention in the name of a civilization 
requires an initial contempt for the situation as a whole. 
including its victims. And this is why the reign of 'ethics' 
coincides, after decades of courageous critiques of colonial
ism and imperialism, with today's sordid self-satisfaction in 
the 'West' , with the insistent argument according to which 
the misery of the Third World is the result of its own 
incompetence, its own inanity - in short, of its subhumanity. 

2. In the second place, because if the ethical 'consensus' 
is founded on the recogn ition of Evil , it follows that every 
effort to unite people around a positive idea of the Good, 
let alone to identify Man with projects of this kind, becomes 
in fact the real source of evil itself. Such is the accusation 
so often repeated over the last fifteen years: every revol
utionary project stigmatized as 'utopian' turns, we are told, 
into totalitarian nightmare. Every will to inscribe an idea of 
justice or equality turns bad. Every collective will to the 
Good creates Evil.lS 

This is sophistry at its most devastating. For if our 
only agenda is an ethical engagement against an Evil we 
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recognize a priori, how are we to emisage any transforma
tion of the way things are? From what source will man draw 
the strength to be the immortal that he is? 'What shal I be 
the destiny of thought, since we know very well that it must 
be affirmative invention or nothing at all? In reality, the 
price paid by ethics is a stodgy conservatism. The ethical 
conception of man, besides the fact that its foundation is 
either biological ( images of victims) or 'Western' (the self
satisfaction of the armed benefactor) , prohibits every broad, 
positive vision of possibilities. '\'hat is vaunted here, what 
ethics legitimates, is in fact the conservation by the so-<:alIed 
'West' of what it possesses. It is squarely astride these 
possessions (material possessions, but also possession of its 
own being) that ethics determines Evil to be, in a certain 
sense, simply that which it does not own and enjoy fee qui 
n 'est pas ce dont eUe jouit] . But Man, as immortal, is sustained 
by the incalculable and the un-possessed. He is sustained by 
non-being [non-itant] . To forbid him to imagine the Good, 
to devote his collective powers to it, to work towards the 
realization of unknown possibilities , to think what might be 
in terms that break radically with what is, is quite simply to 
forbid him humanity as such .  

3. Finally, thanks to its negative and a priori determina
tion of Evil, ethics prevents itself from thinking the singular
ity of situations as such, which is the obligatory starting 
point  of all properly human action. Thus, for instance, the 
doctor won over to 'ethical' ideology will ponder,  in meet
ings and commissions, all sorts of considerations regarding 
' the sick', conceived of in exactly the same way as the 
partisan of human rights conceives of the indistinct crowd 
of "ictims - the 'human' totality of subhuman entities [reels] . 
But the same doctor will have no difficulty in accepting the 
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fact that this particular person is not treated at the hospital ,  
and accorded all necessary measures, because he or she i s  
without legal residency papers, or not a contributor to 
Social Security. Once again,  ' collective' responsibility 
demands it !  What is erased in the process is the fact that 
there is only one medical situation!.-the cIigjcal situation ,' 
and there is no need for an 'ethics ' (but only for a dear 
vision of this si tuation ) to understand that in these circum
stances a doctor is a doctor only if he deals with the 

situation according to the rule of maximum possibility - to 
treat th is person who demands treatment of him (no inter
vention here! ) as thoroughly as he can, using everything he 

knows and with all the means at his disposal , without taking 
anything else into consideration. And if he is to be pre

vented from giving treatment because of the State budget, 
because of death rates or laws governing immigration, then 
let them send for the police ! Even so, his strict Hippocratic 

duty would oblige him to resist them, .... i th force if necessary. 
'Ethical commissions' and other ruminations on 'health

care expenses ' or 'managerial responsibility' , since they are 
radically exterior to the one si tuation that is genuinely 
medical , can in reality only preven t  us from being faithful to 
it. For to be faithful to this situation means: to treat it right 
to the limit of the possible. Or, jf you prefer: to draw from 
this si tuation , to the gTeatest possible extent, the affirmative 
humanity that it contains. Or again: to try to be the immor
tal of this situation . 

As a matter of fact, bureaucratic medicine that complies 
with ethical ideo logy depends on 'the sick' conceived as 
vague "ictims or statistics, but is quickly ovelWhelmed by 
any urgent, singular situation of need. Hence the reduction 
of ' managed' ,  'responsible' and 'ethical ' health,are to the 
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abject task of deciding which sick people the 'French medi
cal system' can treat and which others - because the Budget 
and public opinion demand it - it must send away to die in 
the shantytowns of Kinshasa. 

IV Some principles 

We must reject the ideological framework of 'e thics ' ,  and 
concede noth ing to the negatfs.'e and victimary definition of 
man. This framework equates man with a simple mortal 

animal , it is the symptom of a disturbing conservatism, and 
- because of its abstract, statistical generality - it prevents 
us from thinking the singularity of situations. 

I will advance three opposing theses: 

• Thesis 1 :  Man is to be identified by his affirmative 
thought, by the singular truths of which he is capable, by 
the Immortal which makes of him the most resilient 
[resistant] and most paradoxical of animals. 

• Thesis 2: It is from our positP/e capabi l ity for Good, and 
thus from our boundary-breaking treatment  of possi- -
bilities and our refusal of conservatism, including the 
conservation of be ing. that we are to identify Evil - not 
vice versa. 

• Thesis 3: All humanity has its root in the identification in 
thought [en pensk] of singular situations. There is no 
ethics in general . There are only - eventually - ethics of 
processes by which we treat the possibilities of a situation. 

At this point the refined man of ethics will objec t, murmur
ing: 'Wrong! Wrong from the beginning. Ethics is in no 
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sense founded on th e  identity of the Subject, not even on 
his identity as recognized victim. From the beginning, ethics 
is the ethics of the other, it is the principal opening to the 

other, i t  subordinates identity to difference. ' 
Let us examine this line of argument. Does it contribute 

something new? 

Notes 

1 .  [In English in the original . Translator's nOIe.] 
2. Immanuel Kant, Groundworn of lhe Metaphysics of Morals. 
3. Bichat was an eighteen th-<:entury Fren ch doctor, anatomist 

and physiologiSL 
4. Henri Alleg, La Qaustion, 1958. It is well worth referring to 

some of our own episodes of torture, systematically practised 
by the French army between 1954 and 1962. 

5. Varlam Shalamov, Kolyma Taks: Stories of Lift in the Camps, 1 980 
[ 1 980] . This genuinel)' admirable book lends the form of art 
to a true ethics. 

6. Andre Glucksmann , The Master Thinkers, 1 977 [ 1 980] . It  is 

Glucksmann who has been most insistent on the absolute 
priority of the awareness of Evil, and on the idea that the 
catastrophic primacy [primat] of the Good w as  a creation of 

philosophy. 'Ethical ' ideology is thus rooted, in part, in the 
work of the 'new philosophers' of the late 1 970s. 

7. See cecile Winter, Qu 'en est-il de 11listoricili actuelle de La clinique' 
(inspired by an idea of Foucault's) . This text demonstrates a 

most rigorous will to rethink medicine, in conte mporary con
ditions, in such a way that it recognizes clinical requirements 
as its sole concern. 
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Does the Other Exist? 

The conception of ethics as the 'ethics of the other' or the 
'eth ics of difference'  has its origin in the theses of Emman

ud Levinas rather than in those of Kan t. 
Uvinas has devoted his work, after a brush with phenom

enology (an exemplary confrontation between Husserl and 
Heidegger ) ,  to the deposing [destitution] of philosophy in 
favour of ethics. It is to him that we owe, long before the 
curren t  fashion, a ki nd of ethical radicalism. I 

I Ethics according to Levinas 

Roughly speaking: Uvinas maintains that metaphysics, 
imprisoned by its Greek origins, has subordinated thought 
to the logic of the Same , to the primacy of substance and 

identity. But, according to Uvinas, it is impossible to arrive 

at an authentic thought of the Other (and thus an ethics 
of the relation to the Other) from the despotism of the 

Same, which is incapable of recognizing this Other. The 

dialectic of the Same and the Other, conceived ' ontologi
cally' under the dominance of self-identity [ identiti-a-SOI1 , 
ensures the absence of the Other in effective thought, sup-
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presses all genuine experience of the Other, and bars the 
way to an ethical opening to al terity. So we must push 

thought over to a different origin, a non-Greek origin , 
one that proposes a radical , primary opening to the Other 
conceived as onlologically anterior to the construction of 

identity. It is in the Jewish tradition that Levinas finds the 
basis for this pushing over. What the Law (understood 
according to Jewish tradition as both immemorial and cur

rently in effect) names is precisely the anteriority, founded 

in being-before-the-Same, and with respect to theoretical 
though t, of the ethics of the relation to the Other, itself 

conce ived merely as the 'objective' identification of regu
larities and identities . The Law, indeed, does not tell me 

what is, but what is imposed by the existence of others. 

This Law (of the Other) might be opposed to the laws (of 
the real) . 

According to Greek thought, adequate action presumes 
an initial theoretical mastery of experience, which ensures 
that the action is in confonnity with the rationality of being. 
From this point of departure are deduced laws (in the 

plural) of the City and of action . According to Jewish ethics, 

in Uvinas's  sense. everything is grounded in the immediacy 
of an opening to the Other which disarms the reflexive 
subject. The ' thou [ tu) ' prevails over the ' I '  Such is the 
whole meaning of the Law. 

Uvinas proposes a whole series of phenomenological 

themes for testing and exploring the originality of the 
Other, at the centre of which lies the theme of the face, of 
the singular giving [donation] of the Other ' in person ' ,  

through his fleshly epiphany, which does not test mimetic 
recognition (the Other as 'similar', identical to me) ,  but. 

on the contrary, is that from which I experience myself 
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ethically as ' pledged ' to the appearing of the Other, and 
subordinated in my being to this pledge . 

For Uvinas, ethics is the new name of thought, thought 
�hich has thrown off its ' logical ' chains ( the principle of 

�den tity) in favour of its prophetic submission to the Law of 

founding alterity. 

II The 'ethics of difference' 

Whether they know it or not, it is in the name of this 
configuration that the proponents of ethics explain to us 
today that it  amounts to 'recognition of the other' (against 
racism, which would deny this other) , or to 'the ethics of 
differences' (against substantialist nationalism, wh ich would 
exclude immigrants, or sexism, wh ich would deny femin ine
being) , or to 'multiculturalism ' (against the imposition of a 
unified model of behaviour and intellectual approach) . Or, 
quite simply, to good old-fashioned ' tolerance' ,  which con
sists of not being offended by the fact  that others think and 

act differently from you. 
This commonsensical discourse has neither force nor 

truth. It is defeated in advance in the competition it 
declares between ' tolerance' and 'fanaticism',  between 'the 
ethics of difference ' and 'racism ' , between 'recognition of 
the other' and ' identitarian ' fixity. 

For the honour of philosophy, it is first of all necessary to 

admit that this ideology of a ' right to difference' ,  the 
con temporary catechism of goodwill with regard to 'other 
cultures',  are strikingly distant from Uvinas's actual conce� 
tion of things. 
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III From the Other to the Altogether-Other 

The principal - but also fairly superficial - oi?jection that 
we might make to ethics in Levi nas's  sense is: what is it 
that testifies to the originality of my de-votion [tfi.voue
mentl to the Other? The phenomenological analyses of 
the face,  of the caress, of love, cannot by themselves 
ground the anti-ontological (or anti-identitarian )  thesis 
of the author of Totality and Infinity. A 'mimetic ' concep
tion that locates origi nal access to the other in my own 
redoubled image also sheds light on that element of self
forgetting that characterizes the grasping of this other: 
what I cherish is that me-myself-at-a-distance which , pre
cisely because it is 'objectified' for my consciousness, 

founds me as a stable construction, as an interiority acces
sible in its exteriority. Psychoanalysis explains brilliantly how 
this construction of the Ego in the identification with the 

other - this mirror-effect2 - combines narcissism (I delight 

in the exteriority of the other i n  so far as he figures as 
myself made visible to myself) and aggressivity (J invest in 
the other my death drive, my own archaic desire for self
destruction ) . 

Here, however, we are a very long way from what Levinas 
wants to tel l  us. As always, the pure analysis of phenomenal 
appearing cannot decide between divergent orientations of 
thought. 

We need, in addition, to make explicit the axioms of 
thought that decide an orientation. 

The difficulty, which also defines the point of application 
for these axioms, can be explained as follows: the ethical 
primacy of the Other over the Same requires that the 
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experience of alterity be ontologically 'guaranteed ' as the 

experience of a distance , or of an essen tial non-iden tity, the 
traversal of wh ich is the ethical experience i tself. But 
nothing in the simple phenomenon of the other contains 

such a guarantee . And this simply because the finitude of 
the other's appearing certainly can be conceived as resem
blance , or as im itation , and thus lead back to the logic of 

the Same. The other always resembles me too much for the 
hypothesis of an originary exposure to his alterity to be 
TU!cessarily true. 

The phenomenon of the other (his face) must then attest 
to a radical alterity which he nevertheless does not contain 

by himself. The Other, as he appears to me in the order of 
the finite, must be the epiphany of a properly infinite 

distance to the other, the traversal of wh ich is the originary 
ethical experience. 

This means that in order to be intelligible, eth ics requires 

that the Other be in some sense carried by a principle of 
alJerity which transcends mere finite experience . Uvinas 
calls this pri nciple the 'Altogether-Other' , and it is quite 

obviously the ethical name for God. There can be no Other 

if he is not the immediate phenomenon of the Altogether
Other. There can be no finite devotion to the non-identical 

if it is not sustained by the infinite devotion of the pri nciple 

to that whic h subsists outside it. There can be no ethics 
without God the ineffable. 

In Uvinas's enterprise , the ethical dominance of the 

Other over the theoretical ontology of the same is en tirely 
bound up with a religious axiom; to believe that we can 

separate what Uvinas's thought unites is to betray the 
intimate movement of this thought, its subjective rigour. In 

truth , Levinas has no philosophy - not even philosophy as 
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the 'servan t' of theology. Rather, this is philosophy (in the 
Greek sense of the word) annulled by theology, itself no 
longer a theology ( the terminology is still too Greek, and 
presumes proximity to the divine via the identity and predi
cates of God) but, precisely, an ethics. 

To make of ethics the ultimate name of the rel igious as 
such (i.e. of that which relates e re-lie]  to the Other under 
the ineffable authority of the Altogether-Other) is to dis
tance it still more completely from all that can be gathered 
under the name of 'philosophy' 

To put it crudely: I..kvinas's enterprise serves to remind 
us, with extraordinary insistence, that every effort to turn 
ethics into the principle of thought and action is essen tial ly 

religious. We might say that Levinas is the coherent and 
inventive thinker of an assumption that no academic exer
cise of veiling or abstraction can obscure : distanced from its 
Greek usage (according to which i t  is clearly subordinated 
to the theoretical) ,  and taken in general, ethics is a category 

of pious discourse. 

IV Ethics as decomposed (decomposee) religion 

\o\That then becomes of this category if we claim to suppress , 
or mask, its religious character, all the while preserving the 
abstract arrangemen t of i ts  apparent constitution ( 'recog
nition of the other' ,  etc. ) ?  The answer is obvious: a dog's 
dinner [de fa bauillie pour /es chats] . We are left with a pious 
discourse without piety, a spiritual supplement for incom
petent governments, and a cultural sociology preached, i n  
line with the new-style sermons , in lieu o f  t h e  late class 

struggle. 
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Our suspicions are first aroused when we see that the 
sdf-declared apostles of ethics and of the 'right to differ
ence'  are clearly horrified by any l1igorously sustained difference. 
For them, Mrican customs are barbaric, Muslims are dread
ful ,  the Chinese are totalitarian, and so on. As a matter of 
fact, this celebrated 'other' is acceptable only if he is a good 
other - which is to say what, exactly, if not the same as us? 

Respect for differences, of course ! But on condition that 
the different be parliamentary-democratic, pro free-market 
economics, in favour of freedom of opinion, feminism, the 
environment. . That is to say: I respect differences, but 
only, of course, in so far as that which differs also respects, 
just as I do, the said differences. Just as there can be 'no 
freedom for the enemies of freedom' ,  so there can be 
no respect for those whose difference consists precisely in 
not respecting differences. To prove the point, j ust con
sider the obsessive resentment expressed by the partisans 
of ethics regarding anything that resembles an Islamic 
'fundamentalist' . 

The problem is that the 'respect for differences' and the 
ethics of human rights do seem to define an identity! And 
that as a result. the respect for differences applies only to 
those differences that are reasonably consistent with this 
identity (which , after all, is nothing other than the identity 
of a wealthy - albeit visibly declining - 'West' ) .  Even immi
grants in this country [France] , as seen by the partisans of 
ethics, are acceptably different only when they are ' inte
grated' ,  only if thcry seek integration (which seems to mean, 
if you think about i t: only if they want to suppress their 
difference ) .  It might well be that ethical ideology, detached 
from the religious teachings which at least conferred upon 
it the fullness of a 'revealed' identity, is simply the final 
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imperath'e of a conquering civilization: 'Become like me 
and I will respect your difference. '  

V Return to the Same 

The truth is that, in the context of a system of thought that 
is both a-religious and genuinely contemporary with the 
truths of our time, the whole ethical predication based 
upon recognition of the other should be purely and simply 
abandoned . For the real question - and it is an extraordi
narily difficult one - is much more that of recognizing the 
Same. 

Let us posit OUT axioms. There is no God. Which also 
means: the One is not. The multiple 'without-one' - every 
multiple being in its tum nothing other than a multiple of 
multiples - is the law of being. The only stopping point is 
the void. The infinite, as Pascal had already realized, is the 
banal reality of every situation, not the predicate of a 
transcendence. For the infinite, as Cantor demonstrated 
with the creation of set theory, is actually only the most 
general form of multiple-being [ etTe-multiple] . In fact, every 
situation, inasmuch as it is, is a multiple composed of an 
infinity of elements, each one of which is itself a multiple. 
Considered in their simple belonging to a situation (to an 
infinite multiple) , the animals of the species HQ71W sapiens 
are ordinary multiplicities. 

What, then, are we to make of the other, of differences, 
and of their ethical recognition? 

Infinite a1terity is quite simply what there is. �_L�ri
enCe at all is th���Eni�. �eployment oi. infinite _�Lfferenc!:�,
Ev€iitJle-apparently reflexive experience of myself is by no 
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means the in tuition of a unity but a labyrinth of differentia
tions, and Rimbaud was certainly not wrong when he said: 
'I am another. '  There are as many differences, say, between 
a Chinese peasant and a young Norwegian professional as 
between myself and anybody at all , including myself. 

As many, but also, then, neither more nor less. 

VI 'Cultural' differences and culturalism 

Contemporary e thics kicks up a big fuss about 'cultural' 
differences. Its conception of the ' other' is informed mainly 
by this kind of differences. Its great ideal is the peaceful 
coexistence of cultural, religious, and national ' communi
ties' ,  the refusal of 'exclusion ' 

But what we must recognize is that these differences hold 
no interest for thought, that they amount to nothing more 
than the infinite and self-e"ident multiplicity of human
kind, as obvious in the difference between me and my 
cousin from Lyon as it  is  between the Shi 'ite ' community' 
of iraq and the fat cowboys of Texas. 

The objec tive (or historical) foundation of contemporary 
ethics is culturalism, in truth a tourist's fascination for the 
diversity of morals,  c ustoms and beliefs. And in particular, 
for the irreducible medley of imaginary formations (relig
ions, sexual representations, incantations of authority . . .  ) . 
Yes, the essential 'objective' basis of ethics rests on a vulgar 
sociology. directly inherited from the astonishment of the 

colonial encounter with savages. And we must not forget 
that there are also savages among us ( the drug addicts of 
the banlieues. religious sects - the whole journalistic para
phernalia of menacing internal alterity) , confronted by an 
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ethics that offers, without changing its means of investi
gation , its 'recognition' and its soc ial workers. 

Against these trifling descriptions (of a real ity that is both 
obvious and inconsistent in itself) . genuine thought should 
affirm the fol lowing principle: since differences are what 
there is, and since ey�r}' ��� . . �s _ th-e- c·oming:tO-De of that 
which is not }'et, _� �_i!f:e��nces are then precisely what 
truths depose, or render insign ificant. No l ight is shed on 
any concrete situation by the notion of the 'recognition of 
the other' Every modem collective configuration involves 
people from everywhere, who have their different ways of 
eating and speaking, who wear different sorts of headgear, 
follow different religions, have complex and varied relations 
to sexuality, prefer authority or disorder, and such is the 
way of the world . 

VII From the Same to truths 

Philosophically, if the other doesn 't  matter i t  is indeed 
because the difficulty lies on the side of the Same. The 
Same, in effect, is not what is (i.e. the infinite multiplicity 
of differences) but what comes to be. I have already named 
that in regard to which only the advent of the Same occurs: 
i t  is a truth. Only a truth is, as such, indiffmml to diJfermces. 
This is something we have always known , even if sophists of 
every age have always attempted to obscure its certa inty: a 
truth is the saTTU! for alL 

'What is to be postulated for one and all. what I have 
called our ' being immortal ' ,  certainly is not covered by the 
logic of ' cul tural ' differences as insignificant as they are 
massive. It is our capacity for truth - our capacity to be that 
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• SQI7U!' that Q truth convokes to  its oum ' sameness' . Or in  other 
words. depending on the circumstances. our capacity for 
science. love. politics or art, since all truths. in my \iew. fall  
under one or another of these universal names. 

It is only through a genuine perversion, for wh ich we will 
pay a terrible historical price. that we have sough t to 
elaborate an 'ethics' on the basis of cultural relati"ism. For 
this is to pretend that a merely con tingent state of things 
can found a Law. 

The _�n�y genui!!.!:. �thi� is of truth s in the plural - or. 
more " pled��,. the_ "on.!L�f�ks "iS o.!..�2���?! In!!h, 'of 
the labour th�"t "�ri-"� " ��Jru.!h�" _�!.l!�L��orld. Ethics 
must be Uken in " the" sense" presumed by Lacan when . 
against Kant and the notion of a general morality. he 
discusses the ethics of psychoanalysis. Ethics does not exist. 
There is only the ethic-cf (of politics. of love, of science, of 
art) .  

There is not, i n  fact ,  one single Subject. but as many 
subjects as there are tru ths, and as many subjective t}pes as 
there are procedures of truths. 

As for me, I identify four fundamental subjective 'types': 
political.  scientific. artistic. and amorous ( amoureux] . 

Every human animal, by participating in a given singular 
truth, is inscribed in one of these four types. 

A philosophy sets out to construct a space of tlwught in 
which the different subjective types, expressed by the singu
lar truths of its time, coexist. But this coexistence is not a 
unification - that is why it is impossible to speak of one 
Ethics. 
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Notes 

1 .  Emmanuel U ... inas, Totality and Infinily, 1 961 [ 1 969] . This is 
his mcyor work. 

2. Jacques Lacan, 'The Mirror Phase', in Eents: A Selection, 1966 
( 1977J . 
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Ethics as a Figure of Nihilism 

\\'hether we think of it as the consensual representation of 
Evil or as concern for the other, ethics designates above all 
the incapacity, so typic31 of the contemporary world, to 
name and strive for a Good. We should go even further, 
and say that the reign of ethics is one symptom of a universe 
ruled by a distinctive [singulimJ combination of resignation 
in the face of necessity together with a purely negative, if 
not destructive , will. It is this combination that should be 
designated as nihilism. 

Nietzsche demonstrated very neatly that humanity prefers 
to will nothingness rather than to will nothing at 311.  I will 
reserve the name nihilism for this will to nothingness, 
which is like a kind of understudy {daubluTe] of blind 
necessity. 

I Ethics as the servant of necessity 

The modern name for necessity is, as evel)'one knows, 
'economics ' .  Economic objectivity - which should be called 

by its name: the logic of Capi ta] - is the basis from which 
our parliamentary regimes organize a subjectivity and a 
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public opinion condemned in advance to ratify what seems 

necessary. Unemployment. the anarchy of production. ine

qualities, the comple te devaluation of manual work. the 

persecution of foreigners: all this fits together as part of a 
debased consensus regarding a state of things as changeable 
as the weather ( the predictions of economic ' science ' being 
still more u ncertain than those of meteorology) , yet appar
ently shaped by inflexible and intermi nable external 

constrain t. 

Parliamentary politics as practised today does not in any 
way consist of setting objectives inspired by pri nciples an d 
of inventing the means to attain them . It consists of turning 
the spectacle of the economy into the objec t of an apathetic 
( though obviously unstable) public consensus. In itself, the 
economy is neither good nor bad; it is the place of no value 
(other than commercial value . and of money as general 
fonn of equivalence) . It simply 'runs'  more or less well. 
Routine politics is the subjective or valorizing momen t of 
this neutral exteriority. For the possibilities whose develop
ment it pretends to organize are in reali ty circumscribed 
and annulled, in advance. by the external neutrality of the 
economic referent in such a way that subjectivity in 
general is inevitably dragged down into a kind of belligerent 
impotence, the emptiness of which is filled by elections and 
the 'sound-bites' of party leaders. 

Right from the first momen t in the constitution of con
temporary subjectivity (as ' public opin ion ' ) , ethics has duly 

played its accompanying role. For from the beginning it 
confirms the absence of any project , of any emancipatory 
politics, or any genuinely collective cause. By blocking. in 
the name of Evil and of human rights, the l't'ay towards the 

positive prescription of possibilities, th e way towards the 
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Good as the superhumanit)' of humanity, towards the 
Immortal as the master of time, it accepts the play of 
necessity as the objective basis for all j udgements of value. 

The celebrated 'end of ideologies' heralded everywhere 
as the good news which opens the way for the 'return of 
ethics' signifies in fact an espousal of the twistings and 
turnings of necessity, and an extraordinary impoverishment 
of the active , militant value of principles. 

The very idea of a consensual 'ethics' ,  stemming from the 
general feeling provoked by the sigh t of atrocities, which 
replaces the 'old ideological divisions' ,  is a powerful contri� 
utor to subjective resignation and acceptance of the status 
quo. For what every emancipatory projec t does, what every 
emergence of hitherto unknown possibilities does, is to put 
an end to consensus. How, indeed, could the incalculable 
novelty of a truth, and the hole that it bores in established 
knowledges, be inscribed in a situation without encounter
ing resolute opposition ? Precisely because a truth , in its 
invention, is the only thing that is for all, so it can actually 
be achieved only against dominan t opinions, since these 
always work for the benefit of some rather than all.  These 
privileged few certainly benefi t  from their position, their 
capital, their control of the media, and so on. But in 
particular, they wield the inert power of reality and time [de 
la realiti d du temps] against �at wh!�. _� _ _ ��Iy.! .�k� every 
truth, the _h�J!lQ.us-,. precarious _a�ve!"!t _of a possibili!y_«?f 
the fiitemporal. As Mao Tse-tung used to say, with his 
customary sunplicity: 'If you have an idea, one will have to 
split into two. '  Yet ethics explicitly presents itself as the 
spiritual supplemen t of the consensus. The 'splitting into 
two ' horrifies it (it smacks of ideology, it's passe . . .  ) . Etl!ic;s 
is thus part of wh��r��.i�� any_id�_�. �!"!y_coher�_�� project - - � - �. ---'" .--- - - -- . - -
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���ht0�ttling inst��d }or overlaring unthought and 
anonymous situations with mere humanitarian prattle 
(wliTcK-as-we-have said, does not itself contain any positive 
idea of humanity) . 

And in the same way, the 'concern for the other' signifies 
that it is not a matter - that it is never a matter - of 

prescribing hitherto unexplored possibilities for our situ
ation, and ultimately for ourselves. The Law ( human righ ts, 
etc. )  is always already there. It regulates judgements and 
opinions concerning the evil that happens in some variable 
elsewhere_ But there is no question of reconsidering the 
foundation of this 'Law',  of going right back to the conser
vative identity that  sustains i t. 

As evel)'one knows, France - which , under Vichy, 
approved a law regulating the status of the Jews, and which 
at this vel)' moment is voting to approve laws for the racial 
identification of an alleged internal enemy that goes by the 
name of 'illegal immigrant' [ immigri clandestin] ; France -
which is subjectively dominated by fear and impotence - is 

an ' island of law and liberty' Ethics is the ideology of this 

insularity, and this is why it valorizes - throughou t the 
world, and with the complacency of 'intervention ' - the 
gunboats of Law. But by doing this, by everywhere promot
ing a domestic haugh tiness and cowardly �lf-satisfaction, it 
sterilizes evel)' collective gathering around a vigorous con
ception [pensie] of what can (and thus must) be done here 
and now. And in this, once again, it is nothing more than a 
variant of the conservative consensus. 

But what must be understood is that this resignation in 
the face of (economic) necessities is neither the only nor 
the worst component of the public spirit held together by 
ethics. For Nietzsche 's maxim forces us to consider that 
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every non-willing (evel)' impotence ) is shaped by a ",;11  to 
nothingness, whose other name is: death drive . 

II Ethics as the 'Western' mastery of death 

We should be more struck than we usually are by a remark 

that often recurs in articles and commentaries devoted to 
the war in the fonner Yugoslavia : it is poin ted out - with a 

kind of subjective excitemen t, an ornamental pathos - that 
these atrocities are taking place 'only two hours by plane 
from Paris' The authors of these texts invoke, naturally, all 
the ' rights of man ' ,  eth ics, humanitarian intervention, the 
fact that Evil (thought to have been exorcized by the 
collapse of ' totalitarianisms')  is making a terrible comeback. 
But then the observation seems ludicrous: if it is a matter of 
eth ical principles, of the vic tim aI)' essence of Man, of the 
fact that 'rights are universal and imprescriptible ' ,  why 
should we care about the length of the fligh t? Is the 
' recognition of the other' all the more intense if this othe r 
is in some sense almost v.ithin my reach? 

In this pathos of proximity, we can almost sense the 

trembling equivocation, halfway between fear and enjoy
ment, of finally perceiving so close to us horror and destruc
tion, war and cynicism. Here ethical ideology has at its 
d isposal , almost knocking on the pro tected gates of civilized 
shelter, the revolting yet delicious combination of a com

plex Other (Croats, Serbs, and those enigmatic 'Muslims' 
of Bosnia) and an avowed E,,;1. History has delivered the 

ethical dish to our vel)' door. 
Ethics feeds too much on Evil and the Other not to take 

silent pleasure in seeing them close up ( in a silence that is 
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the abject unde�ide of its prattle) .  For at the core of the 
mastery internal to ethics is always the power to decide who 
dies and who does not. 

Eth ics is nihilist because its underlying com-iction is that 
the only thing that can really happen to someone is death. 
And it is certainly true that in so far as we deny truths, we 
thereby challenge the immortal disjunction that they effect 
in any given situation.  Between Man as the possible basis 
for the uncertainty [ alia] of truths, or Man as being-for
death (or being-for-happiness, it  is the same thing) , you 
have to choose. It is the same choice that divides ph ilosophy 
from 'ethics ' ,  or the courage of truths from nihilism. 

III Bio-ethics 

This, no doubt, is what explains the privilege that ethics 

grants, among the 'social issues' that spice up our dai ly 
routi ne - and all the more so, in that none of them makes 
the slightest sense - to the never�nding debate on 
euthanasia. 

The word euthanasia poses the question very clearly: 
'When and how, in the name of our idea of happiness, may 
we kill someone?' It  names the stable core on which ethical 
sentiment depends. We all know the constant reference 
ethical ' though t' makes to ' human dignity' And the com
bination of being-for-death and dignity constructs precisely 
the idea of a 'dignified death ' 

Commissions, reporters, judges, poli ticians, priests, doc

tors, debate the ethical definition, sanctioned by law, of a 
death administered "'ith dignity. 

To be sure, suffering and degeneration are not 'dignified', 
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do not  conform to the smooth , young, well-nourished image 
that we have of Man and his rights. Who can fail to see that 
the 'debate ' on euthanasia points above all to the radical 
poverty of the symbols available today for old age and 
death? To the unbearable character of the latter as a sight 
fur the livinlf. Here ethics is at the junction of two only 
apparently contradictory drives: since it defines Man by 
non-Evil, and thus by 'h appiness ' and life , it  is simul
taneously fascinated by death yet incapable of inscribing it 
in though t. The upshot of this compromise is the transfor
mation of death itself in to a spectacle made as discreet as 
possible, a mere disappearing, regarding which the living 
have the righ t to hope that it will not disrupt thei r delu
sional habits of contented ignorance . Ethical discourse is 
thus both fatalist and resolute ly non-tragic: it allows death 
to 'go about its business ' • without opposing to it the Immor
tal of a resistance. 

Let us remember - since such are the facts - that 'bio
eth ics' and the State 's obsession with euthanasia were 
explicit categories of Nazism. Fundamen tally, Nazism was a 
thoroughgoing ethics of Life. It had its own concept of 
'dign ified life ' ,  and it accepted. implacab ly. the necessity of 
putting an end to undignified lives. Nazism isolated and 
carried to its ultimate conclusion the nihilist core of the 
'ethical ' disposition once it has at its disposal the political 
means to be something other than prattJe. In this respect, 

the appearance in our country of major state commissions 

on 'bio-ethics ' bodes ill . Here there will be loud cries of 
protest. It will be said that it  is precisely because of Nazism 
that it is necessary to lay down the law protecting the right 
to life and to dignity, once the impetuous advances of 
science give us the means to practise all sorts of genetic 
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manipulations. We should not be impressed by th ese cries. 

We should argue strongly that the necessity of such state 
commissions and such laws indicates that, in the configura
tion of public and private minds, the whole problematic 
remains essential ly suspect. The conjunction of 'ethics' and 

'bio' is in itself threatening. So is the sim ilarity of prefixes 
be"' ... een (evil) eugenics and ( respectable) euthanasia. A 

hedon istic doctrine of ' dying-well ' will make for no defence 
ag-dinst the powerful and genuinely murderous aspiration 
of ' generating-well ' ,  an obvious component of ' living-well' 

The root of the problem is that, in a certain way, every 
definition of Man based on happiness is nihi lisL It is clear 
that the external barricades erected to protect our sickly 

prosperity have as their internal counterpart, against the 
nihilist drive, the derisory and complicit barrier of e thical 

commissions. 

\A.lhen a prime minister, I the political eu logist of a civic 
ethics, declares that France 'cannot welcome [accueillir) all 
the misery of the world' ,  he is carefUl not to tell us about 
the criteria and the methods that will allow us to distinguish 
the part of the said misery that we welcome from that part 
which we will request - no doubt from within detention 
centres - to return to its place of death, so that we migh t 
con tinue to enjoy those unshared riches which, as we know, 
condition both our happiness and our 'ethics' And in the 

same way, it is certain ly impossible to settle on stable, 
' responsible' , and of course 'collective' criteria in the name 
of which commissions on bio-ethics wil l  distinguish between 

eugenics and euthanasia, between the scientific improve
men t of the white man and h is happiness, and the elimina
tion 'with dignity' of monsters, of those who suffer or 
become un pleasant to behold. 
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Chance, the circumstances of life, the tangle of beliefs , 
combined with the rigorous and impartial treaUllent with
out exception of the clinical situation, is worth a thousand 
times more than the pompous, made-for-media conscrip
tion of bio-ethical authorities [ instances] - a conscription 

whose place of work, whose very name, have a nasty smell 
about them. 

IV Ethical nihilism between conservatism 
and the death drive 

Considered as a figure of nihilism. reinforced by the fact 

that our societies are without a future that can be presented 

as universal, ethics oscillates between two complementary 
desires: a conservative desire, seeking global recognition for 
the legitimacy of the order peculiar to our 'Western' 

position - the interweaving of an unbridled and impassive 
economy [ «anomie objective sauvage] with a discourse of law; 
and a murderous desire that promotes and shrouds, in one 
and the same gesture , an integral mastery of life - or again, 
that dooms what is to the 'Western' mastery of death. 

This is why eth ics would be better named - since it speaks 
Greek - a 'eu-oudinasi , a smug nihilism. 

Against this we can set only that which is not yet in being, 
but which our thought declares itself able to conceive. 

Every age - and in the end, none is worth more than any 

other - has its own figure of nihilism . The names change, 
but always under these names ( ' ethics' , for example) we 
find the aniculation of conservative propaganda with an 
obscure desire for catastrophe . 

It is only by declaring that we want what conservatism 
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decrees to be impossible, and by affinning truths against 

the desire for nothingness, that we tear ourselves away from 
nihilism. The possibility of the impossible, which is exposed 
by every loving encounter, every scientific re-foundation, 
every artistic invention and every sequence of emancipatory 
politics, is the sole principle - against the ethics of living
well whose real content is the deciding of death - of an 
ethic of truths. 

Note 

l .  [Badiou is referring to Michel Rocard. Tmnslator's 1Wte.j 



====== 4 ======= 

The Ethic of Truths 

I t  is a difficul t task, for the philosopher, to pull names away 
from a usage that prostitutes them. Already Plato had to 
take all possible pains to hold h is ground with the word 
justice, against the sophist's quibbling and devious usage. 

Let us nevertheless try to preserve this word ethics, in spite 
of all that has preceded this chapter, since those who, after 
Aristotle, have used the word in a reasonable way make up 
a long and honourable lineage . 

I Being, event, truth, subject 

If there is no ethics 'in general ' ,  that is because there is no 
abstract Subject , who would adopt it as his shield. There is 
only a particular kind of animal , convoked by certain cir
cumstances to become a subject - or rather, to en ter into the 
composing of a subject. This is to say that at a given 
moment, everything he is - his body, his abilities - is called 
upon to enable the passing of a truth a long its path. This is 

when the human animal is convoked [requis] to be the 
immortal that he was not yet. 

What are these 'circumstances' ?  They are the circum-
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stances of a truth. But what are we to u nderstand by that? It  
is clear that what there is [ ce qu 'il Y a] (multiples, infinite 
differences, 'objective ' situations - for example, the ordi
nary state of relation to the other, before a loving encoun

ter) cannot define such a circumstance. In this kind of 
objecthity, every animal gets by as best it can . We must 
suppose,  then, that whatever convokes someone to the 
composition of a subject is something extra, something that 
happens in situations as something that they and the usual 

way of behaving in them cannot account for. Let us say that 
a subject, which goes beyond the an imal (although the 
an imal remains its sole foundation [ support] ) needs some
th ing to have happened, something that cannot be reduced 
to its ordinary inscription in 'what there is' Let us call this 
supplement an event, and le t us distinguish multiple-being, 
where it is not a matter of truth (but only of opinions) ,  
from the event, which compels us to decide a new way of 
being. I Such events are well and truly attested: the French 
Revolution of 1 792, the meeting of Heloise and Abelard, 
Galileo's creation of physics, Haydn's invention of the classi
cal musical style . But also: the Culture,1 Revolution in 
Ch ina ( 1 965-67 ) ,  a person al amorous passion, the creation 
of Topos theory by the mathematician Grothendieck, the 
inven tion of the twelve-tone scale by Schoenberg. 

From which 'decision ' ,  then , stems the process of a truth? 
From the decision to relate henceforth to the situation from 
the perspective of its evental [evenementieij supplement. Let us call 
this a fidelity. To be faithful to an event is to move within 
the situation that this event  has supplemen ted , by thinking
(although all thought is a practice, a putting to the test) the 
si tuation 'according to' the event. And this, of course -
since the event was exc luded by all the regular laws of the 
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situation - compels the subject to invent a new way of being 
and acting in the situation. 

It is clear that under the effect of a loving encounter, if I 
want to be realJy fai thful to it, I must completely rework my 
ordinary way of ' living'  my situation. If I want to be faithful 
to the event of the ' Cultural Revolution ' ,  then I must at 
least practise politics ( in  particular the relation with the 
workers) in an entirely different manner from that pro
posed by the socialist and trade-unionist traditions .  And 
again, Berg and Webern , faithful to the musical event 
known by the name of 'Schoenberg' , cannot continue with 
fin-de-siicle nco-Romanticism as if nothing had happened . 
After Einstein 's  texts of 1 905, if I am faithful to their radical 
novelly, I cannot continue to practise physics wi thin its 
classical framework, and so on. An evental fidelity is a real 
break ( both thought and practised ) in the specific order 
wi thin which the event took place (be i t political , loving, 
artistic or scientific . . ) .  

J shall call 'truth' (a  truth ) the real process of a fidelity 
to an event: that which this fidelity produces in the si tuation.  
For example, the politics of the French Maoists between 
1966 and 1 976, wh ich tried to think and practise a fidelity 
to two en tangled events: the Cultural Revolution in China, 
and May '68 in France. Or so-<:alled 'contemporary' music 
(a name as ubiquitous as it is strange ) ,  which is fidelity to 

the great Viennese composers of the early twentieth cen
tury. Or the algebraic geometry of the 1950s and 1 9608, 
faithful to the concept of a Universe ( in Grothendieck's 
sense of the term ) ,  and so forth. Essentially, a truth is the 
material course traced , within the situation , by the evental 
supplementation . It is thus an immanent break. ' Immanent' 

because a truth proceeds in the situation, and nowhere else 
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- there is no heaven of truths. 'Break' because what enab lcs 
thc truth-proccss - the event - meant nothing according 

to thc prc\ailing languagc and established knowlcdge of 

the situation. 
We might say, then , that a truth-process is heterogeneous 

to thc instituted knowlcdges of the situation. Or - to use an 
expression of Lacan's - that it pundles a 'hole [ trouie) ' i n  

these knowledges. 
I call 'subject' the bearer [Ie support] of a fidelity, the one 

who bears a process of truth. The subject, therefore, in no 
way pre-cxists the process . He is absolutely nonexistent in 
the situation 'before' the event. We migh t  say that the 

process of truth induces a subject. 
I t  is important to understand that the 'su�ec t' ,  thus 

conceived, docs not overlap with the psychological subject, 
nor even with the reflexive subjec t  (in Descartes's sense) 
or the transcendental su�ect (in Kant's sense) . For ex
ample, the subject induced by fidelity to an amorous 
encounter, the subject of love, is not the ' loving' subj ect 
described by the classical moralists. For this kind of psycho
logical subject falls within the prm,ince of human nature, 

\\oithin the logic of passion , whereas what I am talking about 
has no EturaI' pre-e.xiste��.:......1]�I(,Y.�!S -�· sli�h enter into 
the .m...�sition of one lming subject, who exceeds them both. 

In the sam� -�y,the-subJe�tori re;';oTutioiiary politics is 
not the ind:i\iduaI militant - any more, by the way, than it is 
the chimera of a class-subject. It is a singular production , 
which has taken different names (sometimes 'Partv , �ome
times not).-To t;-;��;' ihe�TIitant enters into th� compo
sition of this subject, but once again it exceeds him (it is 

precisely this excess that makes it come to pass as 

immortal) . 
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Or again, the subject of an artistic process is not the artist 
( the 'genius ' ,  etc . ) . In fact, the subject-poin ts  of art are 

works of art. And the artist enters into the composition of 

these subjects ( the works are 'his' ) ,  without our being able 

in any sense to reduce them to ' him' (and besides, which 

'him' would this be?) . 

Events are irreducible singularities, the 'beyond-the-law' 

of situations. Each faithful truth-process is an entirely 
inven ted immanent break with the situation .  Subjects, 

which are the local occurrences of the truth-process 

( ,points' of truth) ,  are particular and incomparable 

inductions . 
It is with respect to subjects of this kind that it is -

perhaps - legitimate to speak of an 'ethic of truths' . 

II Formal definition of  the ethic of  a truth 

'What I will call, in general, the 'ethic of a truth' is the 

principle that enables the continuation of a truth-process -
or, to be more precise and complex, that which lends consist
ency to the presence of S071le-Dne in the composition of the subject 

induced by the process of this truth. 
Let us unpack this formula. 

1 .  What is to be understood by 'some-one'? 'Some-one' is 

an animal of the human species, this kind of particu lar 

multiple that established knowledges designate as 

belonging to the species. It is this body, and everything 

that it is capable of, which enters into the composition 

of a 'point of truth' - always assuming that an event has 
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occurred, along with an immanent break taking the SUl

tained form of a faithful process. 
'SomtX)ne' can thus be this spectator whose thinking 

has been set in motio n, who has been seized and bewi l
dered by a burst of theatrical fire, and who thus enters 

into the complex configuration of a moment of art . Or 

this assiduous student of a mathematical problem, after 

the thankless and exhausting confusion of working in 

the dark, at the precise moment enlightened by its 

solution . Or that lover whose vision o f  real ity is befud

dled and displaced since, supported by the other, he 

remembers the instant of the declaration of their love. 

Or this militant who manages, at the end of a compli

cated meeting, to find simple words to express the 

hitherto elusive statement which, everyone agrees , 

declares what must be pursued in the situation. 

The 'somtX)ne' thus caught up in what attests that he 

belongs to the truth-process as one of its foundation

points is simultaneously himself, nothing other than him

self, a multiple singularity recognizable among all others, 

and in excess of himself, because the uncertain course [ trad 
aliatoire] of fidelity passes through him, transfixes his sin

gular body and inscribes him, from within time, in an 
instant of eternity. 

Let us say that what we can know of him is entirely 

engaged in what took place , that there is, materi ally, 

nothing other than this referent of a knowledge , but 

that all this is taken up in the immanent break of a 

truth-process. such that, belonging both to his own situ

ation (political, scien tific, artistic, amorous . .) and to 

the truth that bec011U!s, 'some-one' is internal ly and 
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imperceptibly riven, or punctured, by this truth that 
'passes ' through that known multiple that he is. 

We might say, more simply: the 'some-one ' was not in 

a position to know that he was capable of this co-belonging 
to a situation and to the hazardous course [ trace hasar
deux] of a truth, this becoming-subject. 

In so far as he enters into the composition of a subject, 
in so far as he is self-subjectivization, the 'some-one' 
exists without knowing it [existe a son profrre insu] . 

2. ""'hat should we understand now by ' consistency'? Simply, 
that there is a law of the not-krwwn [de l 'insu] . For if the 'some
one' en ters in to the composition of a subject of truth only 
by exposing himself 'entirely' to a post-evental fidelity, 
then there remains the problem of knowing what he, this 
'some-one ' ,  will become through this testing experience. 

The ordinary behaviour of the human animal is a 

matter of what Spinoza calls 'perseverance in being', 

which is nothing other than the pu rsuit of interest, or 
the conservation of self. This perseverance is the law that 

....,.. governs some-one in so far as he knows himself. But the 

test of truth does not fall under this law. To belong to 
the situation is everyone's natural destiny, but to belong 

to the composition of a subject of truth concerns a 
particular route, a sustained break, and it is very difficult 
to know how this composition is to be superimposed 
upon or combined with the simple persevenmce-of-self. 

I shall call 'consistency' (or 'subjective consistency' ) 
the principle of this superimposition,  or this combi
nation. That is to say, the manner in which our devotee 
of mathematics will  engage his perseverance in that 

which breaks or opposes this perseverance, which is his 
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belonging to a truth-process. Or the manner in wh ich 

our lover will be en tire ly ' h imself' in the sustained testi ng 
of his inscription in a subject of love. 

When all is said and done, consistency is the engage
ment of one 's singularity ( the animal ' some-one')  in the 
continuation of a subject of truth. Or again : it is to 
submit the perseverance of what is kn own to a duration 
[durie] peculiar to the not-known. 

lacan touched on this point when he proposed h is 
ethical maxim: ' do not give up on your desire ' [ ' ne pas 
cider sur son disir' ] .  For desire is constitutive of the su�ect 
of the unconscious; i t  is thus the not-known par excellence, 
such that ' do not give up on your desire ' rightly means: 
'do not give up on that part of yourself that you do not 
know ' We might add that the ordeal of the not-known is 
the distant effect of the even tal supplement, the punctu r
ing [ trouu] of ' some-one ' by a fidel ity to this vanished 
supplement. and that 'do not give up' means, in the end: 
do not give up on your own seizure by a truth-process. 

But since the tru th-process is fidelity, then if 'Do not 
give up' is the maxim of consistency - and thus of the 
ethic of a truth - we might well say that i t  is a matter, for 
the 'some-one' ,  of being faithful to a fidelif)'. And he can 
manage this on ly by adhering to his own principle of 
con tinuity, the perseverance in being of wha t  he is . By 
linking (for such , precisely, is consistency) the known by 
the not-known. 

I t  is now an easy matter to spell out the ethic of a 
truth: ' Do all that you can to persevere in that which 
exceeds your perseverance. Persevere in the intcnup
tion. Seize in your being that which has seized and 
broken you. ' 
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The 'tech nique ' of consistency is singular in each ca-.e, 
depending on the 'animal' traits of the som�ne. To the 

consistency of the subject that he is in part become, ha\ing 
been convoked [ requis] and seized by a uuth-process, this 
particular 'some-one' will contribute his anguish and 
agitation, th is other his tall stature and cool composure, 

this other his voracious taste for domination , and these 
others their melancholy, or timidity. All the material 

of human multiplicity can be fashioned , l inked, by a 
'consistency' - while at the same time, of course, it opposes 
to this fashioning the worst kinds of inertia, and exposes 
the 'some-one' to the permanent temptation of giving up, 
of returning to the mere belonging to the ' ordinary' 
situation, of erasing the effects of the not-known . 

The place of ethics is indicated by the chronic conflict  
between two functions of the multiple material that 
makes up the whole being of a 'some-one ' : on the one 
hand, its simple deploymen t, his belonging to the situ

ation, or what we might call the principle of interest, on the 
other. consistency, the linking of the known by the not

known, or what we might call the subjective principle. 
It is now a simple matter to describe the manifestations 

of consistency, to sketch a phenomenology of the ethic 

of truths. 

III The experience of ethical 'consistency' 

Consider two examples. 

l .  If we define interest as 'perseverance in being' (which is, 

remember, simply to belong to situations of multiplicity 
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r aux situations multiples) ) then we can see that ethical 
consistency manifests itself as disinterested interest. It con
cerns interest, in the sense that it engages the motivating 
forces of perseverance (the singular traits of a human 
animal, of 'some-one ' ) .  But it is disin terested in a radical 

sense, since it aims to link these traits in a fidelity, which in 
its turn is addressed to a primary fidelity, the one that con
stitutes the truth-process and which, in itself, has noth ing 

to do with the ' interests ' of the an imal , which is indiffer
ent to its perpetuation, which has e ternity for its desti ny. 

We might play here upon the ambiguity of the wore 

interest. Certainly, the devotee of mathematics , th.: 
theatre spectator on the edge of his seat, the transfigure j 
lover, the enthusiastic militant, demonstrate a prodigious 
interest in what they are doing - in the advent of th e  

not-knO\\l1 Immortal i n  them, in th e  advent of that which 
they did not know themselves capable of. Nothing in the 
world could arouse the intensity of existence more than 
this actor who lets me encoun ter Hamlet, this perception 
in thought of what it means to be two, this problem in 
algebraic geometry whose innumerable ramifications I 
sudden ly discover, or this open-air meeting, by the doors 
of a factory, which confirms that my political statement 
does indeed bring people together and transform them. 
Nevertheless, ao; regards my in terests as a mortal and 

predatory animal , what is happening here does not 
concern me; no knowledge tells me that these circum
stances have anything to do with me. I am altogether 
present there, linking my component elements \1a that 
excess beyond myself induced by the passing through me of 
a truth. But as a result. I am also suspended, broken, 
annulled; dilrinterested. For I cannot, within the fidelity 
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to fidelity that defines ethical consistency, take an interest 

in myself, and thus pursue my own i n terests. All my 
capacity for interest, which is my own perseverance in 

being, has poured out into the future consequences of the 

solution to this scientific problem , into the examination 

of the world in the light of love's being-two , into what I 
will make of my encounter, one n igh t, with the eternal 

Hamlet, or into the next stage of the pol itical process , 

once the gathering in front of the factory has dispersed. 
There is always only one question in the eth ic of truths:  

how will I ,  as some-one, continue to exceed my own being? 

How wil l  I link the things I know, in a consistent fashion, 

via the effects of being seized by the not-known? 
One might also put it l ike this: how will  I continue to 

thjnkJ That is, to main tain in the singular time of my 

multiple-being, and \\ith the sole material resources of 
this being, the Immortal that a truth brings into being 

through me in the composition of a subject. 

2. Every truth, as we h ave seen, deposes constituted knowI
edges, and thus opposes opinions. For what we call 

opinions are representations without truth , the anarchic 

debris of circulating knowledge. 

Now opinions are the cement of sociality [socialitel .  
They are what sustai n all human animals , without excep

tion, and we Lannot function otherwise: the weather; the 

latest film; ch ildren's diseases; poor salaries; the govern

ment's villainy; the perfonnance of the local footbal l 

team; television; holidays; atrocities far away or dose to 

home; the setbacks suffered by the Republican school 

system; the latest album by some hard-rock group; the 

delicate state of one's soul; whether or not there are too 
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many immigrants; neurotic �ptoms; insti tutional suc

cess; good li ttle recipes; what you've been reading ; shops 
in which you find what you need at a good price; cars; 
sex; sunshine. . What would become of us, m iserable 

creatures, if all this did not circulate and recur among 
the animals of the City? To what depressing silence 
would we condemn ourselves? Opinion is the pri mary 

material of all communication. 
We are all fami liar with the prestige enjoyed by this 

term today, and we know that some see in it the founda

tion of democracy and ethics. Yes, it is often maintained 
that what matters is to 'communicate' ,  that all ethics is 
'communicative ethics' .2 If we ask: communicate, fine , 

but communicate what?, then it is easy to answer: opin
ions, opinions regarding the whole expanse of multiples 
that this special multiple , the human animal, explores in 
the stubborn determination of his interests . 

Opin ions without an ounce of truth - or, indeed , of 
falsehood . Opinion is beneath the true and the false, 

precisely because its sole office is to be communicable . 

\\That arises from a truth-process, by contrast, canno t be 
communicated [ ne se communique pas] . Communication 
is suited on ly to opinions (and again, we are unable to 

manage without them ) .  In all that concerns truths, there 

must be an encounter. The Immortal that I am capable of 
being cannot be spurred in me by the effects of commu
n icative sociality, it must be directly seized by fidelity. That 
is to say: broken, in its mu ltiple-be ing, by the course of 
an immanent break, and convoked [ requis] , finally, with 
or without knowing it, by the evental supplement . To 
enter into the composition of a subject of truth can only 
be something that happens w you. 
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Confinnation of the point is provided by the concrete 
circumstances in which someone is seized by a fide lity: 
an amorous encounter, the sudden feeling that th is 
poem was addressed to you, a scientific theory whose 

initial ly obscure beauty overwhelms you, or the active 
intelligence of a political place . . Philosophy is no 
exception here, since everyone knows that to end ure the 

requ iremen t of a phi losophically disin terested-interest, 
you have to have encoun tered, at least once in your l ife , 
the voice of a Master . 

As a result, the ethic of a truth is the complete 
opposite of an 'ethics of communication '  I t  is an ethic 
of the Real, if it is true that - as Lacan suggests - all 
access to the Real is of the order of an encounter. And 
consistency. which is the content of the ethical maxim 
'Keep going ! '  [Continuer.'] , keeps going only by following 

the thread of this Real. 
We might put it  like this: 'Never forget what you have 

encountered . '  But we can say this only if we understand 
that not-forgetting is not a memory (ah!  the unbearable, 

journalistic 'ethics of memory' ! ) .  Not-forgetting consists 
of thinking and prac tising the arrangement of my 
multiple-being according to the Immortal which it holds, 
and which the piercing through [ tmnspercement] of an 
encounter has composed as subj ect. 

In one of my previous books, my fonnula was: 'Love 
what you will never believe twice' [Aimez ce que jamais 
vous ne croirez deux joisV In this the ethic of a truth is 
absolutely opposed to opinion , and to ethics in general , 
which is itself nothing but a schema of opinion. For the 
maxim of opinion is: 'Love only that which you have 
always believed. '  
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IV Asceticism? 

Is the ethic of truths ascetic? Does it always demand of us a 
renunciation? From the da",n of philosophy, this has been 
a crucial debate. It  was already one of Plato's concerns, in 
his determination to prove that the philosopher, the man 
of truths, was ' happier' than the hedon istic tyrant, and that 
as a result, the sensual animal renounces nothing essential 
by dedicating its life to Ideas. 

Let us call 'renunciation '  the belief that we must cut back 
on the pursuit of our i nterests - the pursuit which, outside 
tmth, constitutes the whole of our multiple-being. Is there 
renunciation when a truth seizes me? Certainly not, since 
this seizure manifests i tself by unequalled i n tensities of 
existence. We can name them: in love, there is happiness; 
in science, there is joy (in Spinoza's sense: intellectual 
beatitude) ;  in politics, there is en thusiasm; and in an, there 
is pleasure. These 'affects of truth ' ,  at the same moment 
that they signal the entry of some-one into a subjective 
composition, render empty all considerations of renuncia
tion . Experience amply demonstrates the poin t, more than 
amply. 

But ethics is not of the order of pure seizure. It regulates 
subjective consistency, inasmuch as its maxi m  is: 'Keep 
going! '  And we have seen that this contin uation presumes a 
gen uine subversion [detournement] of the ' perseverance in 
being' The materials of our multiple-being are now organ
ized by the subjective composition, by fidelity to a fidelity, 
and no longer by the simple pursuit of our interest. Does 
this subversion amount to renunciation? 

Here we have, i t  must be said, a properly undecidable 
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question. ' Undecidable' means that n o  calculation allows us 
to decide whether or not some essen tial renWlciation is 
involved . 

• On the one hand, it is certain that the ethic of truths 
compels so considerable a distance from opi nions that it 
must be called l iterally asocial This a-sociality has always 
been recognized for what it is - in the i mage of Thales 
falling into a well because he seeks to penetrate the secret 
of celestial movement;4 in the proverb ' Lovers have eyes 
only for each other';  in th e isolated destiny of the great 
revolutionary militants; in the theme of 'solitary genius' ,  
and so on.  At the lowest level,  you can see it in contem

porary sarcasms about ' intellectuals' ,  or the inevitable 
representation of the militant as 'dogmatic' or 'terrorist' . 
Now, a-sociality is constantly restricted in its pursuit of 

interests, because this pursuit  is governed precisely by the 
social game, and by communication. It is not so much a 
question of repression here (although this obviously 
exists, and can take extreme fonus) as of an insurmount
able, properly ontological!> clash between post-evental 
fidelity and the nonnal pace of things, be tween truth and 
knowledge . 

• On the other hand, we must recognize that the ' myself' 

engaged in the subjective composition is identical to the 
one that pursues his interest; there cannot be, for us, two 
distinct figures of the 'some-one' It is the same living 
multiples that are convoked [ requis] in every case. This 

ambivalence of my multiple-composition ensures that 
interest can no longer be c learly represented as distinct 
from disinterested-interest. Every representation of myself 
is the fictional imposition of a unity upon infinite com-
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ponent mul tiples. There is no doubt that this  fic tion is  
generally held together by interest. But since the compo
nents are ambiguous ( they are also the ones that serve to 
link my presence in a fidelity) , i t  can happen that, wIder 
the same rule of interest, the fictional unity is organi1.ed 
as such around the subject, around the Immortal, and 
not around the socialized animal. 

Basically, the possibility that no asceticism may be necessary 
for an ethic of truths testifies to the fact that the schema of 
interest has no other matter to unify, fictionally, than that 
to which the ethic of truths gives consistency. This means 
that disinterested-interest might be representable as interest 
pure and simple. \\lb.ere this is the case, we cannot speak of 
asceticism: after all,  the principle of interest governs [all] 
conscious practice. 

But we are dealing here only with a simple possibility, 
and in no sense with a necessity. Let us not forget that all 
the components of my multiple-being could never be 
engaged together - no more, by the way, through the 
pursuit of my interests than through the consistency of a 
subject of truth. And so it can always happen that the brutal 
requisition of this or that 'dormant' component - under 
the socialized pressure of in terests, or as an ongoing stage 
of a fidelity - might destabili7.e all the previous fictional 
assemblages through which I organized my self-representation. 
From this point, the perception of disin terested-interest as 
i nterest pure and simple may dissolve, the spl it may become 
representable, and asceticism may move on to the agenda 
and, with it, its inversion: the temptation to give up, to 
withdraw from the subjective composition, to break a loving 
relationship because of the pull of an obscene desire, to 
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betray a political sequence because of the repose promised 
by the 'senice of goods' [service des biens] ,6 to replace 
detennined scientific investigation with the pursuit of rec
ognition and av.'ards, or to regress back to academicism 

under cover of a propaganda that denounces the avant
garde as 'passe' 

But then the onset of asceticism is identical to the uncov
ering of the subject of truth as pure desire oj self [de so11 . The 
su�ject must in some sense continue under his own steam, 
no longer protected by the ambiguities of the representing 
fiction . Such is the proper point of the undecidable: is th is  

desire o f  the subject t o  persevere in his consistency congnt

ent with the animal's desire to grab its socialized chance? 

Nothing, having come to this point, dispenses with the need 
for courage. Fortify yourself, if you can ,  with the optimism 
of Lacan, when he writes: ' Desire, what is called desire 
(Lacan is speaking here of the subjective not-known) ,  suf
fices to prove that it would make no sense for life to create 

cowards. '7 

Notes 

1 .  Alain Badiou, L 'Etre et l 'irJennnmt, 1 988. The theory of the event 

requires, in fact, certain lengthy conceptual detours, which are 

pursued in this book. 
2. Jurgen Habermas, The Theory of Communicative Action, 2 vols, 

1 983-85. Habennas tries to extend 'democratic ' rationality by 
integrating communication into the vel1' foundations of his 
anthropology. From this point of view he contributes to what 
we m ight call the philosophical substructure of the 'ethical' 
curren t, from a position opposite to that of Levinas. 

3. Alain Badiou, Thiorie du mjd [ 1 982) , 346. This book contains, 
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in its final chapters, some reflections on the ethics of the 
subjec t, though it is true that they are oriented in a sligh tly 
different way from those developed here. 

4. [See Dioge nes I.aertius, Lives oj Eminent PhiJos&/1Mrs, i, 35. 

TTanslat01"'s note) 
5. Badiou, L 'EIre tt l 'ivinement. An element considered by opinion 

is always grasped in a constnutible set (one that can be compre· 
hended via classifications) . Whereas the same element, con

sidered from a truth-process, is caugh t up in a generic set (in 
brief: one that escapes all established classifications) .  

6. [ Le  service des biens is Lacan 's phrase, referring to objects of 

'normal '  or consensual value, including 'private goods, family 
goods, domestic goods, other goods that solicit us, the goods 

of our trade or our profession, the goods of the city, etc. '  
(Jacques Lacan , Siminairr: VII, 350/303; see also Badiou, L 'EITe 
tt l 'ivinement, 375-6) .  TranslalO1"'s note) 

7. Jacques Lacan, 'Kant avec Sade' ,  in Ecrits, 782. 



====== 5 ======= 

The Problem of Evil 

I have already emphasized the degree to which our contem
porary ethical ideology is rooted in the consensual self
evidence of E.vil. We have overturned this judgement by 
determining the affirmative process of truths to be the 
central core both of the possible composition of a subject 
and - for the 'some-one' who enters into this composition 
- of the singular advent of a persevering ethic. 

Is this to say that we must refuse the notion of E.vil all 
validity, and refer it back exclusively to its obviously religious 
origin? 

A life, truths, and the Good 

I will make no concessions here to those who believe that 
there is a kind of 'natural law', founded in the last analysis 
on the self-evidence of what is harmful to Man. 

Considered in terms of its mere nature alone, the human 
animal must be lumped in the same category as its biologi
cal companions. This systematic killer pursues, in the giant 

ant hills he constructs, interests of survival and satisfaction 
neither more nor less estimable than those of moles or tiger 
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beetles. He has shown himself to be the most wily of 
an imals, the most patient, the most obstinately dedicated to 
the crue l desires of his own power. Above al l , he has 

succeeded in harnessing to the service of his mortal life his 
own peculiar ability - his ability to take up a position along 
the course of truths such that he acquires an Immortal 
aspect. This is what Plato had already anticipated, when he 
indicated that the duty of those who escape from his famous 
cave , dazzled by the sun of the Idea, was to return to the 
shadows and to help their companions��- - servii�de to 
profit from that by which , on the threshold of this dark 
world ,  they had been seized. Only today can we fuHy assess 
what this return means: it is that of Galilean physics back 
towards technical machinery, or of atomic theory back 
towards bombs and nuclear power plants . The return of 
disinterested-interest towards brute in terest, the forcing 
of knowledges by a few truths. At the end of which the 
human animal has become the absolute master of his 
environment - which is, after all, nothing but a fairly 
mediocre planet. 

Thus conceived (and this is what we know him to be ) ,  it 
is clear that the human animal, ' in itself', implies no value 
judgement. Nietzsche is no doubt right, once he has 
assessed humanity in  terms of the norm of its vital power, 
to declare it essentially innocent, foreign in itself to both 
Good and Evil. His delusion is to imagine a superhumanity 
restored to this innocence, once delivered from the shad
owy, life-destroying en terprise led by the powerful figure of 
the Priest} No: no life, no natural power, can be beyond 
Good and Evil. We should say, rather, that every life, 
including that of the human animal,  is beneath Good and 
Evil. 
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What provokes the emergence of the Good - and, by 
simple consequence, Evil - exclusively concerns the rare 
existence of truth-processes. Transfixed by an immanent 
break, the human animal finds its principle of sun-ivaI - its 
interest - disorganized. We might say, then , if we accept 
that some-one can enter into the composition of a subject 
of truth, that the Good is, strictly speaking, the internal 
norm of a prolonged disorganization of life. 

In any case, everyone knows this: the routines of sun-ivai 
are indifferent to any Good you might care to mention . 
Every pursuit of an interest has success as its only source of 
legitimacy. On the other hand, if I ' fall in love ' ( the word 
'faU ' indicates disorganization in the walk of life) ,  or if I am 

seized by the sleepless fury of a thought [pensie] , or if some 
radical political engagement proves incompatible with every 
immediate principle of interest - then I find myself com
pelled to measure life, my life as a socialized human animal , 
against someth ing other than itself. And this above all when, 
beyond the joyful or enthusiastic clarity of the seizing, i t  
becomes a matter of finding out if, and how, I am to 
continue along the path of vital disorganization, thereby 

granting to th is primordial disorganization a secondary and 
paradoxical organ il.ation , that very organization which we 
have called 'e thical consistency ' 

If Evil exists, we must conceive it from the starting point 
of the Good. Without consideration of the Good, and thus 
of truths, there remains only the cruel innocence of life, 
which is beneath Good and beneath EviL 

As a result - and however strange the suggestion may 
seem - it is absolutely essential that Evil be a possible 

dimension of truths. We cannot be satisfied , on this point, 
with the overly facile Platonic solution: Evil as the simple 
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absence of truth, Evil as ignorance of the Good. For the 
very idea of ignorance is hard to grasp. For whom is  a truth 
absent? For the human animal as such , absorbed in the 
pursuit of his interests, there is no truth, only opinions, 
through which he is socialized. As for the subject, the 
Immortal , he cannot lack the truth, since it is from the 
truth and the truth alone, given as faithful trajectory, that 
he constitutes h imself. 

If Evil is, all the same, identifiable as a form of multiple
being, it must then be that it  arises as the (possible) effect oj 
the Good itself. That is to say: it is only because there are 
truths, and on ly to the extent that there are subjects of 

these truths, that there is Evil. 
Or again: Evil,  if it exists, is an unruly effect of the power 

of truth. 

But does Evil exist? 

B On the existence of Evil 

Since we have entirely r�ected the idea of a consens ual or 

a priori recognition of Evil. the only rigorous line of 

thought open to us is to define Evil from within our own 
terrain, and thus as a possible dimension of a truth-process. 
Only then should we examine the overlap between the 
effects to be expected of this definition , and the 'flagrant' 
examples ( the examples recognized by opinion) of histori
cal or private Evil. 

I shall nevertheless proceed in a more inductive fashion, 

since the aim of this book is to grasp the current dimension 
of these questions. 

Those who uphold 'ethical' ideology know very well that 
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the identification of Evil is no trifling matter, even if, i n  the 
end, their whole construction rests on the axiom that the 
issue remains a self-evident matter of opinion . Their strategy 
is then the same as that of Uvinas with respect to the 
'recognition of the other':  they radicalize their thesis. Just 
as Levinas eventually makes the originality of the opening 
to the Other depend upon the supposition of the 
Altogether-Other, so the upholders of ethics make the 
consensual identification of Evil depend upon the supposi
tion of a radical Evil. 

Although the idea of a radical Evil can be traced back at 
least as far as Kant, its contemporary version is grounded 
systematically on one 'example':  the Nazi extermination of 
the European Jews. I do not use the word 'example' l ightly. 
An ordinary example is indeed something to be repeated 
or imitated. Relating to the Nazi extermination , it exempli
fies radical Evil by pointing to that whose imitation or 
repetition must be prevented at all costs - or, more pre
cisely: that whose non-repetition provides the norm for the 

judgement of all situations. Hence the ' exemplarity' of the 
crime, its negative exemplarity. But the nonnative function 
of the example persists: the Nazi extermination is radical 
Evil in that it provides for our time the unique, unrivalled 
and in this sense transcendent, or unsayable - measure of 
E"il pure and simple. What the God of Uvinas is to the 
evaluation of aherity ( the Altogeth er-Other as incommen
surable measure of the Other) , the extermination is to the 
evaluation of historical situations ( the Altogether-E"il a� 
incommensurable measure of Evil) . 

As a result, the extermination and the Nazis are both 
declared unthinkable, unsayable, ",ithout conceivable prec
edent or posterity - since they define the absolute fonn of 
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E.vil - yet they are constantly invoked. compared, used to 
schematize every circumstance in which one wan ts to pro
duce, among opinions, an effect of the awareness [ con� 
science] of E\il - since the only way to access Evil in general 
is under the historical condition of radical E\il .  So it was as 
early as 1956, in order to justify the Anglo-French invasion 
of Egypt, some Western political leaders and the press did 
not hesitate for a second to use the formula 'Nasser is 
HitJer' We have seen the same thing again more recently, 
as much with Saddam Hussein ( in Iraq) as .... rith Slobodan 
MiloSevic (in Serbia) . But at the same time. we are i nsis
tently reminded that the extermination and the Nazis were 
unique, and that to compare them to anything else at all is 
a defilement. 

In fact, this paradox is simply that of radical E\il itself 
(and, in truth, of every ' mise en transcendenci of a reality or 
concept) . The measure must itself be unmeasurable, yet it 
must constantly be measured. The extermination is in deed 
both that which measures all the E\il our time is capable of, 
being itself beyond measure. and that to which we must 
compare everything ( thus measuring it unceasingly) that we 
say is to be judged in terms of the manifest certainty of Evil .  
As the supreme negative example, tllis crime is inimitable, 
but every crime is an im itation of it. 

To get out of this circle, to which we are condemned by 

the fact that we wan t to subordinate the question of Evil to 
a consensual judgement of opinion ( a j udgemen t that then 
has to be pre-structured by the supposition of a radical 
E.vil) , we obviously have to abandon the theme of radical 
E\il,  of the measure without measure. This theme, like that 
of the Altogether-Other. belongs to religion. 

It goes without saying, of course, that the extermination 
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of the European Jews is a hideous state crime , whose horror 
is such that whichever way we look at it, we know - unless 
we are prepared to stoop to repulsive sophistry - that we 
are confronted by an Evil that cannot in any sense be 
quietly ( ' Hegelian-Iy' ) classified among the transitory neces
sities of the Historical process. 

I further accept. without reservation ,  the singulari ty  of 

the extermination . The bland category of 'totalitarianism' 
was forged in order to group under a single concept the 
politics of Nazism and of Stalinism, the extermination of 
the European Jews and the massacres in Siberia. This amal
gamation does nothing to clarify our th inking , not even our 
thinking about Evil. We must accept the irreducibi l ity of the 
extermination (just as we must accept the irreducibility of 
the Stalinist Party-state) . 

But then the whole point is to situate [ localiser] this 
singularity. Fundamental ly, those who uphold the ideology 
of human rights tl)' to situate it direcdy in Evil, in keeping 
with their objectives of pure opinion . We have seen that this 
auempt at the religious absolutization of Evil is incoherent. 
Moreover, it is vel)' threatening, like anyth ing that puts 
though t up against an impassable ' l imit' .  For the reality of 

the in imitable is constant imitation , and by dint of seeing 
Hiders everywhere we forget that he is dead, and that what 
is happening before our eyes is the creation of new singular

ities of Evil. 
In fact, to think the singularity of the extermination is to 

think, first of all ,  the si ngularity of Nazism as a political 
sequence. This is the whole problem.  Hider .... as able to 
conduct the extermination as a colossal militarized oper

ation because he had taken power, and he toOk power in the 
name of a politics whose categories included the term �Jew' . 
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The defenders of ethical ideology are so determined to 
locate the singularity of the extermination directly in E\it 
that they generally deny, categorically, that Nazism was a 
political sequence. But th is position is both feeble and 
cowardly. Feeble, because the constitution of Nazism as a 
' massive' suQjectiv:ity integrating the word Jew as part of a 
political configuration is what made the extermination poss
ible, and then inevitable . COl"'ard ly, because it is impossible 
to th ink politics through to the end if we refuse to envisage 
the possibil ity of pol itical sequences whose organ ic categor
ies and subjective prescriptions are criminal. The partisans 
of the 'democracy of human rights' are fond - �ith Han nah 
Arendt - of defin ing politics as the stage of a 'being
together' It is with regard to this definition, incidentally, 
that they fail to grasp the political essence of Nazism. But 

this definition is merely a fairy-tale - all the more so since 
the being-together must first determine the collective 

{ ensemble] concerned, and this is the whole question.  
Nobody desired the be ing-together of the Germans more 

than Hitler. The Nazi category of the 'Jew' served to name 
the Gennan interior, the space of a being-together, via the 
(arbitrary yet prescriptive) consuuction of an exterior that 

could be monitored from the interior -just as the certainty 

of being 'all French together' presupposes that we perse
c ute , here and now, those who fall under the category of 
' illegal immigrant'. 

One of the singularities of Nazi politics was its precise 
proclamation of the historical community that was to be 
endowed with a conquering subjectivity. And it was this 
proclamation that enabled its subjective victory, and put 
extermination on the agenda. 

Thus we are entitled to say, in this case, that the l ink 
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bet\'leen politics and Evil emerges precisely from the way 
both the collective [ensemble] (the thematics of communi
ties) and the being-with ( the thematics of consensus, of 
shared norms) are taken into consideration. 

But what matters is that the singularity of the Evil derives, 
in the final analysis, from the singularity of a political 
sequence. 

This takes us back to the subordination of Evil - if not 
directly to the Good, at least to the processes that lay claim 
to it. Nazi pol itics was not a truth-process, but it was only in 
so far as i t  could be represented as such that it ' seized' the 
German situation . So that even in the case of this Evil, 
which I would call extreme rather than rad ical, the intelli
gibility of its 'subjective' being, the question of the 'some
ones ' who were able to participate in its horrifying 
execution as if accomplishing a duty, needs to be referred 
back to the intrinsic dimensions of the process of political 
truth. 

I m ight also have pointed out that the most intense 
subjective sufferings - those that really h igh ligh t what is 
involved in 'hurting someone' ,  and often lead to suicide or 
murder - have as their horizon the existence of a process 
of tove. 

I shall posit the following general principles: 

.. that Evil exists; 
.. that it must be distinguished from the violence that the 

human animal employs to persevere in its being, to 
pursue its interests - a violence that is beneath Good and 
Evil; 

.. that nevertheless there is no radical Evil,  which might 
otherwise clarify th is distinction; 
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• that Evil can be considered as distinct from banal preda
tion only in so far as we grasp it from the perspective of 
the Good, thus from the seizing of 'some-one ' by a truth

process; 
• that as a result, Evil is a category not of the human 

animal , but of the subject; 
• that there is Evil only to the extent that man is capable of 

becoming the Immortal he is; 
• that the ethic of truths - as the principle of consistency 

of a fidelity to a fidel ity, or the maxim 'Keep going! '  - is 
what tries to ward off the Evil that every singular truth 
makes possible. 

We still have to link these propositions together, to make 
them consistent wi th what we know about the general form 

of truths. 

C Return to the event, fidelity and truth 

Remember that the three major dimensions of a truth
process are as follo\'o'5: 

.. the event, which brings to pass 'something other' than the 
situation, opinions , instituted knowledges; the event is a 
h<l7.ardous [ hasardeuxJ . unpredictable supplement, which 

, vanishes as soon as it appears; 
.. the fidelity, which is the name of the process: it amounts 

to a sustained investigation of the situation, under the 
imperative of the event itself; it is an immanent and 

continuing break; 
-- the truth as such, that is, the multiple . internal to the 
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situation,  that the fide l ity constructs, bit by bit; i t  is what 
the fidelity gathers together and produces. 

These three dimensions of the process have several essen tial 
'ontological ' characteristics. 

1 .  The event is both situated - it is the event of this or that 
si tuation - and supplementary; thus absolutely detached 
from, or unrelated to, all the rules of the situation. 
Hence the emergence of the classical style, with Haydn 
(or under the name of this 'some-one ' ,  Haydn) , con

cerns the musical situation and no other, a situation then 
governed by the predom inance of the baroque style. It 
was an event for this situation . But in another sense, 

what this event was to authorize in tenns of musical 
configurations was not comprehensible from within the 
plenitude achieved by the baroq ue style; it really was a 

matter of something else. 
You might then ask what it is that makes the connec

tion between the event and that 'for which ' it is an event. 
This connection is the void [vide] of the earlier situation . 
'What does this mean? It means that at the hean of every 
situation, as the foundation of its being, there is a 

'situated' void , around wh ich is organized the plenitude 

(or the stable multiples) of the situation in question . 
Thus at the heart of the baroque style at its virtuoso 
saturation lay the absence [vide] (as decisive as it was 
unnoticed) of a genuine conception of musical architec

tonics. The Haydn-event occurs as a kind of musical 
'naming' of th is absence [ vide] .  For ...... hat constitutes the 
event is nothing less than a whol ly new architectonic and 

thematic principle, a new way of developing musical 
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writing from the basis of a few transformable units -
which was precisely what, from within the baroque style, 
could not be perceived (there could be no knowledge of 
it) . 

We might say that since a situation is composed by the 
knowledges circulating within it, the event names the void 
inasmuch as it names the not-known of the situation. 

To take a well-known example: Marx is an event for 
political thought because he designates, under the name 
'proletariat' ,  the central void of early bourgeois societies. 
For the proletariat - bei ng entirely dispossessed, and 

absent from the political stage - is that around which is 
organized the complacent plenitude established by the 
rule of those who possess capital. 

To sum up: the fundamental ontological characteristic 
of an event is to inscribe, to name, the situated void of 
that for which it is an event. 

2. As for fidelity, I have already explained what is at stake. 
The essential point is that it is never inevitable or necessary. 
\\That remains undecidable is whe ther the disinterested
interest that it presumes on the part of the 'some-one ' 
who participates in i t can, even if only as part of a 
fictional represen tation of self, count as interest pure 
and simple. And so, since the sole prinCiple of persever
ance is that of interest, the perseverance of some-one i n 
a fidelity - the continuation of the being-subject of a 

human animal - remains uncertain. We know that it is 
because of this uncertainty that there is a place for an 
ethic of truths. 

3. Finally, as regards the truth that results, we must above 

all emphasize its power. I have already evoked this 
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theme, with respect to the 'return' to the cave of Plato's  
prisoner , which is  the return of a truth back to knowl
edges . A truth punches a ' hole' in knowledges , it is 
heterogeneous to them, but it is also the sole known 
source of new knowledges . We shall say that the truth 
forces knowledges.2 The verb to force indicates that since 
the power of a truth is that of a break, it is by vio lating 
established and circulating knowledges that a truth 
returns to the immed iacy [ l 'immCdiat] of the situation , or 
reworks that sort of portable encyclopaedia from wh ich 
opin ions, communications and sociality draw their mean
ing. If a truth is never commun icable as such, it neverthe
less impl ies, at a distance from itself, powerful reshap ings 

of the forms and referents of communication. This is not 

to say that these modifications ' express' the truth ,  or 
i ndicate 'progress ' among opinions . For instance, a 
whole body of musical knowledge was quickly organized 
around the great names of the classical style - a knowl
edge that could not previously have been formulated. 

There is no ' progress' here, for classical academicism , or 
the cul t of Mozart, are in no sense superior to what went  
on before.  But it marks a forcing o f  knowledges, a n  often 
extensive modification of the codes of communication 
(or the opinions on ' music ' that human animals swap) . 
Of course , these modified opinions are ephemeral , 
whereas the truths themselves, which are the great crea
tions of the classical style, shall endure eternally. 

In the same way, it is the even rual destiny of the most 

astonishing mathematical inventions to v,ind up in col
lege textbooks, even to help decide the selection of our 
'governing elite ' via the entrance exams to the Grandes 

£Coles.' The eternity produced from mathematical truths 
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is not itself at issue here, but they have forced knowledges 
required in this fashion for the arranging of SOCiality, 
and such is the form of their retunl back to the in terests 
of the human animal .  

It is upon these three dimensions o f  the process of  truth -
the convocation by an event of the void of a s ituation ; the 
uncertainty of fo1.elity; and the powerful forcing of knowl
edges by a truth - that the thought of Evil depends. 

For Evil has three names: 

• to believe that an event convokes not the void of the 
earlier situation, but its plenitude, is Evil in the sense of 
simulacrum, or terror; 

• to fail to live up to a fidelity is Evil in the sense of betrayal, 
betrayal in oneself of the Immortal that you are; 

• to identify a truth with total power is Evil in the sense of 

disaster. 

Terror, betrayal and disaster are what an ethic of truths - as 
opposed to the impotent morality of human rights - tries to 
ward ofT, in the singularity of its reliance on a truth in 
progress. But as we shall see, these have become real 
possibi lities only through the truth-process i tself. And so it 
is certain that there can be Evil only in so far as there 
proceeds a Good [ qu 'autant que jJrocilU un Bien] . 
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D Outline of a theory of Evil 

I Simulacrum and terror 

We have seen that not every 'novelty' is an event. It must 
further be th e case that what the event calls forth and 
names is the central void of the situation for wh ich this 
event is an even t. This matter of nomination is essen tial , 
and I cannot go th rough the complete theory of it here.· 
But it should be easy to understand that since the event is 
to disappear, being a kind of flash ing supplem ent that 
happens to the situation , so what is retained of it in the 
situation, and what selVes to guide the fidelity, must be 
something like a trace , or a name, that refers back to the 
vanished event. 

\\-'hen the Nazis talked about the ' National Socialist rev" 
lution' ,  they borrowed names - ' revolution ' ,  'socialism' 

justified by great modern political events ( the Revolution of 
1 792, or the Bolshevik Revolution of 191 7) .  A whole series 

of characteristics are related to and legitimated by this 
borrowing: the break with the old order, the support sought 
from mass gatherings, the dictatorial style of the state, the 

pathos of the decision , the eulogy of the Worker, and so 
forth . 

However, th e 'event' thus named - although in certain 
fonnal respec ts  it is similar to those from which it borro\'t'S 

its name and characteristics, and without which it would 
have no constituted political language in which to fonnulate 
lproposals of its own - is distinguished by a vocabulary of 
I plenitude , or of substance: the National Socialist revolution 
. 
- say the Nazis - will carry a particular community, the 
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German people, towards its true destiny, which is a destiny 
of universal domination. So that the 'event' is supposed to 
bring into being, and name, not the void of the earlier 
situation, but its pleni tude - not the universality of that 
which is sustained, precisely, by no particular characteristic 
(no particular multiple) ,  but the absolute particularity of a 
community, itself rooted in the characteristics of its soi l,  its 
blood, and its race. 

What allows a genuine event to be at the origin of a truth 
- which is the only th ing that can be for al l ,  and can be 
eternally - is precisely the fact that it relates to the particu
larity of a si tuation only from the bias of its  void. The void, 
the multiple-of-nothing, neither excludes nor constrains 

anyone. It  is the absolute neutrality of being - such that the 
fidelity that originates in an event, although it  is an imma
nent break within a singular s ituation, is none the less 
universally addressed. 

By contrast, the striking break provoked by the Nazi 
seizure of power in 1 933, although fonnally indistinguish
able from an event - it is precisely this that led Heidegger 
astray; - since it conceives itself as a 'Gennan' revolution, 
and is faithful only to the alleged national substance of a 

people, is actually addressed only to those that it itself 
deems 'Gennan'  It is thus - right from the moment the 
event is named, and despi te the fact that this nomination 
( , revolution ' )  functions only under the condition of true 
universal events (for example the Revolutions of 1 792 or 
1 9 1 7 )  - radically incapable of any truth whatsoever. 

When a radical break in a si tuation, under names bor
rowed from real truth-processes, convokes not the void but 
the 'full' particularity or presumed substance of that situ
ation, we are dealing with a simulacrum of troth. 
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' Simulacrum' must be understood he re in its strong 
sense: al l the formal traits of a truth are at work in the 
simulacrum. Not only a un iversal nomi nation of the even t, 
induci ng the power of a radical break, but also the 'obliga
tion ' of a fidelity, and the promotion of a simulacrum of the 
subject, erected - without the advent of any Immortal -

above the human animality of the others,  of those who are 
arbitrarily declared not to belong to the communitarian sub
stance whose promotion and domination the simulacrum

event is designed to assure . 
Fidelity to a simulacrum, unlike fidel ity to an event, 

regulates its break with the situation not by the un iversal ity 
of the void, but by the closed particularity of an abstract set 

[ensemble] (the ' Ge rmans' or the 'Aryans') .  Its invariable 
operation is the unending construction of this set, and i t  

has no other means o f  doing this than tha t  of 'voiding' what 

surrounds it. The void, 'avoided' [ chasse1 by the simulacrous 
promotion of an 'event-substance' ,  here returns, with its 
universality, as what must be accomplished in order that 

this substance can be. This is to say that what is addressed 

' to everyone'  (and 'everyone ' ,  here, is necessarily that which 
does not belong to the German communitarian substance -
for this substance is not an 'everyone ' but, rather, some 
'few' who dominate 'everyone' )  is death , or that deferred 
form of death which is slavery in the service of the German 

substance . 
Hence fideli ty  to the simulacrum (and it demands of the 

' few' belonging to the German substance prolonged sacri

fices and commiUnents, since it really does have the form 
of a fidelity) has as iL<; con tent war and massacre. These are 
not here means to an end: they make up the very real [ tout 
Ie ral] s of such a fidel ity . 
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In the case of Nazism, the void made it.o; return under 
one privileged name in particular. the name 'Jew' There 

were certainly others as well: the Gypsies, the mentally ill, 
homosexuals, communists.  But the name 'Jew ' was the 
name of names, ser.'ing to designate those people whose 
disappearance created, around that presumed German sulr 

stance promoted by the 'National Socialist revolution' sim
ulac rum, a void that would suffice to iden tifY the substance. 
The choice of this name relates, without any doubt, to its 
obvious link with universalism , in particular with revolu tion
ary universalism - to what was in effect a lready void [ vide) 
about this name - that is, what was connected to the universality 
and eternity of truths. Nevertheless, inasmuch as i t  served to 
organ ize the extermination , the name Jew' was a political 

creation of the Nazis. without any pre-existing referent. It is 

a name whose meaning no one can share wi th  the Nazis, a 
m eaning that presumes the simulacrum and fidelity to the 

simulacrum - and hence the absolute singularity of Nazism 
as a political sequence. 

But even in this respec t, we have to recognize that this 

process mimics an actual truth-process. Every fidelity to an 

authentic event names the adversaries of its perseverance. 
Contrary to consensual ethics, which tries to avoid divisions, 
the ethic of truths is always more or less militant, combative. 
For the concrete manifestation of its heterogeneity to opin
ions and established knowledges is the struggle against al l 

sorts of efforts at interruption,  at corruption , at the return 
to the immediate interests of the h uman animal, at the 
humiliation and repression of the Immortal who arises as 
subject. The ethic of truths presumes recogn ition of these 
efforts, and thus the singular operation of nam ing enemies. 
The 'National Socialist revolution' simulacrum encouraged 
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nominations of this kind, in particular the nomination of 
:Jew' But the simulacrum's subversion of the true event 
continues with these nam ings . For the enemy of a true 
subjective fidelity is precisely the closed set [ensemble] , the 
substance of the situation , the community . The values of 

truth , of its hazardous course and its universal address, are 
to be erected against these forms of inertia. 

Ever}' invocation of blood and soil , of race, of custom, of 

commun ity, works directly against truths; and i t  is this very 
col lection [ens£mbk] that is named as the enemy in the ethic 

of truths. \,\'hereas fidelity to the simulacrum, which pro

motes the community, blood, race, and so on, names as its 
enemy - for example , under the name of :Jew' - precisely 
the abstract universality and eternity of truths , the address 
to all .  

Moreover, the two processes treat what is  thus named in 
diameuically opposite ways. For however hostile to a truth 
he might be,  in the ethic of truths ever}' 'some-one' is always 
represented as capable of becoming the Immortal that he 
is. So we may figh t against the judgements and opinions he 
exchanges with others for the purpose of corrupting every 

fidelity, but not against his person - which, under the 
circumstances, is insignificant, and to which, in any case, 

ever}' truth is ultimately addressed . By contrast, the void 

with wh ich those who are faithful to a simu lacrum suive to 
surround its alleged substance must be a real void , obtained 
by cutting into the flesh itself. And since it is not the 
subjective advent of an Immortal, so fidel ity to the simula
crum - that appalling imitation of truths presumes 

nothing more about those they designate as the enemy than 
their strictly particular existence as human animals. It is 
thus this ex istence that will have to bear lhe return of the 
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void. This is why th e  exercise of fidelity t o  the simulacrum 
is necessarily the exercise of terror. Understand by terror , 
here , not the poli tical concept of Terror, linked (in a 
universalizable couple) to the concept of Virtue by the 
Immortals of the Jacobin Committee of Public Safety, but 

the pure and simple reduction of all to their being-for
death. Terror thus conceived really postulates that in order 
to let [ the] substance be, nothing must be [pour que Ia 
substance soil, rien FU doit etre] . 

I have pursued the example of Nazism because it enters 
to a significant extent into that 'ethical ' configuration (of 
' radical Evil ' )  opposed by the ethic of truths. What is at 

issue here is the simulacrum of an event that gives rise to a 
political fidelity. Such a simulacrum is possible only thanks 

to the success of political revolutions that were genuinely 

evental (and thus universally addressed) . But simulacra 
linked to all the other possible kinds of truth-processes also 

exist. The reader may find it  useful to identify them. For 
example, we can see how certain sexual passions are simu
lacra of the amorous event. There can be no doubt that on 
this account they bring with them terror and violence. 
Likewise, brutal obscurantist preachings present themselves 
as the simulacra of science , with obviously damaging results. 

And so on. But in each case, these violent damages are 
unintelligible if we do not understand them in relation to 

the truth-processes whose simulacra they manipulate. 
In sum, our first definition of Evil is this: Evil is the 

process of a simulacrum of truth. And in its essence, under 

a name of its invention , i t  is terror directed at everyone. 
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II Betrayal 

I began the explanation of this poin t in Chapter 4. We 

have seen that it cannot be decided for sure whether the 
disi nterested-interest that animates the becoming-subject of 
a human animal prevails over interest pure and simple , 
once this human animal can no longer manage to unify the 
two kinds of interest in a plausible fiction of his own unity. 

We are dealing here with what might be called moments 
of crisis. ' I t  itself', a truth-process is untouched by crisis. 
Initiated by an event, in principle it extends to infinity. 
What can go into crisis is  the one or several 'someo{)nes' 
who enter into the composi tion of the subject induced by 
this process. Everyone is fami liar ",ith the moments of crisis 
faced by a lover, a researcher's discouragement, a militant's 
lassi tude, an artist's sterility. Or again, ",ith the lasting 
failure of someone to understand a mathematical proof, 
with the irreducible obscurity of a poem whose beauty one 
can nevertheless dimly perceive, and so forth. 

I have explained where such experiences come from: 
under pressure from the demands of interest - or, on the 
contrary, because of difficult new demands within the sub

jective continuation of fidelity - there is a breakdown of the 
fiction I use to maintain, as an image of myself, the confu

sion between my ordinary interests and disinterested
interest, between human animal and subject, between 
mortal and immortal. And at this point, I am confronted 
with a pure choice between the 'Keep going! ' proposed by 
the ethic of this truth, and the logic of the 'perseverance in 
being' of the mere mortal that I am . 

A crisis of fidelity is always what puts to the test, following 
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the collapse of an image, the sole maxim of consistency 
(and thus of ethics) :  ' Keep going! '  Keep going even when 
you have lost the thread, when you no longer feel 'caugh t  
u p '  in  the process, when the event itself has become 
obscure, when its name is lost, or when it seems that it may 
have named a mistake, if not a simulac rum .  

For the well-known existence of simulacra i s  a powerful 
stimulus to the crystalli zation of crises. Opinion tells me 
(and therefore I tell myself, for I am n ever outside opin
ions) that my fideli ty may well be terror exerted against 
myself, and that the fidelity to which I am faithful looks very 
much like - too much like - this or that certified Evil. It is 
always a possibility, since the formal characteristics of this 
Evil (as simulacrum ) are exactly those of a truth . 

\o\'bat I am then exposed to is the temptation to betray a 
truth .  Betrayal is not mere renunciation. Unfortunately, 
one cannot simply 'renounce' a truth. The denial of the 
Immortal in myself is something quite different from an 
abandonment, a cessation :  I must always convince myself 
that the ImmonaI in question never exi�ted, and thus rally to 
opinion's perception of this point - opinion , whose whole 
purpose, in the service of interests, is precisely this negation . 
For the ImmonaI, if I recognize its existence, calls on me to 
continue; it has the eternal power of the truths that induce 
it. Consequently, I must betray the becoming-subject in 
myself, I must become the enemy of that truth whose 
subject the 'some�ne' that I am (accompanied, perhaps, by 
others) composed. 

This explains why fonner revolutionaries are obliged to 
declare that they used to be lost in error and madness , why 
a former lover no longer u nderstands why he loved that 
woman, why a tired scientist comes to misunderstand, and 
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to frustrate through bureaucratic routine, the very develop
ment of his own science. Since the process of truth is an 
immanent break, you can ' leave' it (which is to say, accord

ing to Lacan 's powerful phrase , return to the 'service of 
goods' [ service des biens) ) only by breaking with this break 
which has seized you. And this breaking of a break has 
continuity as its motif [ rrwtifJ . Continuity of the situation 
and continuity of opin ions: all that came before, under the 
names of 'politics' or 'love ' .  was an illusion at best, a 

simulacrum at worst. 
So it is that the defeat of the eth ic of a truth, at the 

undecidable point of a crisis, presents itself as betrayal . 
And this is an Evil from which there is no return; betrayal 

is the second name, after simulacrum, of the Evil made 

possible by a truth. 

m The unnameable 

I have said that a truth transforms the codes of communi
cation and changes the regime of opinions - such is its 
effec t of 'return ' Not that these opinions become ' true' (or 
false ) . They are not capable of truth, and a truth, in its 
eternal multiple-being, remains indifferent to opin ions . But 
they become other. This means that formerly obvious judge-
ments are no longer defensible, that others become necess
ary, that the means of communication change, and so on. 

I have called this reorganization of opinions the power 
[puissance] of truths. 

The question we must now ask ourselves is this: does the 

power of a truth, in the situation in which it pursues its 
faithful course, have the potential to be total? 
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'''/hat exactly is implied by th e  hypothesis o f  a truth 's  total 
power? To understand th is, we have to remember our onto
logical axioms: an (objective) situation, in particular one in 

which a (subjective) truth is 'at work' ,  is never anything 
other than a mu ltiple , made up of an infin ity of elements 
(which are themselves multiples in their tum) .  V,1bat, then, 
is the general fonn of an opinion? An opin ion is a judgement 
applied to this or that element of the objective si tuation -
' I t's stonny today'; ' I  tell you: al1 politicians are corrupt ' ,  and 
so on. In order to be able to ' discuss ' the elements of a 
situation - which are all that belong to this situation - they 
have to be named in one way or another. 'To name' simply 
implies that human animals are in a position to communi
cate about these elements, to socialize their existence and 

arrange them in terms of their interests. 
Let us call ' language of the situation ' the pragmatic 

possibility of naming the elements that compose it, and 

thus of exchanging opinions about them. 
Every truth is l ikewise concerned with the elements of the 

situation . since its process is nothing other than their 
examination from the perspective of the event. In this sense, the 

truth-process identifies these elements, and some-One who 
enters into the composition of a subject of truth will cer

tainly contribute to this identification by using the language 

of the situation , Which , as a 'some..one ' ,  he uses just like 
everyone else. From this point of "iew, the truth-process 
passes through the language of the situation,just as it passes 
through its every knowledge. 

But the examination of an element according to a truth 

is something entirely different from its pragmatic evaluation 
[Jugement} in terms of opinion . It is not a matter of accom
modating this element to the interests of human an imals , 
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which are in  any case divergent since op i nions contradict 
each other. It  simply amounts to evaluating this element  ' in 
truth' with respect to the immanent, post-evental break. 
Th is evaluation is il'ielf disinterested ; it seeks to endow 
the element with a kind of eternity, in keeping with the 
becoming-Immortal of the 'some-ones' who participate in 

the subject of truth , the subject wh ich prm,ides the real 

basis of the evaluation. 
From this follows a crucial result: in the end , a truth 

changes the names of elements in th e situation. This means 
that its own naming of the elements is something other 
than pragmatic nomination , as much in its poi n t of depar

ture ( the event, the fidelity) as in its destination (an eternal 
truth) .  And this is the case even if the truth-process passes 
through the language of the situation. 

We must admit, then, that in addition to the language of 

the objective situation, which enables the communication 
of opinions, there exists a subject-language [ langue-sujet] 
(the language of the subjective situation ) which enables the 
inscription of a truth. 

I n  fact, this is a self-evident point. The mathemati7:ed 
language of science is in no way the language of opinions, 
including opinions on science. The language of a declar
ation of love may be very banal indeed ( ' I love you ' , for 

example) , but its power in the situation is nevertheless 
en tirely distinct from the common usage of these same 
words. The language of a poem is not that of a journalist. 
And the language of politics is so peculiar that to the ears 

of opin ion it sounds like jargon [' langue de bois' ] .  
The important thing is that the power of a truth , d irected 

at opinions , forces the pragmatic namings (the language of 
the objective situation ) to bend and change shape upon 
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contact with the subject-language. It is this and only this 
that changes the established codes of communication, 
u nder the impact of a truth . 

We can now define what the total power of a truth would 
be: i t  would imply the ability to name and evaluate all the 
element .. of the objective situation from the perspective of 
the truth-process. Rigid and dogmatic (or 'blinded' ) ,  the 
subject-language would claim the power, based on it .. own 
axioms, to name the whole of the real, and th us to change 

the world. 
The powers of the language of the situation are them

selves, to be sure, un restricted: every element can be named 
from the perspective of a given in terest, and judged in the 
communication between human animals. But since this 
language is in any case incoheren t, and dedicated to prag
matic exchange, its totali7.ing vocation does not matter 
much. 

By contrast, when we come to the subject-language (the 
language of the militant, the researcher, the artist, the lover 

. ) ,  which is the resul t of a truth-process, the hypothesis of 
total power here has consequences of an altogether differ
ent order. 

In the first place. we thereby presume that the totality of 
the objective situation can be organi7.ed in terms of the 

particular coherence of a subjective truth . 
We next assume that it is possible to eliminate opinion.  

For if the subject-language covers the same ground as the 
language of the si tuation, if truth can be pronounced with 
respect to every element, then the power of a truth would 
manifest itself not by the mere distortion of pragmatic and 
communicative meanings, but by the absolute authority of 
truthful nomination . A truth would then force the pure and 
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simple replacement of the language of the situation by a 
subject-language. That is to say: the Immortal would come 
into being as the wholesale negation of the human animal 
that bears him. 

When Nietzsche proposes to 'break the history of the 
world in two' by exploding Christian nihilism and general
izing the great Dionysian 'yes' to Life;  or when certain Red 
Guards of the Chinese Cultural Revolution proclaim, in 
1 967. the complete suppression of self-interest, they are 
indeed inspired by a vision of a situation in wh ich all 
interest has disappeared, and in which opinions have been 
replaced by the truth to wh ich Nietzsche and the Red Guards 
are commi tted. The great nineteenth<entury positivists like
wise imagined that the statements of science were going to 
replace opinions and beliefs about all things. And the 
German Romantics worshipped a universe entirely trans

fixed by an absolutized poetics. 
But Nietzsc he wen t mad. The Red Guards, after inflicting 

immense harm, were imprisoned or shot, or betrayed by 
their own fidelilY. Our century has been the graveyard of 
positivist ideas of progress. And the Romantics,  already 
prone to suicide . were to see their 'literal)' absolute' engen
der monsters in the form of 'aestheticized politics ' .7 

For every truth preswnes, in fact, in the composition of the 
subjects it induces. the preservation of ·some-one '.  the always 
two-sided activity of the human animal caught up in truth. 
Even ethical 'consistency' . as we have seen. is only the dis
interested engagement, in fidelity, of a perseverance whose 
origin is interest - such that every attempt to impose the total 
power of a truth ruins that truth 's very foundation [support] . 

The Immortal exi:sts only in and by the mortal animal. 
Truths make their singular penetration [percie] only 
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through the fabric of opinions. We all need to communi
cate, we must all express our opinions. It is we ourselves, as 
ourselves, who expose ourselves to the becoming-subject. 
There is no History other than our own; there is no true 
world to come. The world as world is. and will remain 
beneath the true and the false . There is no world that might 
be captive to the coherence of the Good. The world is, and 
will remain, beneath Good and Evil .  

The Good is Good only to the extent that it does not 
aspire to render the world gOQd. Its sole being lies in the 
situated advent [ l'adven.ue en situation] of a singular truth. 
So it must be that the power of a truth is also a kind of 
powerlessness. 

Every absolutization of the power of a truth organizes an 
Evil. Notolil}' aocl (filS Evil oeSi'Toy "tIle"sitUation -«(0'[ the 
wiifto�liminate opinion is, fundamentally, the same as the 
will to eliminate, in the human animal. its very animality, 
i .e .  its being) , but it also interrupts the truth-process in 
whose name it proceeds, since it fails to presenre, within the 
composition of its subject, the duality (duplicilel of interests 
(disinterested-interest and interest pure and simple) .  

This is why I \\ill call this figure of Evil a disaster, a 
disaster of the truth induced by the absolutization of its 
power. 

That truth does not have total power means, in the last 
analysis. that the subject-language, the production of a 
truth-process, does not have the power to name all the 
elements of the situation. At least one real element must 
exist, one multiple existing in the situation,  which remains 
inaccessible to truthful nominations, and is exclusively 
reserved to opinion, to the language of the situation. At 
least one point that the truth cannot force. 
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I shall c al l  this element the unnameable o f  a truth.s 
The unnameable is not so ' in i tself' : it is potentially 

accessible to the language of the situation, and we can 
certainly exchange opinions about it. For there is no limit 
to communication . The unnameable is u nnameable fOT the 
subject-language. Let us say that this term is not susceptible 
of being made eternal, or not accessible to the Immortal. 
In this sense, it .is the symbol of the pure real [ riel] of the 
situation, of its l ife without truth. 

To determine the unnameable point of a particular type 
of truth-process is a difficult taSk for (philosophical )  
thought. There can be n o  question o f  undenaking thi'! 
determination here. So I shall simply say that as far as love 
is concerned, it can be established that sexual pleasure 
[jouissance1 as such is inaccessible to the power of the truth 
(which is a truth about the two) . For mathematics, which 
represents non-contradictory thought paT excelJence, it is 
precisely non-contradiction that cannot be named: we know 
that it is indeed impossible to prove, from wi th in a math
ematical system, the non-contradiction of that system (this 
is GOdel's famous theorem ) .9 Finally, the community and 
the collective are the unnameables of poli tical truth: every 
attempt ' politically' to name a communi ty induces a disas
trous Evil (which can be seen as much in the extreme 
example of Nazism as in the reactionary usage of the word 
'French ' ,  whose entire purpose is to persecute some of 
those who live here in France under the arbitrary imputa
tion of being ·foreigners') .  

What matters here is th e  general principle:  Evil in this tase is to want, at all costs and under condition of a truth, 
o force the naming of the unnameable . Such,  exactly, is 
he principle of disaster. 
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Simulacrum (associated with the event) , betrayal (associ

ated with the fidelity) , and the forcing of the unnameable 
(associated with the power of the true ) :  these are the figures 
of Evil ,  an Evil which becomes an actual possibility only 
thanks to the sole Good we recognize - a tnlth-process. 

Notes 

1 . Friedrich Nietzsche, 1k Gelualogy of Morals. This is Nietzsche 's 

most systematic book. the one that sums up his · ... ital' critique 
of values. 

2. [Ftnring is what happens 'between' truth and knowledge; 
although only a truth 'forces' , 'forcing is a relation that is 
verifiable by knowledge ' (L'Etre et l 'rotnemmt, 441 ) .  In the 
considerably more technical pages of L 'Etre et l'iuennnenJ, 
Badiou explains that 'forcing' is the process, imposed by the 

affirmation of a truth, whereby the order of knowledge in a 
situation is transformed such that this previously 'unrecogniz
able' affirmation can be made to belong to the situation. For if 
it persists, 'a truth will force the situation to arrange itself in 
such a way that this truth, to begin with counted only as an 
anonymous part [ or subset of a set] , will finally be recognized 
as a term [or element of a set] , and as internal to the situ
ation' ( ibid ., 377) . More precisely: that a term of the situation 
( i .e . an event) 'forces a statement of the subject-language 

means that the verifiability of this statement in the situation 
to come is equivalent to the belonging of this term to the 
indiscernible part [or subset] that results from the generic 
procedure ' ( ibid . , 44 1 :  what remains forever unverifiable by 
knowledge, of course, is whether the event itself - that is, the 
term that forced the statement - belongs or does not belong 
to the situation ) .  The posi tive 'connection ' of this statement 
will be verifiable, know-able, in the transformed, post�venta1 
situation.  
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In its more strictly mathematical sense , fi rst proposed b), 
Paul Cohen in the early 19605 (in a study which in some ways 
figures as the event 'behind'  L '£In: e/ l 'ivenement itself) , 'forcing' 
is the process b), which a generic subset or 'extension'  is added 
to a set and then made to be/.()ng to that seL The cruc ial idea 
[involved in "forcing" ] will be the preferential treatment of 
the universal quantifier [V: "for all . "] over the existential 
quantifier [3 :  " there exists,, ] , (Paul Cohen , Set Theory and the 
Continuum Hypothesis. 1 12 ) .  Forcing privileges , in other words, 
a minimally spec ified universali ty over a n)' established or defin

itive particularity. The mathema tical demonstration of th is 
process is too com pl ica ted even to summarize here (see, for 
instance , John P. Burgess, 'Forcing', in Barwise, ed . ,  Handhook 

of Mathematical Logic, 403-53) . Transla/qr's note.J 
3. [The various Grandes EcolLs - L'Ecole Nonnale Superieure, 

L'Ecole Polytechnique, L'Ecole Nationale de I 'Administration, 
etc .  - were set up by Napoleon to co-ordinate the recruitment 
of an elite ci\il senrice, and continue to retain an immense 
cultural and academic prestige in France toda),. Since 1999, 

Badiou himself has taugh t  philosophy at the Ecole Nonnale 
Superieure, in the position previously occupied by his own 
teacher, Louis Althusser. Translator's note.] 

4. See Badiou, L 'Etn: et l 'ivinement, meditations 20, 34. The theory 
of the name of the even t, on the one hand, and of the su�ect
language on the other, is central to the whole book. The 
second question , in particular, is fairly tricky. 

5. Victor Farias, Hrideggcr and Nazism, 1985 [ 1 989] . In this ( fairly 
anecdotal) book, we see how Heidegger fell prey, for a whole 
stretch of time, to a simulacrum. He though t he was upholding 
the even t of his own thought. 

6. [ Badiou does not always use the term 'ree) ' in a strict Lacanian 

sense. Translatqr's note.J 
7. Philippe Laeoue-Labarthe and Jean-Lue Nancy, The Literary 

Absolute, 1978 [ 1988J . These two authors have worked for 
years on the filiation between German Romanticism and the 
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aestheticization of politics in fascism. See also Lacoue-I..abarthe 's 
Heidegger, An and Politics, 1988 (1990] . 

8. Alain Badiou. Conditions, 1992. There are twO texts on the 
unnameable in this collection: ' Lec ture on Subtraction' ,  and 
'Truth: Forcing and the Unnameable' 

9. Kun GOdel. 'On Fonna1ly Undecidable Propositions of Prin
cipia Mathemolica and Related Systems ' ,  in Colluted Works, 
145-95. It is important to understand txQC/ly what this famous 

theorem says. 



Conclusion 

I began this book with a radical critique of ' ethical' ideology 
and it'> socialized variants: the doctrine of human rights, the 
victimary conception of Man, humanitarian interference,  

bio-ethics, shapeless 'democratism ' , the ethics of differ
ences, cultural relativism, moral exoticism, and so on. 

I tried to show that these intellectual tendencies of our 
time were at best variations on ancient religious and moral 
preaching, at worst a threatening mix of conservatism and 
the death drive . 

We have identified , in that current of opinion which 

incessantly evokes 'ethics' ,  a severe S)mptom of renuncia
tion of the one thing that distinguishes the human species 
from the predatory living organism that it also is: the 

capacity to enter into the composition and becoming of 
some eternal truths. 

From this point of view, I do not hesitate to say that 
'ethical ' ideology is, in our Western societies, the principal 

( albeit transitory) adversary of all those str�ing to hold fast 
to some true thought, whatever it be. 

I then went on to sketch the reconstruction of an accept
able concept of ethics, whose maxim is subordinate to the 
development of truths. This maxim proclaims, in its general 
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version, ' Keep going! ' Continue to be this 'some-one',  a 
human animal among others, which nevertheless finds i tself 
seized and displaced by the even tal process of a truth. Con
tinue to be the acti ... e pan of that subject of a truth that you 
have happened to become. 

It is at the hean of the paradoxes provoked by this maxim 

that we disco ... er the veritable figure of Evil (which in th is 
"'"cty is dependent upon the Good, i .e.  upon truths) in its 
three forms: the simulacrum (to be the terrorizing foIlower 

of a false event) ;  betrayal (to give up on a truth in the name 
of one's interest) ; the forcing of the unnameable, or disaster 
( to believe in the total power of a truth ) .  

So Evil i s  possible on ly through an encounter with the 
Good. The ethic of truths - which simply serves to lend 
consistency to that 'some-one' that we are, and which must 
manage to sustain , with its own an imal perseverance, the 
intemporal perseverance of a SUbject of truth - is a1so that 

which tries to "'"ctrd off Evil, through i ts  effective and tena
cious indusion in the process of a truth. 

This ethics combines, then, under the imperative to 
'Keep going! ' ,  resources of discernment ( do not fall for 
sim ulacra) , of courage (do not gi ... e up ) , and of moderation 
[ reserve] (do not get carried away to the extremes of 
Totality) . 

The ethic of truths aims neither to submit the world to 
the abstract rule of a Law, nor to struggle against an 

external and radical Evil. On the contrary, it strives, through 

its own fidelity to truths, to ward off Evil - that Evil which it 
recognizes as the underside, or dark side, of these very 

truths. 
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the state's necessarily bourgeois and reactionary character. 
Today our point of "iew is quite different. It is dear that 
there are two opposed forms of antistatism. There is the 
communist heritage of the withering of the state on the one 
hand; and on the other there is ultraliberalism, which also 
calls for the suppression of the state, or at least its reduction 
to its m ilitary and police functions. 'What we wou ld say now 
is that there are a certain number of questions regarding 
which we cannot posit the absolute exteriority of the state. 

It is rather a matter of requ iring something from the state,  
of formulating with respect to the state a certain number of 
prescriptions or statements . I'll  take up the same example I 
gave a moment ago, because it is an examp le of militant 
urgency. Considering the fate of the sans-papim in this 
country, a first orientation might have been : they should 
revolt against the state. Today we wou ld say that the singular 
form of their struggle is, rather, to create the conditions in 
which the state is led to change this or that thing concern
ing them, to repeal the laws that should be appealed , to 
take the measures of naturali7.ation [ rigularisation] that 

should be taken, and so on. This is what we mean by 
prescriptions against the state. This is not to say that we 
participate in the state. We remain ou tside the electoral 
system, outside any party representation. B\!t we inclu�� the _ _ 
state within our political field, to the extent that, on a 
numoerofes.sential points, we·naveto-;o-;k·�ore th�o_ugh 
pr��.r.iPtions against the state than in any radical exterio�ty 
t<�._the s!,a,te . 

Is there a rislt that such nonparticipant prescription might con
demn itself to a marginal irresponsibility 1 H'hy is the party option 
so olroiously obsolete? Why not support a party whose principles 
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include, Jor example, 1M im�diate legalization or naturalization 
oj workers without residence papers ? 

Because today, parties are internal to the parliamentary 
state. It's simply not true that you can participate in a system 
as powerful and as ramified as parliamentarism without a 
real subjective commitment to it. In any case, the facts 
speak for themselves. None of the parties which have 
engaged in the parliamentary system and won governing 
power has escaped what I would call Ihe subjective law of 
'democracy' , which is, when all is said and done, what Marx 
called an ' authorized representative' of capital . And I think 
that this is because, in order to partic ipate in electoral or 
governmen tal represe n tation, you h3.'.'e to conform to the 
subjectivity it demands - that is, a principle of continuity, 
the principle of the politique unique' - the principle of ' this 
is the way it is, there is nothing to be done' ,  the principle 
of Maastricht, of a Europe in conformity with the financial 
markets, and so on. In France we've known this for a long 
time, for again and again, when left-wing parties come to 
power, they bring with them the themes of disappoinunent, 
broken promises, and so forth. I think we need to see this 
as an inflexible law, not as a matter of corruption . I don 't 
think it happens because people c hange their minds, but 
because parliamentary subjectivity compels it. 

So we must keep our distance from this subjective figure 
of politics. For us Ihis means, concretely: don 't stand for 
election, don't  vote, don 't expect anything from any politi
cal party. 'Which in no way excludes the creation of those 
conditions that might compel those within the parliamen
tary system to take a particular decision . Even regarding 
the question of the sans-papiers, if we consider the great 
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movement to occupy the Saint Bernard church: well , as far 
as the occupants are concerned, they have, by and large , 
received their residence papers . After being told no, they 
were told yes - without, as today's discussions show, any real 
change in the laws or the legal perspective. It was done 
because the new conditions required it to be done . 

Before moving to tM question of how then we might engage with 
capital directly, I'd like to ask you about L 'Organisation Poiitique, 
which is stili pretty unknown in Britain. Very briefly, what is it, 
and what does it do? 

The core of L'Organisation Politique is made up of mili
tants who have had a long hist0l)' together , beginn ing with 
the events of May 1968 - in particular, Natacha Michel, 
Sylvain Lazarus, and myself. At the time, our engagement 
was organized around a very particular Marxist-Leninist
Maoist thematics. The story of French Maoism is vel)' com
plicated, and I won ' t tell it here. L'Organisation Politique 
was created when we began to see things in a different way, 
regarding the questions of party, class, and state. The main 
orientations of L'Organisation Politique were established 
from around 1984-85, and we've now been publishing our 
journal, La Distance politique, for five or six years. Our work 
has focused on two principal sets of questions. The first 
concerns the realm of prescriptions against the state, which 
today tum on the issues of the foyers ouvriers and the set of 
questions relating to nationality and the status of foreigners: 

how do we count foreign workers in this country, do we 
count them for nothing or for something, and so on? This 
question is linked to the struggle against the [French] Front 

National. This domain of militan t  intervention has also 
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concerned questions of equality in education and health , 
and so on. 

Our second major focus concerns the status of factories, 
the possibility that politics takes root in or becomes stable 

through factories and places of work. We continue to see 
this as a decisive question , because it provides a kind of 
stable foundation to popular organization . So on the one 

hand we are working to establish directly political groups of 
workers in the factory, promoting a new figure of the 

worker, and on the other, to create new condi tions concern
ing prescription against the state. 

Roughly huw many people are there in your group r 

Very few. A few dozen genuine militants, capable of leading 
a political process. Personally, given the conditions of the 

moment, this doesn ' t  much bother me. To know what 
people do is more important than knowing how many they 
are. In some situations, two people can do quite a lot where 
forty others might do very little. And it is true that in our 
own eyes, our pol itical acth.i ty  has something experimental 

about it. Unlike the political parties, we're not looking for 
"institutional power. We are experimenting with what we can 
do in particular processes, which is a matter of meticulously 
detailed work. It is a matter of developing a different figure 
of politics from the figure of the revolutionary Party, as it 
has dominated things since October 1 9 1 7. The experimen
tal dimension is ine'llitable. 

"'hat is your relation to democracy as such ? YQur group maintains 
that 'the principle of democracy {is] that � counts as one'.5 
But you don 't vole, you don 't participate. 
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Democracy doesn ' t  exactly m e an  that all individuals are 
counted as one in their own right. It's a matter of knowing 
how we are counted by the state. It 's not the same thing. 
This question of democracy is profoundly linked to the state 
in general. Lenin used to say that ultimately, democracy is 
a kind of state. The question is how people are counted by 
the state. Are they counted equally? Are some counted less 
than others, or hardly counted at all? And what is counted 
needn't on ly be individuals. We can describe perfectly well 
how the state today counts workers without residence 
papers. In the case of factory organization, how does the 
employer count the workers' time, the time spent in the 
factory'? It is a matter of asking how things in society are 
counted, or go uncounted. It is through this kind of ques
tion that, in our opinion, democracy exists as a real and 
active figure. and not merely as a juridical, constitutional 
mechanism. 

One of the obvious virtues of your position regarding the sans
papiers is that it separates v"J clearly the question of immigration 
from the v"J different question of unemployment. But by preserving 
the figure of the worker as the essential figure of immigration, is 
there a risk of reconnecting these two questions ? And how can you 
avoid the directly economic pressure that has come to bear on the 
organization and location of factories Oller the last ftw decades? 
How can you maintain a political prescription on this point, 
witlwut organizing a massive and specifically economic 
intervention ? 

The figure of work and the figure of the worker are not at 
all the same. When we speak of a figure of the worker, it is 
not at all an economic figure, hut a political one. In France, 
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this question has a long history. Vle maintain that, over the 
last twenty years, there has been a systematic campaign to 
elim inate any figure of the worker from political space. 
' Immigrant' is a word that came to be used at a certain 
moment in this campaign . For example , one of the first 
Mitterrand governments, the Mauroy government, during 
m.yor workers' strikes at Flins, at Citroen, at Talbot, said 
that these workers were in fact immigrants, who were not 
really integrated into Fren ch social reality. The category 
'immigrant' has been systematically substi tuted for the cat

egory 'worker' , only to be supplanted in its turn by the 
category of the 'clandestine' or illegal alien. First workers, 
then immigrants, finally illegal aliens . If we insist that we 

are actually talking about workers - and whether they have 
worked, are working. or no longer work, doesn ' t  represent 
a subjective difference - it is to struggle against this unceas
ing effort to erase any political reference to the figure of 
the worker. It is essential to ask whether, in politics, we 
count the figure of the worker for something , or for 
nothing. To count it for nothing means that we count 
nothing but capital. \<\'hat is counted is the level of the stock 
market, the [uro, financial investment, competition , and so 
on; the figure of the worker , on the other hand, counts for 
nothing. 

The question is all the more important in that it touches 
on much of the mean ing of the December 1 995 stri kes in 
France. People pro tested : 'We don 't  count, the figure of 
work that we represent counts for nothing . '  Th at's why we 

maintain that a figure of the worker - which does not mean 
a working class, or a charismatic proletariat - must be 
upheld as alive and active in the field of politics. And I 
think that this has nothing to do with those argumen ts that 
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try to link the question of imm igrants to a purely economic 
understanding of the amount of available work. 

One last question about immigration. You descrihe it a.s a 'Problem 

of internal politics : and distance yourselves from those who 'bran
dish pseudo-prescnptions, like the suppression of jrontiers '.6 But 
doesn 't a politics of unconditional naturalization remain pretty 
ahstract, a.s /eng as current borders remain intact? 

I wou ld say of the abolition of frontiers what I said a 
moment ago about the withering away of the state.  I 'm for 
it. I 'm absolute ly for i t! But to be for someth ing }ields no 

active political principle in the situation. In reality , politics 
must always find its point of departure in the concrete 
situation. The question of knov.ing what happens to people 

who are in France is already a huge question . To refer th is 
question back to a debate about the open ing or the closing 
of borders, to the question of whether labour belongs to a 
global market or not, and so on, seems to forbid thinking 
about the situation itself and intervening in it so as to 

transform it. 
The guiding principle concerning these questions should 

be as follows. We still belong to a h istorical era dominated 

by states and borders. There is noth ing to suggest that this 
situation is going to change completely in the near future. 

The real question is whether the regulations [riglementation] 
at issue are more or less consistent with egalitarian aspira
tions. We should first tackle the question of how, concretely, 
we treat the people who are here; then, how we deal with 
those who would like to be here; and finally, what it is about 
the situation of their original countries that makes them 
want to leave. All three questions must be addressed, but in 
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that order. To proclaim the slogan ' An  end to frontiers' 
defines no real policy, because no one knows exactly what 
it means. Whereas by addressing the questions of how we 
treat the people who are here, who want to be here, or who 
find themselves obliged to leave their homes, we can initiate 

a genuine political process. 

Let S move on to the more gmeral question of the relation between 
the political and the economic. It s a little strange to run into a 
Mamst philosopher who rarely refers to the mode of production and 
some kind of economic tkterminism, however attenuated. is there 
any danger that your relative silence on this score contkmns you to 
what Lucien Goldmann used to cali a 'tragic ' condilion - thai is, 
a condition cut off from the ".al mechanisms of power that shape 
society ? 

The part of Marxism that consists of the scientific analysis 
of capital remains an absolutely valid background . Mter all, 
the realization of the world as global market, the undivided 
reign of great financial conglomerates, and so· forth - all 

this is an indisputable reality and one that conforms. essen
tially, to Marx 's analysis. The question is: where does politics 
fit in with all this? I think what is Marxist, and also Leninist 
- and in any case true - is the idea that any viable campaign 
against capitalism can only be political. There can be no 
economic battle against the economy. We have economist 
friends who analyse and criticize very well the existing 

systems of domination . But everythi ng suggests that on this 
point. such knowledge is u�ful, but prOvides no answer by 
itself. The position of politics relative to the economy must 
be rethough t, in a dimension that isn ' t really transitive. 'We 
don't  simply fall . by successive representations, from the 
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economy in to politics . What kind o f  pol i tics i s  really hetero
geneous to what capital demands? - that is today's question . 
Our politics is situated at the heart of things, in the factor
ies, in a direct relation with employers and with capital . Bu t 
it remains a matter of po li tics - that is to say, of though t, of 
sta tements, of practices . All the efforts to construct an 

al ternative economy strike me as pure and simple abstrac

tions, if not simply driven by the unconscious vector of 
capital 's own reorganization. We can see, for example - and 
will see more and more - how so many environmentalist 

demands simply p rovide capital with new fields of i nvest
ment, new inflections and new deployments. 'Why? Because 
every proposition that directly concerns the economy can 
be assimilated by capital . This is so by defini tion, s ince 

capital is indifferent to the qualitative configuration of 
things.  So long as it can be transformed or aligned in terms 

of market value, everyth ing 's fine. 
The only strategy worth the name is a political struggle -

that is to say, a singular, active subjectivity, a thought-praxis 
[pensk-pratiqueJ . We are in the phase of experimentation. 

And the Cuban situation, for instance? 

I respect Cuba as a figure of resistance , for we should 
respect all the forms of resistance to the hegemony of the 
global market, and to its principal organizer: American 
imperialism . But Cuba provides singular testimony of an 
outmoded conception of politics. And so Cuba will have, 
unavoidably, very serious problems, internal problems, 
because it bears wi tness, with i ncontestable grandeur, to a 
figure of the Party-State that belongs to another pol itical 
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age. Everything that exists is born,  deve lops and comes to 
an end. After which we move on to something else . 

What about the relation between politics and culture? One of the 
most immediate�'Y striking things about )'our wurk, perhaps 
especially fM Anglophone readers, is your hostility to the contempor
ary consensus on questions of liberal-democratic frrocedure, human 
rights, and our much-vaunted respect fM cultural difference. We 

might cite the recent works of Habermas, Rorty, and Charles Taylor, 
as much as Luc Ferry and Alain Renaut - but even in the French 
domain, we would haue to relate the questions raised by the so
called nouvel le philosophie back to the apparent 'ethical tum ' of 
Lyotard (through Kant) and Dmida (through Liuinas), as much 
as of the last wurks of Fouca ult. «'here do .'You stand in relation to 
the contempMary obsession with the 'other', with the valoriz.ation of 
difference as such ? How do you avoid this question, once it 's be.en 
admitted that it is not a matter of claiming a panicular essence 
(sexual, racial M reli�ous), hut of developing a critical position 

that takes account of the fact that where people are oppressed, they 
are oppressed as women. as black, as Jewish or Arab. 

""'hen I hear people say 'We are oppressed as blacks, as 
women ' , I have only one problem : what exactly is meant by 

'black' or 'women'? If this or that particular identity is put 

into play in the struggle against oppression, against the 
state , my only problem is with the exact political meaning 
of the identity being promoted . Can this identity, in itself, 
function in a progressive fashion - that is, other than as a 
property invented by the oppressors themselves? In his 
preface to Les nigres, Jean Genet said that everything turns 
around the question: what are black people. and for start

ers, what colour are they? You can answer then that black 
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people are black. But what does 'black' mean to those who, 
in the name of the oppression they suffer, make it a political 
category? 1 understand very well what black means for those 
who use that predicate in a logic of differentiation , oppres
sion,  and separation . Just as I understand very well what 
'French' means when Le Pen uses the word, when he 
champions national preference, France for the French, 
exclusion of Arabs, and so on. If someone wants to use the 
words 'French' or 'Arab' in another way, to inscribe them 
in  a progressive pol itical affirmation, everythi ng depends 
on what this determination then means for the person who 
uses it. And what it means for everyone, what i t means 
un iversal ly. 

' Ntgriturk' , for example , as incarnated by Cesaire and 
Senghor, consisted essentially of reworking exactly those 
traditional predicates once used to designate black people: 
as intuitive , as natural ,  as primitive , as living by rhythm 

rather than by concepts, and so on . It's no accident that it  
was a primarily poetic operation , a matter of turn ing these 

predicates upside down, of claiming them as affirmative and 
liberating. I understand why this kind of movement took 
place, why it was necessary. It was a very strong, very 
beautiful, and very necessary movement. But having said 
that, it  is not something that can be inscribed as such in 
politics . 1 think it is a matter of poetics, of culture, of 
turning the subjective situation upside down. It doesn 't 
provide a possible framework for pol itical initiative. 

The progressive formulation of a cause which engages 
cultural or communal predicates , l inked to incontestable 
situations of oppression and humil iation , presumes that we 
propose these predicates, these particularities, these singu
larities, these communal qualities, i n  such a way that they 
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be situated in another space and become heterogeneous 
to their ordinary oppressive operAtion . I never know i n  
advance what quality, what particularity, i s  capable of 
becom ing politica l or not; I have no preconceptions on 
that score. ""'hat I do know is that there must be a progres
sive meaning to these particularities, a mean ing that is 
intelligible to all .  Othen-.1se , we have something which has 

its raison d'itre, but wh ich is necessarily of the order of a 
demand for in tegration - that is, of a demand that one's 
particularity be valued in the existing state of things . This 
is someth ing commendable, even necessary, but it is not, 
in my opinion, something to be i nscribed directly in poli
tics. Rather, it  inscribes itself in what I would generally cal l 
'syndicalism' (trade unionism] - that is to say, particular 
claims , claims that seek to be recognized and valued in a 
detenn inate relation of forces. I would call 'political' some
thing that - in the categories, the slogans, the statements 
it puts forward - is less the demand of a social fraction or 
commun ity to be in tegrated into the existing order than 
something which touches on a transfonnation of that order 
as a whole. 

A last example on this poin t: what is the legitimate 
political usage of the category Jew'? It is very hard to ask 

this question in France, without instantly being labelled an 
anti-Semi te . I th ink, though, that it is absolutely necessary, 
if this word is to have a progressive pol itical sign ification , 
that it be something different from what Hitler, for 
instance, designated by that name. It can ' t  be the same 
thing turned on its head. And if it is somethlng-eISe;-w-e·liave 
,to ask what it might be - what relation it has or doesn' t  
have with the state of Israel an d  i ts  practices, wha t relation 
it has or doesn ' t  have v.lith rel igion, with the matrilineal 
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character of Judaism, or with the revolutionary engagemen t 
of so many Jews in the 1 9305 and 1 940s, and so forth. 

But surely most of the historical answers to this question have 
included an element of irreducible particularity, a cO'TIstitutive 
particularization, we might say; how to describe what the word Jew ' 
means without referring to the theme of the chosen ? 

That there is a remnant, or a support [suPPOrt] , of irreduci
ble particularity, is in fact something I would acknowledge 
for any kind of reality. To take up again the most urgent 
example in France today: it is perfectly obvious that the 

sans-papiers of the fuyers [workers ' hostels] are very particular 
- they are not simply Africans, but mainly from Mali, and 
often from a particular area in Mali . They practise a whole 

series of transpositions of village customs in their way of 
living in the ffYJers.. They maintain a strong relation to the ir 
traditional hierarchy. ""'hen you attend a ffYJer meeting, you 
immediately notice that the meeting takes place in a par
ticular way. But in the end, between this particularity pres
ent in the practical, concrete support of any pol itical 
process, and the statements in the name of wh ich the 
political process unfolds. I think there is only a relation of 

support , but not a relation of transitivity. It's a bit like the 
relation with the economy. You can't go from the one to 
the other, even if one seems to be 'carried' by the other. 

So to take up the question of the mean ing of the word 
Jew' , it fol lows the same logic . Of course I recognize the 
consistency of the historical particularity covered by this 
word. But it in no way settles the question of in what sense 
the term can become a political categoI]'. I don't  say that it 
can' t  happen, or that i t  shouldn ' t  happen. But something 
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more than this particu larity would be necessary for i t  to 
happen . Because I know very well that people try to legit
imate things in the name of this particularity that I con
demn absolutely. l ike supporting the action of the state of 
Israel , as well  as things that I support, like the effort of 

some Israelis to develop positive relations wi th the Palesti n
ians. In each case we have to work to make a category pass 
from what I called its identitarian or syndical status to a 
political status. 

Most oj tM verbs you usually use to describe the passage Jrom 
particular to universal, however, are verbs like subtract, extract, 

depose. Can we progress, by essentially negative or subtractive 

means, If) a point where once-despised particularities can attain a 
universal signification ? You suggest that things like 'the language 
we choose to speak, tM things we eat, tM people we many and Iwe, 
our customs and habits, all this changes, without strictly speaking 
anyone 's intervention ':7 the history oj colonization, Iwweuer, to 
mentUm only that, suggests otherwise. 

As I said, I think the momen t of turning things upside d own 
is inevitable . And obviously, for example, the questions of 
language, of history, of national singularity, are genuinely 
political questions for countries which are struggling against 
a colonizer, or countries which have recently emerged from 
colonization. But we have to recognize that they are ulti
mately pol itical only bec�use the historical movement for 
popular and national liberation against imperialism carried 
a certain universality . In the 1 960s it was - especially for the 
youth of the world - a major cause. Today we see clearly 
that everything depends on the clarity of the categories put 

into play; their political character is not ob\;ous. I think, for 
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example, that th e  demonization o f  t h e  figure o f  Islam by 
the Western powers, and especially in France, is certainly 
reactionary. But this doesn 't  mean - unlike the case of the 
people's struggle in Vietnam, or the national struggle in 
Algeria - that the political and universalizable character of 
what is at stake on this poin t is fully transparent. It isn' t.  It 
may become so, as everything begins in confusion and 
obscurity, but it isn ' t  yet.  My feeling is that we are at the 
beginning of a new era. At the level of world h istory, this 
new era has been massively marked by the collapse of the 
USSR - a major historical settling of accounts [ U7U' ichiance 
historique majeure] - and consequently, a new period of 
American hegemony. As so of len happens , progressive 
thought has fallen behind all this. 

To conclude on this point, and to make sure that there is 
no ambiguity, I wanl to underline the fucl that no category 
is in itself blocked from its possible politicization. Even 
'Arab',  even 'Islam ' ,  even 'jew' ,  even 'French ' ,  can , at a 
given moment, have a progressive political signification. 
'When de Gaulle addressed the French from London - the 
French meaning, for h i m, the resistants - 'French ' had a 
progressive signification, that of anti-Nazi resistance. This 
proves that these things can change. On the other hand, I 
would say that it is never given in advance; i t  is not because 
a tenn is a communal predicate, nor even because there is 

a ";ctim in a particular situation, that il is automatically, or 
even easily, transfonned into a political category. 

A final question on this issue: in your book on Saint Paul )'OU 
distinguish between the logic of capital on the one hand, taking 
cultural identities and differences as its currency, and on the other, 
the logic oj a truth which 'deposes differences : which 'seeks new 
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differences, new particularities in which to expose the universality ' 
of the lruth.s Isn 'l this second logic, the logic of deposing and 
exposing, as close as the fiTst to what Marx describes as the process 
of reification, the investing of the dead matter of obsolete differences 
with the exclusively animatingfOTce of capital itself� 

Emancipatory politics , as I say somewhere in my Manifesto 
fOT Philosophy, must be at least equal to the challenge of 
capital. That is Marx's idea. \\Iben Marx says that capital 
destroys all the old ties, all the ancient sacred figures, that 
it dissolves everything in the frozen waters of selfish calcu
lation , he says it with a certain admiration.9 Marx had 
already distinguished himself from those who dreamed 
nostalgically of a resistance to capital rooted in anc ient 
customs and territories. He called this reactive phenom
enon 'feudal socialism ' Marx was radical ly critical of this 
idea, and this is because he accepted that there were formal 
simi larities between the ambitions of emancipatory politics 

and the workings of capi tal . Because we can never go back 
on universalism. There is no earlier territoriality calling for 

protection or recovery. The whole point is that differences 
be traversed, conserved and deposed simultaneously , some
where other than in the frozen waters of selfish calculation . 
Obviously it's a formidably complex problem, wh ich can 
sometimes expose us, I adm it, to the risk of being the 
unconsc ious agents of capital itself. I remember the days 
when the French progressive movemen t - and Deleuze was 
very engaged in this - supponed the creation of free [i.e. 
private-sector] radio stations. At the time, French radio was 
still entirely state-run. The creation of free radio stations 
was to be the conquest of a fragmented, multiform territo
riality. And De1euze was partIy right. But for the most 
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part, what took place , overwhelmingly, was the conquest of 
radio by capital. TIlis is always the danger. We can ' t avoid 
it. Because on this point we are rivals to capital , rather than 
merely reacting against it. It is a struggle of universalism 

against universalism, not of particu larism against univer

salism. 

Following Andre Con, lots of people have said farewell to the 
working class. so as to suppmt - perhaps with a certain idealism -
the category of 'new social movements ' I'm thinking of Touraine, 

of Laclau and Mouffe, roen of Foucauh. �Wiat do )'Ou make of this 

trend � 

We are entirely opposed to it. Certainly, the great critique 
of ' dassism ' undertaken by my friend Sylvain Lazarus dem
onstrates that we know how a certain "ision of class poli tics 
has been saturated. We don' t say that it has failed. It has 

given what it had to give. It has been a great enterprise 
[experience] , with its darkness , its terrors, but also with its 

extraordinary creative enthusiasms and its ability, after all ,  
here and there, to strike real blows against imperial ism . 
This time has come to an end, and so we can say. if you 

like, that the categoI)' of the proletariat. as a political 
categoI)', can no longer play m uch of a role . 

But in tenns of what they propose . I think that in 
camouflaged fonn. the abandon promoted by Con and 
others in fact shows that they have been won over, politi
cally. to the establ ished order. It leaves the properly political 

sphere untouched. It represents a kind of idealization of a 
self-regulating social movement of capital itself. It is a vision 
of the affluent: the rich societies ' dream of a maximum 
possible comfort . And so we are to busy ourselves with the 
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environment, with developmen t, with the reduction o f  the 

working week, with recreation, with education [formation] 
for all .  r d accept your characterization of this trend: I see 
in it a fairly feeble idealism, and a veritable ren unciation of 

politics as independent thought-praxis. 

And the figure of Hannah Arendt, the great renewal of interest in 
her work over the last few years ? For she, not unlike you, insists on 
the strict demarcation of the political from the cultural or economic, 
and insists in particular on the importance of 'deliberate begin
ningl ' in politics. I O  But I wonder if she might find in )'our work 
traces of a kind of rotalitananism, of the belief that in some sense 
'everything is possible'. 

The conception of politics that we defend is far from the 
idea that 'everything is possible' In fact, it's an immense 

task to try to propose a few possibles, in the plural - a few 
possibi lities other than what we are told is possible. It  is a 
matter of showing how the space of the possible is larger 
than the one we are assigned - that something else is 
possible, but not that everything is possible . In any case, it 
is e�I!!i�UhaLpolitics- renounce the category of totality, 
whid!lt.l��aps another change with respect to the previ
ous period. - -

The real difference wi th Hannah Arendt should, rather, 

be located in her definition of politics itself. For Arendt, 
politics concems 'living together' ,  the regulation of being 
together as a republic, or as public space. It's not an 
adequate definition. It reduces politics to the sole instance 
of judgement, and eventually to opinion, rather than rec
ognizing that the essence of politics concerns thought and 
action ,  as connected through the practical consequences of 
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a prescnpuon. For any one prescnpuon is opposed to 
others. There can be no homogeneous public space other 
than that of consensus - the consensus we are all familiar 
with, the consensus of la pensie unique [i .e.  global l iberal
ism ] .  I 've always been struck by the fact that Hannah 
Arendt prefers the American Constitution to the French 
Revolution. I don' t  say th is out of chauvinism, but because 
I think these are two important historical images. On th e  
o n e  hand, the constitutional creation o f  a complex, rami
fied public space, elaborated in detail down to the finer 
points concerning the election of judges. On the other 
hand, something sequential, something more antagonistic, 
and more_,principled. I stand resolutely for the second 
option. 

This hringl me to one of my main questions, the question of the 
plurality of subjects - if to be subjec.t 7IWJns to be the subject of (or 
to) a truth. In your Saint Paul , for example, Y()U generally speak 

of 'the Christian subject'. How do we preserve the militant unity of 
a group of subjects, other than in the Jarohin manner, other than 
through the imposition of an eventual orthodo� ? How can the 
saint avoid eventuall:y becoming a priest? lWtat sort of space is 
there in your philosophy for subjective disagreement ? 

Let's not forget that I conceive of a truth not as a pre-given 
transcendent norm , in the name of which we are supposed 
to act, but as a production. At a certain moment, the set of 
actors of a generic procedure, of a truth-procedure, are 
clearly ignorant, unknowing, of what it is. This is an essen
tial point. So nobody is in a position to say that since he 
knows the truth, he is the one who will decree [nonner) how 
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i t  is to be known, since the truth itself depends o n  its own 

production . 
The on ly thing we have to question are the conditions of 

this production . I'm convinced that in politics, for example , 
it is very large ly deliberative. There is no reason why it  

should be Jacobin or terrorist. The Jacobin terror had its 
roots not in internal disagreement , but in the situation of 
crisis, the war and the counter-revolution . As a general rule, 

every generic procedure is in reality a process that can 
perfectly well be deliberative, as long as we understand that 
it  invents its rule of deliberation at the same time as it invents 

i tself. And it is no more constrained by a pre-established 
norm that follows from the rule of deliberation. You have 
only to look at how the rule of deliberation in different 

organizations, in different political sequences , and in differ
ent political modes, is entirely v.mable. For example - to 
take only one stol)', and only a couple of sequences in this 
story - it is entirely different under Lenin and under Stalin . 
Under Lenin, there were some absolutely dramatic disagree
ments. On a question as essential as that of whether or not 

to laun ch the insurrection, Lenin was in radical opposition 
to Zinoviev. Kamenev, and many others. In the end, a 
protocol of decision-making was found that didn ' t involve 
the extermination of opposing views. Under Stalin, by con
trast, such extermination practically becomes the rule. Every 
time a plurality of individuals. a plurality of human subjects . 
is engaged in a process of truth, the construction of this 
process induces the construction of a deliberative and col
lective figure of this production, which is itself variable. 

If subjects exist only in the fidelity to the truth they frroclo.im, Iww 

dtJ we avoid the eventual and potentially oppressive measurement 
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of the relative authenticity o r  intensity of this ficklity - the judge· 

ment of subjects as mOTe or less close to the pure truth ? That this 
truth is in a sense unknowable tkJesn 't simplify the question. 

There is no diffic ulty of principle in accepting the fac t that 
within a plurali ty of h uman subjects, there exist differences 
of more and less. I t's inevitable. The only problem is 
in knowing how these differences are nonned [ nonnees) , 
ruled, and above all, how this is related to the production 
of the successive stages of the sequence in question .  To take 
the restricted example  of love, which engages two people, 
the smallest possible plurality: ever;'one knows that every 
disagreement needn' t  lead automatically to a break-up . At 
the same time, each figure of love invents and elaborates, 
over the course of its development, the regime of its dis
putes. Obviously, in some cases, there are break-ups. But in 

others there aren ' t. And the way in which the productive or 
creative positivity of this love is articulated ' .... ith the internal 
regulation of disagreemen t s imply defines one of the singu
larities of i ts  trajectory. 

The same goes for politics. The dialectic of ' more or less' 
regulates a certain fonn of collective deliberation or collec
tive engagemen t, but needn 't  drive things toward a binary 
logic. I would say - to use an algebraic metaphor - that it 
needn 't  present itself as a logic with two values. Everyone 
can accept the existence of intennediary nuances. Mao 
himself - and God knows there was a great deal of violence 
in the Ch inese Revolution - developed a fairly complicated 
doctrine regarding the difference between contradictions 
among the people and antagonistic contradictions, and the 
existence in any process of left, centre, and righ t wings. He 

never stopped insisting that in the movemen t  of a process 
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there is always a considerable plurality of nuances, and that 
if we don ' t  gran t some space to this plurali ty, we are finally 
driven back to the break-up of the process, more than 
anything else. It is uue that some political sequences did 
adopt as the internal rule of their development a very severe 
bivalent logic, but we need to ask in each case how this 
bivalence was l inked to the singularity of the sequence. It is 
not a general problem of uuth-processes. 

II 

I'd like to turn now to more strictly philosophical questions, 

beginning with Plato. Along with a few others - Gu)1 Lardreau 
and Christian Jambet in particular - you declare a laid)' unusual 
fidelity to Plato. Why 1 What does Platonism mean, once you have 
renounced its transcendent aspeca 

I wouldn ' t  say that there is no transcendent dimension in 
Plato, but it's not what interests me , it 's not why I align 
myself with him, in slightly provocative fash ion - since all 
the major philosophical figures of the past century, from 
Nietzsche through Heidegger, have been anti-Platonists. 

In fact, th ree things about Plato interest me. First, his 
sharp, inaugural awareness of what I call the 'conditions ' of 
philosophy. Philosophy is to be found in obligatory dialogue 
with mathematics, with art and poetry - even if this dialogue 
is strained and difficult; with politics, and also with love, as 
demonstrated in the Symposium and other dialogues. This is 
a long way from the idea that philosophy is a total knowl
edge or system. For Plato, philosophy begins thinking not 
in relation to itself but in relation to something else - to 
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the people you meet  and what (hey say (Socrates) ,  but also, 
in relation to the discoveries of the mathematicians, to the 
work of those who write poetry and tragedy, to political 
si tuations and debates, to the existence and intensity of the 
feel ing of love . 

The second thing that interests me is Plato's conviction 
that ph i losophy doesn ' t add up to very much without the 

category of uuth .  TIlis is my antimodern or anticontempor
ar)' aspect - for this category is suspected, criticized, that is, 
denied. by most contemporary trends . I would even say that 
philosoph�' means little without the idea that there can be 
eternal truths. Of course this idea is present in the 
whole of classical metaphysics, but in Plato, it remains 
somewhat questioning and fragmentary. The question ani
mates most of the dialogues, but it is nevertheless very hard 
to find a closed theory of truth in them , because it is always 
taken up again ,  in new conditions, with regard to someth ing 
else. This suits me as a philosopher, this rhythm, in which 

we place ourselves under the sign of the question of truth 
even as we recognize that i t  can never be the object of a 
self-sufficient or complete demonstration . 

Finally, I think there is a Plato who is interested not at all 

in the transcendence of the Ideas, but in what we migh t call 

- to use one of Heidegger's titles - the question 'what is 

thinking? ' We will naturally name what is thinkable,  what 
there is in though t, Idea. But - especially in the later 
dialogues: the Scphist, the Parmenides, the Philebus - Plato 
doesn ' t pose the question 'what is thought? ' by any means 

to privilege a transcendence but, rather, to ask: what is an 
internal articulation between Ideas, what is the movement 
of thought, what is its internal alterity. its impasse, and so 

on? For me, this is Plato. 
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And 'your master Lacan ' ?  What do you retain from his �.aching 
today '! Did you attend his seminar? 

I've actually always kept myself at quite a distance from 
Lacan. I never attended h is seminar, but at the same time, 
I was first, with Althusser, to present reports on h is work at 
the Ecole Normale Superieure ( 1 958-59) .  I have never had 
any relation to the practice of psychoanalysis. I am neither 

analyst nor analysand, nor analysed , nor am I a member of 
any Lacanian school. My re lation to Lacan is internal to 
phi losophy. 

That said, I've learned a number of importan t things 
from Lacan , and that's why I consider him to be one of my 
masters. To put it briefly, what fascinated me about Lacan 
for a long time was h is very strange effort to link the 
question of the subject to investigations or models of a 
logico-mathematical kind. This effort is totally absen t from 
Freud. ""'hat especially interested me abou t Lacan was his 
conception of the real. First, the distinction he makes 
between the real and reality, which is not t.'le same as the 
classical metaphysical distinction between appearance and 
reali ty, or between phenomenon and noumenon . And i n  
particular, this conception of the real as being, in a situ
ation , in any given symbol ic field, the point of impasse , or 
the point of impossibility, which precisely allows us to think 
the situation as a whole, according to its real. Part of what I 

said a moment !!&9-fQ!:l!<:i !:>e r��icl _�J:.-Q!!Q�:- eIDand.icii9ry 
pol itics -aTways consists i n making seeIJ!....POJiSibk_pI�dsely 
thai whICh, from withf� l>ituation, is declared to be _ . _-- -_ .. ..--.. . _--.-- - - - - . ,  -
iI!lpossi ble. 

Another thing that grabbed my attention : Lacan declared 
himself to be an 'antiphilosopher' .  It is partly thanks to him 
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that I began to ask myself, in a fairly systematic way, what 
might be declared antiphilosophical, what was it that char
acterized antiphilosophical thought, why certain kinds of 
thought constitute themselves as hostility to philosophy. In 
the end, my theory is that philosophy should always think 
as closely as possible to antiphilosophy. For all  these rea
sons. l owe Lacan a real debt. despite having had no 
relation to the question of analytic therapy as such. 

You are careful to distinguish philosophical truth from all that 
might claim an affinity with the ineffable, the unsayahle, IYT" the 
myJtical. At the same time, you defend. in Saint Paul and 
elsewhere, a striking doctrine of 'laicized grace: purged of an,. 
religious reference IYT" thematics. The questian i.�: tkJesn 't the trul)' 
religious begin precisely where all thematics comes to an end '! What 
can the idea of grace mean, if it doesn " connote the idea of another, 
properly creative power, a pure bff)'ond '! 

For me, every singular truth has i ts ongm in an event. 
Someth ing must h appen, in order for there to be something 
new. Even in our personal lives, there must be an encoun
ter, there must be something which cannot be calculated, 
predicted or managed; there must be a break based only on 
chance . And it's to the extent that there is an essen tial link 
between the infinite development or construction of a 
truth, and this element of rupture that is an event. that I 
understand what Christian writers have called grace. That is 
not to say that for them the teno has exactly this meaning. 
In effect. if every grace is a divine gift. we cannot absolutely 
avoid the idea of an ultimate. divine calculation. even if that 
calculation exceeds our understanding. That would be the 
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difference that subsists between the properly re ligious 
understanding of grace, and what I cal��Q-K�c!..<:� 

Fundamental ly, what I call laicized grace describes the 
fact that, in so far as we are given a chance of truth,  a 
chance of be ing a li ttle bit more than living individuals, 
pursuing our ordinary interests, this chance is always given 
to us through an event. 1bis even tal giving, based absolutely 
on chance, and beyond any principle of the managemen t 
or calculation of existence - why not call it a grace? Simply, 
it  is a grace that requires no all-powerful, no divine tran
scendence. 'What interests me in Sain t  Paul is the idea -
very explicit in his writings - that the becoming of a truth, 
the becoming of a subject, depend entirely on a pure event, 
which is i tself beyond all the predictions and calCulations 
that our understanding is capable of. 

"''hat, then, do we make, with Paul, of that sec01'ld and no less 

fundamental event, hi� personal confinTUltion, 01'1 the road to 
Dama.�us. of the truth of the first event ? Is there room, in your 
philosophy, for this second and irreducibf)· private supplement � In 
other words, is the troth not always split between a truth 'in 
general' or 'jor all', and a truth weroed especiall)' for its avant
garde? Or again, what i.s gained by distinguishing .so sharply, in 
politics as much as in love, what happens to us from what we do, 
or make happen � 

"'hat is important about Paul is that we can read the texts 
he left behind, quite i ndependently of the story of his 

personal grace, and of the way this grace il'lelf did or d id 
not depend on the resurrection. Paul's thought is a thought 
of the event, a thought of the truth as consecutive to an 
event,  a thought of fideli ty, and also a certain thought of 
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the universal, and what interested me was to  examine it  as 
such . That there are serious problems within Christian 
doctrine - concerning whether the event was sufficient or 
not, concerning who is chosen - is something that goes 
back to what we were sa}ing: that it is very difficult to detach 
the Ch ristian doctrine of grace from the idea of a transcend
ent plan that governs the world. Which is where my atheism 
interrupts the parallel,  as I poin t out on several occasions 
in my book. 

On the other hand,  I don 't see any major problem as 
regards the collective extension of an event, if only because 
I've lived through something like it myself. A philosophy is 
also a personal experience. Concerning May 1968 and after, 
you have to remember just what the established Gaullist 
regime was like in the early 1 96Os. You h ave to remember 
its oppressiveness, and the extraordinarily minoritarian 
character - in a way we can scarcely imagine today - of the 
protest movements, of radical or critical currents, con
fronted with the triumphalism of Pompidolian propertied 
capitalism . You n eed to have lived through that society, a 
society which had no more problems - the terrible question 
of Algeria having been resolved; a society of full employ
ment, of uninterrupted development. . As for what then 
took place, yes, we were the genuine actors, but actors 
absolutely seized by what was happening to them, as by 
something extraordinary, something properly incalculable. 
Without a doubt, I was personally marked by this irruption. 
Of course, if we add up the anecdotes one by one, we can 
always say that at any given moment there were certain 
actors, certain people who provoked this or that result. But 
the crystalli7..ation of all these moments, their generaliza
tion, and then the way in which everyone was caught up in  
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i t, well beyond what any one person might have thought 
possible - that's what I call an evental dimension. None of 
the little processes that led to the event was equal to what 
actually took place. 

It 's a matter of scale? 

There was an extraordinary change of scale,  as there a)",'3.YS 
is in every significant event.  For example, between the 
French Revolution and the financial crisis that prompted 
the calling of the Estates General , there was another change 
of scale. Of course we can always invoke the meeting of the 
Estates General, the question of the representation of the 
differen t orders, the king's attempts to block all that. I 've 
never argued that the event, when we examine it in its 
facticity, presents irrational characteristics. I simply think 
that none of the calculations internal to the situation can 
account for its irruption , and cannot, in particular, eluci
date this kind of break in scale that happens at a certain 
moment, such that the actors themselves are seized by 
something of which they no longer know if they are its 
actors or its vehicle [ supports] , or what it  carries away. Lin 
Piao - someone who is rarely mentioned these days - once 
said, at the height of the Cultural Revolution , that the 
essential thing was to be, at a revolutionaI)' conj unction, 
both its actor and its target. I quite like this form ula . Yes, 
we are actors, but in such a �y_th.aLwe are .targeted-by,-
camed-a�iy-by. amhtruck by [ atlant par] the even t. In th is  
se�se there can undoubtedly be collective events .  

YOuf3is�th����ple of Castro, who is  dear to me 
because he's part of my youth. I followed what happened in 
Cuba very closely, and there again, it 's obvious that the little 
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group of partisans in the Sierra Maestra were voluntarists. 
But with the col lapse of Batista, the seizure of power, and 
that extraordinary, very slow march of Castro towards 

Havana, the Cuban people as a whole were seized by 
someth ing which, in a certain way, was no doubt legible in 
its successive stages, but which marked an absolute change 
of scale with respect to the disembarkation of some twenty 
people in the hills of the Sierra Maestra. 

You once said that you were no longer sure if there Ulas an ewnt in 
May 1968.11 By what criteria can we decide such things after the 
event, especially if the event iiYlf persists, strictly speaking, only 

through its retrospective declaration ? 

I said something a little more complicated . I said that 
perhaps we didn ' t know the name of this event, and that, 
consequently, it was an event-ality still suspended from i ts  
name - what Sylvain Lazarus calls a n  'obscure eventality' 
There are such even talities - that is, eventalities such that 

the statemen ts that can be detached from them, or the 
names used to refer to them, never manage to justify the 

practice of the sequence, never manage to stabilize i t. For 
example, in the French Revolutionary seq uence, the name 
' revolution ' was very soon a matter of consensus , as the 

appropriate name for what was going on.  When Saint-Just 

said: 'The revolution is frozen :  he pointed to something 
about the Revolution and the name ' revolution ' ,  as a 
capacity that was truly internal to what was going on at the 

time. 

As for May 1968, we ' ve drifted this way and that, perhaps 
because it is an event belonging to precisely that time when 
we were passing from the old conception of politics to 
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some thing else, so that, as a result, the name ' revolution' 
was n ' t  the righ t name. There have been all sorts of propos
als. I 'm very struck by the fact that today evel)'one says ' the 
events of May 1 968 ' ,  but if we say that the event has ' event' 
as its name, it means that we have n ' t  yet found its name. I 
expect that I will probab ly stick with this appreciation of 
May 1968: it is an event - part of my subjectivation was 

forged in it, so I ","ill remain faithful to it - but one whose 
name is obscure. 

One oj the first qu£stiom to strike me as I read L'Etre et 
I ' evenement was that oj the �eral relation between yOUT math
ematical ontology and the nature oj material reality in general. You 
treat material situations as particular sorts oj mathematical sets. 

U'hat relation is there between y(ruT ontology - that is, the presenta
tion oj presentation, what you call 'being-as.lJeing' - and that 
which is presented? 

If we accept that there exists a situation in which what is at 
stake for thought is being-as-being - and for me, this is 
simply one situation of thought, among others - then I 
would say that this situation is the situation defin ed by 

mathematics . Mathematics, because if we abstrac t all pre
sen tative predicates little by l ittle. we are left with the 

multiple, pure and simple. Th e ' that which is presented' 
can be absolutely anything. Pure presentation as such, 
abstracting all reference to 'that which ' - which is to say, 
then, being-as-being, being as pure multiplicity - can be 
though t  on ly through mathematics . 

To the extent that we abstract the ' that which is presented' 
in the diversity of situations, to consider the presentation of 
presentation itself - that is to say, in the end, pure multiplicity 
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- then t h e  real and the possible are rendered necessarily 
indistincL What I call ontology is the generic form of pres
entation as such , considered independen tly of the question 
as to whether what is presen ted is real or possible . It is the 
reason why people have always debated the status of math
ematical idealities, the status of their reality. Are they real, 
do they exist somewhere, are they merely possible , are they 
linguistic products .? I think we have to abandon these 
questions , simply because it is of the essence of ontology, as 

I conceive it, to be beneath the disti nction of the real and 
the possible . ""''hat we will necessarily be left with is a science 

of the multiple in general,  such that the question of knov.ing 
what is effectively presented in a particular situation remains 
suspended. A contrario, every time we examine something 
that is presented, from the strict point of "iew of its objective 

presentation, we will h ave a horizon of mathematicity, wh ich 
is, in my opin ion , the on ly thing that can be clear . In the 
final analysis, physics - that is to say, the theory of matter 
is mathematical. It is mathematical because, as the theory of 
the most objectified strata of the presented as such,  it 
necessarily catches hold of being-as-being through its 

mathematicity. 
The relation between 'what is presented ' - for example, 

maller - and the theory of being-as-being can be described, 
empirically, as the relation between physics and mathemat
ics. But it migh t be described more profoundly as the 
relation between, on the one hand, a generic theory of the 
multiple in  itself - that is , of a multiple indifferen t to what 
it  is the multiple of, and thus of the multiple as pure 
multiple of the multiple - and , on the other hand, the ' that 
which is multiply presented as such ' ,  about which onto logy 

says nothing. 
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It seems, however, tnat Jour most basic concept, the concept oj a 
situation, oscillates somewhat between an essentially malhematical 
orrJp and what appears to be a no less essen tially ed.ectic order, 
combining heterogeneous elements oj actualit),. 

You're quite right. The category of situation , from this point 
of view - and this is why I'm going substantially to rework it 
- is a bivalent category, a category we can access in two 
different ways (<1 double entree] . In one sense you can take it 
to mean situation as effectivity - that is, as the effective 
realization of an ontological possibility, and so as a figure 
of multiplicity. Th is would be how it is characterized from 
within the ontological situation. We could then say that 
every si tuation is a mul tiple. We could further add that 
every situation is an infi nite multiple, or a multiple of such 
and such a cardinality, or a multi ple of such and such 
complexity, and that would be about as far as \'<'e could go. 
In a second sense, the ' that which composes this multi
plicity',  the qualitative determination internal to this multi
plicity, .... ill be a matter for the investigation of this singular 
situation. We could say then, for instance, that it is a 
politico-historical situation, made up of gestures, actions of 
the masses, figures of the state, and so on. If, by contrast, it  
is a stric tly physical or material situation, it  .... ill be made up 
of experimental mechanisms highlighting particular sets 
[ ensembles] . 

All this simply confinns a very old and somewhat inevi
table ontological programme: that ontology always gathers 
up what remains to thought once we abandon the predica
tive, particular determinations of ' that which is presented ' 
We might conclude that there remains nothing at all .  This 

was the idea that dominated the whole nineteenth century, 
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the whole of post-Kantian theory', according to which,  in 
this case, there would remain only the unknowable, and 
even tually nothing. Or we might concl ude that there actu
ally remains everything - which was, after all ,  Heidegger's 
guiding inspiration; that is, if we put to one side the diverse 
singularity of the existence of the existent [ etant] , we come 
to a thought of being that is itself suspended or deferred 
{ suspendue] in fairly problematic fashion. As for me, I con

clude that what remains is mathematics. I think it's a fairly 
strong thesis.  

Moreover, i t  is  a ful ly materialist thesis, because every'one 
can see that the investigation of matter,  the very concept of 
matter, is a concept whose history shows it to be at the edge 
of mathematicit),. It  is not mathematical in the order of 
experience , but it is mathematized by rational thought -
such that it is on the border of the mathematical, since the 
more you decompose the concept of matter into i ts most 
elementary constituents, the more you move into a field of 
reality which can he named or identified on ly with increas
ingly complex mathematical operations. ' Matter' would sim
ply he, immediately after being, the most general possible 
name of the presen ted (of 'what is presented' ) .  Being-as
being would be that point of indistinction between the 
possible and the real that only mathematics apprehends in 
the exploration of the general configurations of the purely 
multiple. Malter, in the sense in which it is at stake in 
physics, is matter as enveloping any particular presentation 
- and I am a materialist in the sense that I think that any 
presentation is material. If we consider the word 'matter ' ,  
th e  content of the word ' matter' , matte r  comes immediately 
after being. It is the degree of generality immediately co
present to ontology. The physical situation will then be a 
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very powerfully mathematized situation, and in a certai n 
sense, more and more so, the closer it comes to apprehend
ing the smallest, most primordial elements of reality. 

One of the consequences - O'T perhaps one of the conditions - of 
YOII,r position is to bracket the distinction which has so often inspired 
ontological inquiry: the distinction between the animate and inani
mate, O'T between the living and the rrwre-than-living, the distinction 
between the created and the Creator. Does your recourse to math
ematics allow you to sidestep the old problems associated with our 

attempt to � sense of a reality that is not of the same order as 
our own experience? 

I'm convinced of the importance of the situational field 
concerning the theory of living beings. I think that the 
theory of the l iving as living, like the theol)' of matter as 
matter, is a matter for science. And God knows I recognize 

the eminent dignity and singular importance of science 
among the conditions of phi losophy. If I haven ' t  yet said 

much about the field of the l iving, it 's not at all because I 
think it's unnecessal)". In any case, I have always said that 

we have to accept the fact that human beings are animals. 

You 're sometimes a little hard on animals. 

No! Why do you say that? 

This effort to distinguish an immortal truth from the cOTTUption of 
the flesh, of temptation, of desires and interests that are 'no more, 
no less worthy than those of moles . . . .  u 
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But let's make some distinctions. I do think there is a real 
difference between the human and the animal. This doesn 't 
mean that I deny that, for the essential part of our exist
ence, we are animals. I 've often said as much. A m<9or pan 
of human existence is fS"asped, seized, \',rithin animal exist
ence. This is not a value judgement, it just means that if 
we're going to talk about truth-procedures, we 're going to 
talk about something else. This something else is what 
constitutes the singularly human , .... ithin the animal uni
verse. Personally, I'm quite fascinated by evel)1.hing that 
reminds me to what extent human bei ngs are animals. I 
have a certain tenderness for this.  I 'm by no means the 
kind of classical moral ist for whom the an imality v.ithin the 
human is always the object of an initial prejudice. It's a part 
of my materialism. 

I think that human beings are animals, animals which 
have at uleir disposal a singular ability, a si ngular. aleatory, 
and partial abili ty, which identifies them philosophically as 
human, within the animal sphere. The animal spheJe is 
itself internal to the material sphere. From the poin t  of view 
of the pure presented, it ends there. But where a thought 
of being is concerned - and it is precisely one of the 
singular human capacities we have the use of 
mathematics. 

You once accused me of being pre-Darwinian; this was an 
important objection in your view. It struck me, that remark, 
and I've thought about it. I have the greatest admiration 
for Darwin. His revolutionary discovery was a major creation 
in human thought. Bearing in mi nd the conditions of 
the day, his theolJ' was very powerful, with remarkable 
subversive potential. It's not for nothing that it has always 

been the target of reactionary attacks. I don' t  think I am 
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pre-Darwinian. I accept absolutely that man is an animal 
and, in a certain sense ,  nothing else.  From the point of view 
of what composes us, there is nothing except matter. Even 
a procedure of truth is never anything other than the 
seizing of materiality. 

Having said that, I do think that, by grace, this particular 
animal is sometimes seized by something that thought 
cannot manage to reduce strictly to the thought ofan imality 
as such. It is not a very different claim from the one a 
physicist wil l make by sayi ng that, however mathematized 
physics becomes, there neverIess remains a moment where 
it is experience or the experiment [ l 'expmence] which 
decides an issue, where eveIJ'lhing is not reducible to that 
sale space exhaustively thought by pure mathematicity. As 
for truth, it 's the same thing - that is to say, it is thinkable 
only by that mortal animal which human beings happen to 
be. 

"'hat then, exactly, i.� the relation between the immortality of the 
truth and the 'anima/it)" of the knowledges it transcends 7 In the 

first place, we know that according to your onwlogy, tile elements of 
a situation exist as 'counted1QT-<me' by the situation. Are tllf!')' thus 
intrinsically individuated or self-individuated, and then selected /1)' 
the situation 7 Or are they distinguished solely by their belonging w 
the situation 1 li'hat distinguishes an element? 

Your question puts you in a pos ition of indiscernibility. We 
cannot immediately distinguish between the fact that an 
element is counted as one in the situation, and the one that 
it is 'in i tself' What can happen is that, in a manner that 
is itself unavoidably even tal , some elements that were not 

previously counted. come to appear as needing to be 
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counted i n  the situation . It is only th rough this discovery 
that there irrupts a gap between what is counted as one in 
the si tuation , and the i n trinsic one that the element is. 
Retroactively, we will  have to declare that this something 

which appears, even tally, as needing to be counted - did 
indeed belong to the situation. And if you admit retroac
tively that it belonged to the situation, you will have to say 
that it had an intrinsic identity. This is why every intrinsic 

identity which affirms itself as an objection to the cOlln ting
as-<lne - that is, as uncounted in the situation in which it 
should be counted - comes to light only in the evental 

discovery. It is the evental d iscovery which constitutes the 

gap between counted for one by the situation, and intrinsic 
identity . If we were in a position, from the strict point of 

view of the situation itself, to distinguish between what is 
counted for one in the situation, and the intrinsic identity 
of what is so counted , then this position would not be 
immanent to the si tuation. We would need to be an external 

observer, capable of saying: here is an iden tity, here is what 
is counted for one , and we can see that this identity is 

outside the count. But since we are always immanent to a 
situation, we are necessarily incapable of distinguishing 
between what is counted and an intrinsic, uncounted 

identity. 
What any event revea ls - and r think it's particularly 

striking in pol itiCS - is that there was something which had 

its own identity beyond the count, which was not taken 
account of. It's why I 've always said that an event was, one 

way or another, a breakdown of the count. It's also why -

and here we come back to what I was saying about Lacan -

we can equally say, of an event, that it is what demonstrates 
what is impossible for the count,  as its real , such that the 
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law of the count is made apparen t, as being such that this 
thing, which wasn ' t  counted, should have been counted . 

Hour would y<m qualify this fact of alu1a)'s being internal to a 
situation? Isn 't it a kind of transcendental conditiO'7/., an e7Ulbling 

condition of <mT existence, that we must always be specific to a 
situation ? 

I take it to be an ontological principle, that's the only 
difference. I 've no need to call it transcendental . What 
ontology tells us, in the theory of the purely multiple, is 
that, inasmuch as a multiple exists, we can declare its 
existence only inasmuch as it belongs to another multiple. 
To exist as a multiple is always to belong to a multiplicity. 
To exist is to be an element oj There is no other possible 
predicate of existence as such. The immediate consequence 

is that to exist is to be in a situation, without needing to fall 
back on the transcendental, since it is a law of being. I try 
to limit the use of the word 'transcendental' to its Kantian 
meaning. 

'Transcendental' refers back to the subjective conditions 
of experience, and Kant never stops telling us that it is 
precisely not a law of being. It is a law of the unit.)' of the 
phenomenon, not a law of being. If you want to extend the 
meaning of the word 'transcendental' to the point that }'OU 
call, in the end, transcendental the first or ultimate con
dition of thought in general, of existence in general ,  then 
at that point I'd agree: yes, it 's transcendental. 

I know that )'OU aTe in the middle of reJOTmulating YOUT conaptirm 

of relationship, and in particular of the relationship between truth 
and knowledge. How M things stand as of now ? 
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In L 'Eire et l 'ivenemtmt, I suggest that in every situation there 
is an encyclopaedia of knowledges, linked to a language of 
the situation. It's true - and you yourself have raised the 
objection - that unl ike the multiplicity of the situation. 
which is accounted for in ontology and mathematics. this 
particular point remains largely ungrounded, or affirmed 
in an uncritical way. If we assume it, then truth can appear 
as boring a hole in this encyclopaedia, as subtracting itself 
from it, or as a diagonal of novelty with respect to iL Both 
language and knowledge are very important, and they are 
related, since it is only because there is a language of the 
situation that there can be predicates, particularities, and 
thus knowledges. 

The reworking I'm engaged in at the moment consists of 
giving both a legitimacy and a much greater consistency to 
this double question of the language of the situation and 
the existence of knowledges. This has naturally led me to 
rethink the most basic concept of my thinking, which is 
precisely the notion of situation. In reality. the concept of 
situation is reduced, in L 'Etre et l'ivenement, to the purely 
multiple, to which is added, slightly from the outside, the 
language of the situation and its predicates. Setting out 
from a study of what determines the particularity of a 
situation, I hope to show that there is necessarily in every 
situation a predicative universe, which I will call its being
there [etre-ki] . I will try to distinguish the being of the 
situation, which refers back to ontology, from its being
there - that is, the necessity for every situation to be not 
simply a being but, coextensive with that being. an appear
ing [apparaitre] . It is a doctrine of appearing, but of a non
phenomenal appearing. I t's not a matter of an appearing 

for a subject, but of an appearing as such, as localization. It 
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is a localization that doesn't itself refer back to any particu

lar space or geography but is, rather, an intrinsic localiza
tion. It is a supplementary ontological property, in addition 
to pure multiplicity. 

In other words, I 'm going to tackle the problem of the 
disti nction between a possible and an effective situation, 
between possible situation and real situation , since I ' ll go 
back over the fact that on tology doesn 't settle this question , 

that it is beneath this point of distinction . Hence the 
effectivity of a situation , its appearing , can ' t  be deduced 
from its configuration of multiplicity. There is no transitivity 
between t h e  o n e  and the other. 

At this point, we ' ll have to ask about the laws of appear
ing. I think we can maintain the idea that mathematics 
still explains some of what happens, that we aren ' t absol
utely obliged to leave the realm of the mathematical. Sim
ply, we'll need a slightly new form of mathematicity, one 
that requires a minimal theory of relation, a logic. I call 

'logic' a theory of relation as relation, relation between 
elements, between parts, and so on. I will argue that being
as-being - that is, as beneath the relation between being 
and being-there - is a pure multiplicity. But I will show 
how this pure multiplicity is always attached to, distorted 
by, or reworked by a universe of relations, which will 
define the logic peculiar to the situation, not merely 
its being displayed in its multiplicity, or its ne twork of 
belongings. 

This is going to require, on the mathematical side of 
things,  different operators, both logical and topological, 
and on the philosophical side, an elucidation of the relation 

between being and being-there. I think I 'l l be able to draw 

most of the argument from the relation of order, from the 
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I 
elementary relation of order, order being defined simply as 
the first dissymmetrical relation - of c ourse, the didactics of 
the thing, the way of presenting i t, is very importan t  to me, 

and for as long as I haven ' t fully discovered it, I ' m  not 
entirely at ease. I 'm going to try to solve the problem - and 
you can see that I've read your work, and am sensitive to 

what you've said - by injecting something like dissymmetry 
into the general edifice, without in any way renouncing it. 
This means that it will mean something to say that a is in 
relation with b, in a relation which is something other than 

the strict relation of equivalence or equality. I ' ll take up the 
relation of order because it is, in the end, mathematically, 
the most primordial, most abstract, non-symmetrical 
relation. 

My last questions concern the autotwmy of truth, its status in 
reilltion to the world it exceeds or transcends. What kind of 
reilltionship is there, for example, between the truth of a scientific or 
an artistic discooery and the technical means of its formulation 

and distribution � What Teliltion is there between an artistic - let 's 
say musical - truth, and the (culturaUy specific) system of tonality 
which ensures that the truths of Haydn and Schoenberg - to take 

examples from yOUT Ethique - are always truths for certain 
listeners? 

I think we have to accept that between the effective or real 
character of any procedure of truth, and the protocol of 
identification, recognition , designation , or propagation of 
that truth, there are only individual cases, and no general 
relationship. We can give very simple examples. Take, for 
example , Arabo-Andalusian m usic, which has its own space 
of development, of creation, of historicity. For a long time 
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it couldn 't be iden tified as such . And then conditions were 
created in which it became identifiable. It 's really an indi

vidual case. 
This touches on two problems, which I'm currently work

ing on. First problem : does the universalizing identification 
of a truth have as its condition sine qua non something l ike 

philosophy? After all, I have myself defended the thesis 
accord ing to which philosophy does not create truths, but 

plays a certain role - I d idn ' t say the only role - in their 
identification and in their compatibility, their compossibil

ity, the eva luation of their time. For me , this is still an open 
question. Is there always something of the order of philos
ophy - but how are we to recognize phi losophy? - in the 

universalizing identification of a procedure of truth , regard

less of its origin or destination? 
This poses the question of the degree of philosophy's 

own universality. If we admit that philosophy has a capacity 
- not an exclusive capacity, but one that is proper to it - to 
identify something as universal . then it's obvious that phil
osophy has played a major role in the identification of 
science as such.  We know that the identification of art itself. 

as art, as distinct from anything else, is the achievement of 
philosophy. To general ize : does the iden tification of pro
cedures of truth always pass through philosophy, necessarily 

or unnecessarily. or is it a question of situation. of culture? 
It's an open question . and a fairly complicated one. 

The second, still more comp licated problem concerns 
what I call the interconnected juxtapos ition [juxtaposition en 
riseau] of truth-procedures. Truth-procedures do not exist 

as unilaterally unconnected , as entirely independent of 
each other, each following their own path . They are consti
tuted in a network, they cross each other. Part of the 
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problem is  a matter of knowing. for example , the poin ts of 
connection between scien tific procedure. its successive 
breaks, its discoveries, and the rules of political protocol . 
It's a very real question. You yourself have said that there is 
in science something which is hidden beneath machinery 
or equipment that is not entirely its own, but which never
theless largely contains it. In the same way. I've always been 
fascinated by the network of relations between love and art. 
We know very well that there is something within the 
development of love itself which is certainly marked, signed 
[ signe1 from within. by the novel ,  by the whole history of 
this question and the way it's been handled artistically, over 
successive strata. To such an extent that where the artistic 
situation is quite obviously different - I'm thinking of 
China, for example - I've often though t that love itself must 
be different. These are questions of interconnection 
[riseau) ; the truth-procedures resonate with each other, in 
their connections and crossings. 

So far I 've been very analytical in working on this q ues
tion. very Cartesian. I 've separated the procedures from 
each other, examined their type, their numericity, and so 
forth, but I 'm perfectly aware that in a situation [en situ
ation) , in the realm of singularity, this is not exactly how 
thi ngs look. There are always several procedures working 
through entangled or interconnected situations. It's what I 
hope to explain, once I 've deciphered and symbolized the 
problem, probably according to my own concept of culture. 
In the end, a cul ture. to the extent  that it can be thought 
or identified by philosophy, is a singular interconnected 
configuration of truth-procedures. 

I think there are truth-procedures everywhere, and that 
they are always universal; that a Chinese novel,  Arabic 
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algebra, Iranian music that all this is, in the end. 
universal by right. Simply. the conditions of their concrete 
universalization have followed a complicated history. On 
the other hand, I would admit that there is an element of 
the cultural site, which I would see in a system of intercon

nection. in which there is always something contingent, and 
also an aspect of sedimentation ,  of conservation, which is 

irreducibly particular. Here I ' m  speaking prospectively, 
slightly feeling my way forward, but I hope to be able to say 
how I conceive of a culture, in something other than 
empirical fashion. I 'm perfectly aware that there are cul
tural universes. linguistic universes. But I'd like to be able 
to cross through this empirical reality in a slightly different 

way. 

Just what is culturaUy specific here? Huw do we measure the 
immanent universaiit)' of an arlistic truth, to limit the question 
only to that ? Can it really be anything other than, on the one 
hand, a kind of pure or living (and therefore ephemeral) creativity 

- such that Schoenberg 's truth, say, persisted OJ' wiU persist as long 
as it continues to inspire new creations thai remain faithful in 

some way to this inspiration ? Or, on the other hand, a variant of 
the assertion of its own universal truth 7 This would limit litemry 

truth, for instance, to the confines of what Bourdieu describes as 
the 'literary field ' - the fold established lry the proclamation, from 

Haubert through Mallarmi, Blanchot and beyond, of an intransi

tive liJerary sovereignty, a word purified of worldly knowled� and 

communication.15 Most ofy()Ur poetic examples seem to confOTm to 
this idea. 

No doubt it's only because I am of this era. Perhaps my own 
taste , my own si te, my own set of interconnections [ reseau) , 
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have been drawn mainly from this. Bu t I certainly wouldn ' t  
make of it  a universal maxim. I don ' t  at all think that the 
affinnation of sovereign ty is essen tial to an artistic configu
ration. I try to name artistic sequences not so much with 

proper names, nor through the regime of works of art, but 
through what I call configurations. In Rosen's book on 
Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven, what is revealed is a config
uration. which he calls the classical style. 1 4  Obviously. most 
of my preferred poetic examples - I 'm perfectly aware of it 
- belong to such a configuration. 

Paris, 1 7  November 1997 

Notes 

1. First published in Angrlaki 3:3 ( 1998) , 1 1 3-33. All footnotes 

in the interview were written by the interviewer. 
2. La Distance politique 22 Uune 199n: 3. Both tenns, sans-papjers 

and foyers oulll'"ien, are difficult to translate without shifting the 

frame of cultural reference entirely. The long government 
campaign against the mostly West African and Algerian .sans
papien is comparable in its intensil}' to that waged in the 
United States against mostly Latin American ' illegal immi
gran ts'. Badiou 's militant commitment to the full naturaliza
tion of all immigrants l iving and working in France dates back 
more than twen l}'  years. 

Foyers O1L1!1UrS are collective residences, mainly occupied by 
single working men (or men whose families remain in their 

country of origin) ; often made up of inhabitants from the 

same place of origin . they are generally marked by a high 

degree of social cohesion and mu tual supporL In the last 

couple of years, the !OJ"! in certain Paris suburbs have come 
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under attack from reformist mayors; several have been 
destroyed.  Badiou and L'Organisation Politique which he co
founded in 1984-85 have been instrumental in promoting 
the campaign for their protection and reconstruction .  

3. T h e  term connotes something like the expression ' the New 
World Order', that is, the ubiquitous, 'pragmatic' free-market 
liberalism that has become the very form of contemporary 
MUSSity. 

4. In the summer of 1 996, hundreds of African imm igran ts 
occ upied the Saint Bernard churc h  for several mon ths, in a 

direct refu tation of their official characterization as ' clandes
tins' After being expelled from th e church by force in August 
1996, and again evicted from the town hall of the 1 8th 
amnuiissemml in Paris in June 1 997, the Saint Bernard cam
paign has organized - with the Organisation Poli tique, among 
other groups - a series of major Paris rallies ( 1 5  and 22 

November 1 997, 6 December 1997, and February 7 1998 . . . ) .  
Throughout this campaign , the emphasis has been on the 
militant subjective prrsence of the sans-papiers - that they are not 
somehow 'alien'  or ' invisi ble ' ,  but simply hen as ordinary 
workers under extraordinary pressu re. 'Sain t Bernard is proof 
of a strong principle of auto-constitu tion, in the sense that 
people decided one day to come out from their homes and 
to constitute themselves collectively in their demand for 
residence papers' (La Distance politique, 19-20 (April 1997) , 
7) . Such directly political or subjective mobilization has 
nothing to do with the pious \'lllorization of certain people as 
'disam-antaged' or exclus. 

5. La Distance politique 25 (November 1 997) , 3. La Distance poli
tique is the journal of the Organisation Politique, a relatively 
short bulletin (usually between 4 and 15 pages),  published 
on average four times a year, printing articles and editorials 
detailing particular demonstrations and rallies, interviews 
willI workers or immigrant groups, discussions of electoral 
campaigns and results, and general reflections on 'what is to 
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be done '  The first three issues o f  fA Dis/ana politifj1JL 
included brief analyses of canonical works by Marx, Lenin 
and Mao, in that order; issue 5 carried an article on A1thusser. 
Since then the emphasis has been almost exclusively practical , 
and La Dis/ana politique has remained much more of an 
organizing tool than any sort of contribution to ' political 
theory' 

In keeping with Badiou's understanding of a political 
subject, the Organisation Politique adheres to a strict fonn of 
col lective responsibility, and as a rule the positions expressed 
by La Distance polilique can be taken as fully consistent with 

Badiou 's own. Badiou has always treated the Organ isation 
Politique as nothing less than a 'subjective condition of my 
phi losophy' (Alain Badiou, Abrigi de metapolilique, I 1 7) . 

6. L'Organisation Politique, Cahier No. 4, Ni sUUul special, ni 

imt:gration: On est tow ici, on est taus d'ici (May 1997) , 4. 

7. L'Organisation Politique, Cakkr No. 4, 3. 

8. Alain Badiou, Saint Paul au lG fondation de l 'universali.sm£, 1 06. 

9. See Karl Mane: and Friedrich Engels, The Communist Manifesto, 

82. 

1 0. Hannah Arendt, On Revolution, 206. 
1 1 .  'I t's entirely possible that there was no event at all. I really 

don't know' (Alain Badiou. ' Being by Numbers', Artfarum 33:2 
(October 1994) , 1 23) .  

12 .  Alain Badiou, L 'Ethique, 52/58-9. 

1 3. Pierre Bourdieu .  Les Rigies de l'art: Structure tt gmese du champ 
atteraire, 1 992 [ 1 996  J . 

1 4. Charles Rosen, � Gdssical Style: Haydn, Muzart. Beethoven, 
1976. 
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